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Abstract

The doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays D + _ K+_z-rc+, D + _ K+rc° and D +

K*+x ° are searched for in a 9.5.6 pb-I data sample of e+e- annihilation events coUected

near the _(3770) resonance with the Mark HI detector at the SPEAR storage ring, at the

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. These rareweak decays a1_ naively expected at a rate

of tan40c (-_3x 10-'3)relative to corresponding Cabibbo allowed decays. In the context of

presently accepted models of hadronic weak decays, however, they are anticipated to be

enhanced,makingtheirexperimentaldetectionfeasibleintheMark Hl dataset.

The experhncntallysimplestdecaychannelD +---)K+_-_t+ issearchedforinclu-

sivelythroughconventionalanalysistechniques.A signalofay.proximately2.5crsignifi-

canceisobtained.An independentanalysisisperformedtoestablishexamplesofthis

decayand ofD + _ K+It° andK*+rc° byful.lreconstructionofD+D - events.Exploiting

thetwo body kinematicsof _3770) _ DD, thissecondapproachobtainssignificandy

smallerbackgroundsthantheinclusivestudy.Consistentwiththeinclusivcresults,three

D . ---)K+_-_"+ candidateeventsare observedwith an expectedbackgroundof

1.2._'._:I:0.4events.No cvcnt.sareobservedforeitherD + --)K+% °orK*+_:°.

The branchingfractionforD + --)K+%-% + ismeasured,andlimitsarcestablished

onthebranchingfractionsforD + --hK+ft°andK*+%°.Theseresultsareusedtoconfront

thetheoreticalpredictionsfrommodelsoftheweakha&onicdecaysofcharmedmesons.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since their discovery in 1976, much data and knowledge has been gathcr_ on the

w'_k decays of the charmed pseudoscalar mesons, D Oand D +. One phenomena of these

particles--a difference in their lifetimes--initially came as a surprise in light of the naive

model first used to describe their decays; the D +exisLsapproximately 2.5× longer than the

D o, when it was expected that their lifetimes should be the same. lt is now widely believed

that this lifetime difference is a result of interference effects which are occurring in the D +

decays at the quark level and which are causing a suppression in the over,di D + decay rate.

. The picture of charmed weak decays, however, is far from complete. One of the

difficulties and challenges of studying charmed meson decays is the fact that these weakl'

processes occur in a region where the strong interaction effects, as described by Quantum

Ctu'omodynamics, is largely nonperturbative. Several models therefore have been intro-

duced to describe these decays, and they have been tested and modified by measured pro-

duction rates of exclusive D decay channels. Some of the more widely accepted models

account for the effects of interference in the D + decays, and further understanding and im-

provement lie both in studying other decay channels and in improving the experimental

precision.

Although the experimental precision cannot be improved with the Mark IH experi-

ment, other decay channels can be studied. This thesis describes searches for a particular

" class of D decays, the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays. Direct evidence for the interfer-

• ence effect c_m'ently comes from the measured production rates of only a couple D + decay

1
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channels, and the D + doubly Cabibbo supprcsse_i decays can provide an additional probe

in the effect.

This thesis is broken down as follows, Chapter 2 provides a theoretical overview
P

of charmed weak decays and expands on the motivation for studying the doubly Cabibbo

suppressed decays of the D + meson. Chapter 3 discusses the Mark III detector and the ini-

tial processing done on the data collected with the detector. Chapters 4 through 7 discuss

the various searches for D + doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays and include discussions of

the efficiency estimates, the extensive background studies, and the resulting measurements

or limit calculations on the branching fractions. Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of

the analyses and discusses conclusions.

2
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Theory and Motivation for Analysis

2-1 Introduction to Charm
In 1964 Bjorken and Glashow proposezl a model to extend the SU(3) flavor sym-

merry of the up, down and strange quantum numbers to an SU(4) flavor symmetry, intro-

ducing a fourth flavor--charm[lI Among its actfievements, the model presented a symmetry

between leptons and hadrons. A few years later, Weinberg and Salam developed an SU(2)

® U(I) gauge theory which unified the electromagnetic and weak interactions of lep-

tons[2] To extend this model to the quarks, Glashow, lliopoulos and Maiani again found a

• fot_rth flavor was required[ 31Their model, now referred to as the GIM mechanism, ex-

plains the K °-k ° mass difference and the suppression of strangeness changing neutral cur-
a

rent processes such as K 0 _/z+/z -.

Fin',ally, in 1974 the J/_p'resonance was discovered at SLAC44land Brookhaven! 51

providing experimental evidence for the existence of charm. TheJ/_is considered to be a

jpc= 1-- bound state of a charm quark and anticharm quark. The discovery of the next

charmonium resonance, the _(3685), followed shortly thereafter[.6]

In 1976 the charmed D°'and D + mesons were discovered at SPEAR by the

SLAC-LBL collaboration[ 7]The Ds+ (formerly the F+) was conclusively found by CLEO

in 1983!8] completing the SU(3) flavor triplet of charmed pseudoscalar states. Table 2.1

lists some fundamental properties of these mesons.

Much progress has been made over the past ten years in understanding charm
,a

weak decays. However, as will be discussed below, several issues and problems remain to

be resolved. The b',tlance of this chapter is divided into two parts: Section 2-2 reviews

3
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Table 2.1 D meson properties.
-- -- II ,,, , i , ,, , , ,,,, rill

Mass Lifetime .
Meson C S I 13 J P (MeV/c 2) (ps)

D O 1 0 1/2 -I/2 0 -1 1864.5+0.5 0.421+0.010

D . 1 0 1/2 1/2 0 -1 1869.35:0.4 1.0625:0.028

Ds+ 1 1 0 0 0 -1 1968.8_+0.7 0.445:_:_
II i i i i = J --111

some of the current issues and theories betfind charm weak decays, and Section 2-3, in

light of the theory discussion, motivates He analysis pursued for this thesis.

2-2 Theory

2.2.1 The Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions

The Weinberg.-Salam model has evolved to what is known today as the Standard

Model of Electroweak interactions. In its current form, it has succeeded at explaining and

predicting a wide variety of phenomenon in particle physics, such as nuclear beta decay,

neutrino _attering, and W and Z physics.

The model is based on a local SU(2)® U(1) gauge theory, where the six

quarks--u(up), d(down), s(strange), c(chann), b(bottom) and t(top)--and the six lepton-

s--e (electron), re(electron neutrino), #(muon), vg(muon neutrino), z(tau) and v_(tau neu-

trino)-are considered to be the fundamental constituents of matter. Their interactions are

mediated by four vector gauge bosons, the W ±, Z ° and 7, which correspond to the 3 + 1

generators of SU(2)® U (1). The W± and Z ° mediate the weak interactions while the ?'me-

diates the electromagnetic. Quarks and leptons are spin 1/2 particles referred to as fermi-

ons and are represented the theory by spinor fields or spinors. The symmetry properties of

the spinors depend upon their helicity; left..h_ded fields transform as weak isospin dou-

blets of SU(2):

4
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Iu] Ecl.[',]d" L s L L
i,

while fight-handed fields transform as isospin singlet_:

uR,aR cR,sR tR,bR

eR /zR zR

Neutrinos have been assumed to have no mass andtherefore no right-handed components.

The isospin doublets illustrate the quark-lepton symmetry in the Standard Model;

quark and lepton doublets pair-off to form a family or generation. Currently only three

generations have been observed, and recent Z ° width measurements[91strongly suggest

. that only three generations do exist, in the absence of massive neutrinos.

The d', _' and b"spinors are we_ eigenstates which mix to fom_ the mass eigen-

states d, s and b, via the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix:

s'= v_d v. v_b s
0' Lv,u v. va,.lLb

Several of the CKM matrix elements have been measured experimentally[I°]: IV_ from

nuclear beta decay; IV_I from Ke3 and semileptonic hyperon decays; IVcalfrom v#d

/z-c, charmed particle production by neutrinos, and semileptonic D decays; IVcslfrom D

Kev decays; IV_l/iVcblfrom the leptonic energy spectrum in semileptonic B decays;

and IVcblfrom B -_ D lvt decays. Assuming only three generations of quark flavors and

imposing unitarity constraints, the 90% confidence intervals on ",dimatrix element magni-

" tudes are obtained[ll]:
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0.9747- 0.9759 0.218- 0.224 0.001- 0.007 ]
0.218-0.224 0.9734-0.9752 0.030-0.058
0.003-0.019 0.029-0.058 0.9983-0.9996

The small values for the off-diagor_"_.lterms show that the mixing is small. In the limit of _"

no mixing with the third generation, the CKM matrix reduces to the original Cabibbo ma-

trix for four flavors:

[sd_]=[ c°sOc sin°c]rd
1-sin0 cos0 .t s j

This representation is still used in the discussion of charm physics; decays which occur

through the transition c --> s W + are labelled Cabibbo allowed, while those which occur

through c --->dW + are termed Cabibbo suppressed.

According to the Standard Model, charm and the other quarks decay weakly

through charged ctwrent interactions, described by the Lagrangian
,,t

g +
Lc_ = "2"--_ i

where, g is the weak coupling constant, ZL(i) is the left-handed doublet for the ith quark or

lepton family, T + and T- are the raising and lowering operators of weak isospin and W e

are the vector boson fields.

2-2.2 Qtntum Chromodynamics
The Standard Model picture of quark decays is relatively simple. However, no

quarks have been observed free; they are ali bound within hadronic states. The study of the

weak decays of heavy flavor quarks, therefore, necessarily includes the study of strong in-
w

teractions among two or more quarks, which are described by the theory of Quantum

Chromodynamics (QCD).

§
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Quantum Chromodynamics is a local gauge theory based on SU(3)symmetry.i

Analogous to the electric charge in QED, quarks in QCD carry one of three possible "col-

or charges", which are often designated in the literature as r (rtd), g (green) and b (blue).

_ The three color chaz ,es together form an SU(3) color triplet. Color interactions are medi-

ated by gluons, the gauge bosons of tile local gauge theory. Eight different gluons corre-

spond to the eight generators of SU(3) and form a color octet. The non-Abclian nature of

SU(3) allows gluons to carry color, and consequently gluons can interact not only with

quarks but with other gluons.

The gluon self-interaction leads to a QCD effective coupling constan*, t_(Q2),

which decreases with increasing momentum transfer or decreasing interaction _istances.

This property of asymptotic freedom is illustrated by the one loop approximation for

t_(Q2):

12_z

cq(Q _-)= (33_2nf)ln(QE/A_D),t

where nf refers to the number of flavors that exist below the Q2value and A_cD is a cut-off

constant, determined experimentally to be about 200 MeV. For Q2 >> At_D ' QCD can be

applied pcIt._rbatively, and conversely, for ( 2 ~ A_CD,QCD is nonpcrmrbative.

At the charm mass scale, t_ ~ 0.3! 12]and hadronization has been found to play an

important role in weak hadronic charm decays. This has made charmed meson decays dif-

fi'mlt to fully understand but at the same time interesting in that they are a unique laborato-

ry in which to study the interface between the pcrmrbafive and non-pcrturbative QCD

reginlcs,

2-2.3 The Spectator Model and Its Experimental Confrontation

. Charmed meson decays can occur through four types of processes: external

W-ern_sion, internal W-emission, W-exchange and W-annihilation. Ali four processes are

illustrated in Figure 2.1. Processes involving the so-called "penguin" diagrams can 'also

7'
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(a) (b)

u'lW + c S' "

C _-_ d', v_ _'

q' _S'
U

(c) (d)

C ....... ' S' C U

u q

Figure 2.1 Charm weak decay processes: (a) externalW-emission, (b)
internal W-emission, (c) W-exchange (DOonly) and (d) W-amfihilation(D+
and Ds+ only).

occur but are highly suppressed because the transitions involve the CKM matrixelement

Vub[13];they will not be discussed further here. The dominant process was initially be-

lieved to be extem',d W-emission; internal W-emission involves color matching between

the quark lines to form color singlet states, while W-exchange and W-annihilationare "he-

licity suppressed" at the light quark-W vertex. The extent to wlfich these latter processes

are suppressed is not easily determined due to the hffluence of strong interaction effects.

Considering only the first process and ignoring strong interaction effects, one obtains the

so-called Spectator Model, where the properties of charmed mesons areassumed to be dc-

termined by the decay of the charm quark alone, and the light valence quark remains a

spectator.

8
z
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, m:,_

Although the SpectatorModel is a naive picture, it is able to obtain the corrector'-

' der of magnitude for the D meson lifetimes; _-aling the expression for the muon lifetime

to the c quark mass:

v

G_m_ = _ 9 x 1@13sex:
_'oo = _D+= Z'D+= 5192ar3

compared with the experimentallyestablished lifetimes[ul:

_D0= (4.21:!:0.I0)x 10-13 SeC

tD" = (10.62:t:0.28)X10-13

ro:: (4.455_:_)xlo-_3s_

Imrnextiately,however, one sees the failure of the Spectator Model in predicting the pat-

tern of differing lifetimes: ro+,_ 2,5x tDo, I'D;."Ibisdista'epancy has been the focus of

much study of the nonleptonic decays over ritepast ten years.

" Some insight into the lifetime difference is ob_ed by examining the semilepton-

ic branching _actions of the chammd me,gins. Given

B(Do .-) e+X) = U,7± 1.2)%1lt]

B(D'_ e+X) ,,, ,',+l,%a,.[ll]= Lj,_.z,_I.4/,.o

B(D_ _ e+X) = (5.0±5.0±2.0)% t141

andt"'_=(l"_/ro)xrb=B(D--,e.X)/,:o,men

Ft_= (1.83:t:0.29)×1013sec-t

Fg. = (1.81_;1_)×10 t3sec-t

" F_,= (I. I:I:1.2)× I0t3 sec-l

" The semileptonic partial widths are consistent with being equal, as _e Spectator Model

would predict, since there is no QCD. influence to atesemileptonic decay transition,

- 9
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Therefore the lifetime d_erence must come from differences in the nonleptonic widths,

wherein QCD can play an important role.

2-2.4 Nonleptonic Quark Decay Processes
i,

The pattern of lifethne differences observed--rp ,_ ro,+<<1:o+--mayarise from ei-

ther an enhancement of the D Oand D+ nonleptonic widths, a suppression of the D* nonlep-

tonic width, or some combination of the two. Two processes have been suggested to

induce these effects: quark annihilation and destructive interference of the decay ampli-

tudes.

Quark annihilation involves the non-spectator processes W-exchange and W-armi-

hilation. These decay mechanisms are "helicity suppressed" at the tree level, i. e. in the

limit of massless quarks, the weak interaction will not couple to a J = 0 cq state wherein

both the c and _ must either be left- or right-handed. This suppression can be lifted when

other partons, e.g. gluons, are present, pi acing the v',dence quarks into a non-zero relative

,spin state. The W-exchange diagram for the DOand the W-annihilation diagrams for the D +

and D_+ are shown in Figure 2.2. Since Wannihilation is Cabibbo suppressed for the D+,

_esc processes would increase largely only the DOand D+ hadronic partial widths. The

dex,ay DO --->K"°_ was suggested 1151to be a clear signature for DOW-exchange, and has

been observed with a significant branching fraction of approximately 1%[.161Complicating

the issue, however, is the possibility that ,,Als fina_ state can be produced via one of the

larger s_t_r decay modes, e. g. DO--> K-p +t, with_na/state interactionsl,17ltlSl as il-

lustrated in Figure 2.3. This class of interactions is discussed further below. Other possible

signatures for quark annihilation, D_ _ p0n* and am+, have not been observed[, 191suggest-

ing that quark annihilation is unlikely to be a dominant effect in the lifetime differences.

1'_u_'t thistt_is, a referemx_ a pmicle statealsoia_p,lie_srefere,rmeto itsc_mrgeconjugate,

- 10
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(a)

¢
4

" DO W+_¢
¢ U
¢

U- .... _ '' "' U

(b) (c)

C U C U

q q

_ q q
d _ _

" Figure 2.2 (a) The W-exchange diagram for the DO; (b) the
W-annihilation diagraal for the D+; (c) the W-annihilation diagram for the

. D_+.

" Destructive interference involves the two spectator processes, external W-emission

. and internal W-ernission. For Cabibbo allowed D+ decays, both diagrams lead to the same

final state with two identical d quarks, as illustrated in Figure 2.3(a). By Fermi-Dirac
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(a)
U _T+

W+

U _+
d .... - d

(b)
U

W + 'n"+ .,

C

D°u s K"
U

Figure2.3 Thetwosp_tatordh,gramsleadingto(a)D+_ _.o_
(b)D O_ K-_ andDO _ _o_.
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statistics, the two amplitudes are expected to interfere destructively. Since a similar effect

cannot occur in the Cabibbo allowed Do or D_ decays (Figure 2.3(b)), destructive interfer-

ence, if significant, would suppress the D+ nonleptonic width while leaving the D Oand D+

widths unaffected. Corroborating evidence for destructive interference has been observed

in the Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the D_ 20]Interference is possible for the decay D+ -_

non_ and not for 04. ---) KOK+, implying the relations B(D + _ K°K+) >> B(D + _ n°_,)

and B(D + -_ K°K+) >> B(D + -o K"°_)×tan20c, if the effect is significant. This prediction

is consistent with the experimental numbers:

B(D + -o KOK+ ) =0.317+0.086:t:0.048
B(D + _ KOzr+)

B(D + .._ zrOzr+)
< 0.21@90% CL

B (D+ --->"gOTr+)

In the limit of SU(3) symmetry, the Spectator Model predicts the ,second ratio to be, of the

• order 1 tan20c = 0.026.
2

Strong interactions clearly influence and mask the roles these processes play, and

the fact that QCD is non-perturbative in charm weak decays complicates the interpreta-

tions further. Final state interactions are particularly difficult to estimate. As already seen,

channel mixing may be behind the large branching fraction for DO-o k°_. Since the D

mesons lie in a mass region with many nearby resonances, many other decay channels are

"alsolikely to be affected by final state interactions where the outgoing mesons rescatter

through a nearby resonance possessing the same quantum numbers. For example, the Kn:

states from DO_ K-_ and K°zr° contain 3/2 and 1/2 isospin components, of which the

latter could rescatter through a I(JV) = 1/2(0+) resonance such as the K_(1430). Rescatter-
u,

hag is manifested by isospin phase shifts. The isospin amplitudes for D -.-_g zt:decays are
n,

13
=
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Table 2.2 Isospin decomposition for Cabibbo allowed D-_ PP, PV _nd
W modes.

..........
, ,,

Mode IAu2/As/2[ _r2 - _t2 Ref.

K_r 3.67±0.27 77°±11 ° 22

-: KP - 3112±0A0 0°:t:260... 22
,, , .... ,, ,,,,, , ,,,,

g*Tt 3.22±0.97 84°+13 ° 22
__ _ ] , ,, ,, , ,,,,, .......

K*p 3.4±0.9 61°4"37 ° 23
• t II I I

A(D + "+ 1+1/2;+1))= _r3A3/2ei+_,,,

,,t(oo_+ / = ,43/2ei+,,, +'_AI/2 eiS,,, )

A(D 0 -_ [+1/2; 0))= ._3(_..4312ei',,, - Al/2 ei',,, )

The Mark ElimeasurementshavebeenusedtoobtainvaluesforIAIt2/As/2[and81/2-_t2

for these channels and D _ g'p,/C*lt and K'p, for which the formulae also apply. The

numbers, listed in Table 2.2, show that the isospin phase shifts can indeed be very large.

2-2.5 The QCD Corrected Hamiltonian
The long distance, soft gluon effects, like hadroniz_fion and final state interactions,

are difficult to estimate from first principles. The short distance, hard gluon effects, how-

ever, are still calculable using the methods of perturbation theory in QCD. These correc-

tions arediscussedhere,followingtheseminalworkofRtlckl[13].

At the bare quarklevel, weak transitions are described by the Hamiltonian

H(_)--g---_i ld4xD_v(x,M_cJl'lJ_+ (X)Ja_(O) + h.c.]
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" /"

"
. c ...... . _ c ___._

i

Figure 2.4 The low energy approximationfor c quarkweakdecays.

For a c quark decaying to three light quarks or a light quark and a lepton pair, the momen-

tum transfer is much smaller than the W boson mass. In the limit Mw _ ,,*,the Hamilto-

nian reduces to

, from which the Ac = -1 component is extracted

- _ (s"c)L[(fi'd')L+ (i_ee)+ (V/__)+ (Vr I')]
H_c)(Ac ml)

3

where GF = g2/(._Mw) is the Fermi constant, and (q']q2)L= _q'laYtL( 1- YS)q2a,
6=1

being the color index. This low energy approximation is illustrated in Figure 2.4. (in this

limit W-exchange and W-annihilation reduce to the same diagram; hence the joint classifi-

cation "quark annihilation"in Section 2-2.4)

To first order in _, the hard gluon corrections to the weak Hamiltonian involve the

one-loop diagrams shown in Figure 2.5.Other one-loop diagrams affect the renormaLiztion

of C_.:.:,_udthe quark wave functions, and therefore need not be considered. Calculation of

the diagrams yields

ttH_l')= 4"iG'_3asSetln_ 2 ('_'_ac)L('ffzad')L
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LI

C

S'

U

C

Figure 2.5 The one-loop corrections to the weak decays of a heavy
quark. The diagramshl the parenthesesare the correctionswithout low
energy approximation.
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where all quarks are approximated to be massless but off-shell by an amount _2 and _a {c_

= 1, 2,... 8 } are the SU(3) matrices. The calculation uses Mw for' the ultraviolet cutoff and

retains only the terms logarithmic in (Mw/_t)2. This result reveals that hard gluon effects

, induce weak color octet currents containing the same chirality and flavor structure as color

singlet currents in H(w°). A more intuitive interpretation can be made after applying the Fi-

erz transformation:

[7# (l-- 75)]a#[ y_ (1- 75)]& = -[ ?'/_(1- Ys)]a_[ 7# (1- 75)]8#

with the color relation

,

a=l 3

, to obtain

= _ l+ha4 (S'C)L(Ud')L- 4_ -'_(s'd')L(UC)L

where the leptonic terms in H(w°) have been dropped. The first term represents the renor-

malized charged current interaction.The second term describes a new, effective neutral

current interaction. These two types of transitions are compared in Figure 2.6.

By the operator product expansion and renomxaliztion group theory, the short dis-

tance corrections can be calculated to ali orders in as. After the operator product expan-

sion, the effective Hamiltonian becomes

Gp c_O_]=

where O± are the four-quark operators

17
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(a) u

d'
C _ ,

$'

I(b) , s'

U

Figure 2.6 (a) The effective charged current. (b) The effective neutral
current.

J

o_ =½[(rck(_d')L-+(rd')L(_c)L]

and c± are "Wilson coefficients". In the leading log (LL) approximation

L_/AI'_DiJ

where b = 11 - 2nf/3 and d_are the anomalous dimensions. Since d+ = -2d_, one obtains

the relation c+ = 1/_/_. In the asymptotic limit, c+= c_= 1, and H_ reduces to H(w0). Fig-
k

_e 2.7 plots c+ and c_as a function of #; for # = mc -_ 1.5 GeV/c2:

c+- 0.74 c_ _ 1.8

A calculation in the next-to-le_ding-log approximation suggests that further corrections to

c± are small!211When quark masses are taken into account the corrections are also small.

18
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3.o '"'i ' ' '""'"i ' ' ' ' "-

-:. 2.0

1.5 i1.0
.

.1

0.5 - C+(N_) -_

0.0 ,,,,I , , , ,,,,,I , , ,,,
0.5 1 5 10 50

_ (eev)
Figure2.7 ThedependenceoftheW'dsoncocfficienLsc+and¢_onthe
mass scale

. Expressingexplicitlythechargedandneutralcurrentsterms,theeffcctiveHamil-

tonianbecomes

GF

where

czm (c++ c_)/2---1.27

c2 - (c+- c_)/2 -----0.53.

One effect of the QC_ corrections to the weak Hamiltonianis an overallenhance-

mentofthenonleptonicwidths(/'NI.)oftheD mesonsbutnochangeinthesemileptonic

wioths(/'sL),ifthesoftgluoneffects,suchashadronization,areneglected.Thisshiftoc-

cursequallyforallcharmedmesons.ConsideringtheCabibboalloweddecaysonly,the

- Spectator Model predicts the widths to be F_ = 3/'o and /'SL= Fo, resulting in the

semileptonic branchingratio
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B(D _/+X) = 20 %

with Fo being the muon decay rate scaled to the mass of the c quark. With the effective

Hamiltonian the nonleptonic width is increased to
i

" ( 1=3 2d +d
3 ro - 4.3r

and the semileptonic branching ratio is correspondingly reduced to

1
B(D --, l+X) = ---16%

2+2d +:_

Using the next-to-leading log values for c+ and c_ and including phase space and radiative

gluon corrections, B(D -o FX) ~ (13-15)%. This result is to be compared with the ex'p_-

mental values in Section 2-2.3; it is now closer to the average semileptonic branching ratio

of the D0, D+ and D+.

2-2.6 Exclusive Two-body Hadronic D Decays--A Phenomenoiogical
Approach
Most models on exclusive D decays are, limited to the two-body modes PP, PV and

VV, where P represents a pseudoscalar meson and V a vector meson. A wealth of infornm-

tion from high precision, heavy quark experiments have disclosed that the exclusive de-

cays do appear to be dominated by two-body channels and these are largely of the classes

PP, PV and VE. A comparison with theory has provided a d_ understanding of the

weak decay mechanism in heavy quark physics.

.TheFactorization Hypothesis
One approach used by several authors to model heavy meson weak decays is to as-

sume that the long distance QCD effects occurlargely in the initial andfinal state configu-

rations (Figure 2.8). This is referred to as the factorization hypothesis because it allows the

decay amplitudes to be written as a product of current matrix elements, e.g.

2O
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S .

c
D*

. T_"+

Figure 2.8 The factorization hypothesis, demonstratedfor D+ -_ _'°n'4".

A(D° --> K-_) _ (/C'lJ#[D°)x(a'+[/OO).This is similar to the manner in which semilep-

tonic decay amplitudes are constructed; A (D° --> IC F vt) o_(ICIJ_DO)x(vtl_( l__)lF).

Factorizationoccurs automatically for semileptonicdecays since no strongcoupling oc-

curs betweenthe leptonsandquarks.

The BSW Model

The model that has met the most success with the factorization hypothesis is the

model of Bauer, Stech and Wirbel (BSW)[.18]Short distance effects are accounted for by

" using the effective weak Hamiltonian, discussed in Section 2-2.5. The initial charmed me-

. son and final two-body states, which absorb the long distance effects, are described by

harmonic oscillator wave functions.

21
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Consider the example, D+ _ K°x*, which when factorized, leads to the matrix ele-

ment
t

(O lHelD+)=

In theabsenceof ha&onizafion andother long distanceeffects,

al = cl + _c2 a2 = c2 + _cl

with _ = Unc and nc = 3 is the number of colors. The terms proportional to _ in a 1 and a2

arise from "color mismatched" c_n_ibutions of the effective neutral and charged currents,

respectively, and arc obtained by applying a Fierz transformation and dropping the result-

ing octet currentcomponent.

The current matrix elements with pseudoscalar mesons are defined as

r

(,I,,Io)=-,:.,.

- q2 q Fl(q2) + q2 q#FO(q2)#

The first matrix element describes pseudoscalar coupling to the vacuum; fp and p# are, re-

spectively, the four-momentum and conventional weak decay constant of the pseudoscalar

meson P. The second matrix element describes the hadronic current between the D and

pseudoscalar P" mesons; d # and Mp (P'# and Ml, ) are the four-momentum of the D(P')

meson, q# = d#- p_ and Fl(q 2) and Fo(q2) are Lorentz invariant foml factors which have

the relation Ft(0) = F0(0). In the case of vector mesons

22
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_ 2 ._V(q2)Epvpae,.vdPv,tr + i(MD+Mv,)A](q2)e _(vl',,ID)=
. 2iM v A3(q2)(e,..d)ql a

i A2(q2)(e',.d)(d + v')g - q2Mp+My,
,lD

+2_y_ AoCq2)(e,,.dlq_L

where Fv is the decay constant for rr_son V and Ao(q2), Al(q2), A2(q2),/t3(q2) and V(q2)

are form factors which obey the relations A3(0) = Ao(0) and

2Mv,A3(q 2) = (MD + Mv,)At(q2) (MD - Mv,)A2(q2) .

M_ _, and _ (My,, v'U, and e '_) are fl_em s, four-momentum and polarization vector of

V (V'). A single pole-dominance functional form is assumed for the form factors--e.g.

P_'°r(O)
. FOD_K(q2)=

1-q2/M2+a

in (K_talD+)-and a relativistic harmonic oscillator model is used to evaluate, the form

factors at q2 = 0.
i

BSW define flu'ce types of weak trartsitions: Class I which are proportional to

lall2; Class ]Elw_ch are proportional to 1a212;and Class III which are proportional to

lal+tza2{ 2, where a varies for eachmoaeand is found to be > 0 irl mostcases. Because of

the uncertainty in long distance effects, BSW treat al and a2 as free parameters which they

evaluate by fitting the predicted ampli_s for the D _ K_rchannels to the experirnental-

ly nmasured branching fractions. Final state interactions are accounted for in an ad hoc

by using the isospin decomposition of the Kx states.

Under theseassumptions, they o_

, al = 1.2 a:_= ..-0.5
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Table 2.3 Measuredand predictedbranchingratios for Cabibboallowed
D -o PP, PI:,and VV decays.

I
I I I II I _ ...... I

[ De.cayMode BranchingFraction (%) Ref. BSW BSWa t

=" : _ . ii,, . ,,h ,, .... " ',.- : ' " ' ' , "' ....... 7...:_ , ,, ,, , i i

Class I:

DO-_K-_+ 4.2±0.4:1:0.4 24 6.0 4.7

K-p+ 10.8+0.4±1.7 22 11 II

K*-_ 5.3±0.4± 1.0 22 3.I 2.8

K*-p + 6,2±2.3±2.0 23 21 17

Class H:

DO...) g,o_ 1.9±0.4±1.7 62 0.8 2.1

K°p° 0.8±0.1±0.5 22 0.3 0.3

K*°n° 2.6±0.3±0.7 22 1.0 1.3

K*°p° 1.9±0.3±0.7 23 1.9 5.8

Class Hl:

D+ -o _o_ 3.2±0,5±0.2 24 3.6 3.6

g,Op+ 6.9±,0.8±2.3 22 15.1 15.1

k*°_ 5.9± 1.9+2,5 22 0.3 0.3

K*°p+ 4.8± 1.2±1.4 23 17 17

a.C_ forisospinphaseshifts,

ff _ were 1/3, then aI = 1.27- _ x 0.53 _ 1.09and a2= -0.53 + _ x 1.27= -0.11, i. e. they

findthat effectively _ =-0 or nc-o _, implying the "colormLsnmtched"contributioncan be

ignored.Anotherimportantresult fromthese numbersis that ada2 < O.Among the Cabib-

bo allowed _ansitions, only the D+ fall into Class III, nattily la1+tm212-lal-icrta212,

and thus destructive interference in D+ decays is manifestly present in the model. Table

2.3 compares predicted branching ratios again_ the measuredvalues for Cabibbo allowed

D -o PP,PV and W <_,ays. In the last column the predictions are _ak.'ulated to include

the isospin phase shifts determined from experimentFor most of the D _ PP and PV

24
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Table 2.4 Branching Fractions in the BSW model for D _ VV, using
experimental values of form factors[.231

iii_i ,.. , , .,,,,, , , ,,, .,, HiP I I

" Mode Branching Fraction (%) BSW Oa BSW 1b BSW 2c

., , ,,, ,,,,, ,, , ,t, 1,,, ""'" 'o'6 _ _ _ _?. K*-p+ 6.2 +_2.3+ 2.0 17 4.7 5:i 8.0+ 3.1

g,OpO 1.9+0.35:0.7 5.8 6.15:2.3 10.4:t:4.3

_,0p. 4.85:1.25:1.4 17 2.15:0.8 3.6:1:1.5
== i III ii .......... , lul ii iiii i iiiii ii i i i i i iiillf

a.U_g theoreticalformfactors.
b. UsingformfactorsfromE691,Reference[26],
c.Usingthe E691formfactorsat_r scalingby the squareloot of the MarkIIID+-. K'*°e+v,
branchingfraction,Reference[25].

decays, the numbers are in reasonable agreement. Recall, however, that three channels

were used to determine al and a2.

For D --->VV the model tends to overestimate the branching ratios. This problem,

" however, may be due not so much with the factorization artsatz as with the choice of form

factors, which are another critical hypothesis of this model. Form factors have been treat-i

ed theol_tically by several authors and found to vary as much as 30-40% When the theo-

retical form factors calculated for these modes are replaced by experimentally measured

form factors, obtained independendy from studies of semileptonic decays,* better agree-

ment is found (Table 2.4)

Overall, the BSW model obtains a smaller hadronic width for the D + than the D°.

This result suggests that the lifetime difference can be explained largely by interference

effects in the D . decays.

" , Specific'ally,thefcnmfactorsare derivedfromtheexperimentalmeasurementsof D' -+ k*_e'v, including
the k* po'htization.Therehas been someexperimentaluncertainty;MarkIII measurements[25]disagree
with thosefromE691at Ferm'"tab[.261The formfactorsusedin this testare fromthelaUerexperiment.

: 25_
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2-2.7 Exclusive Two-body Hadronic D Decays-More Fundamental
Approaches

The I/n c Expansion

Bums, G_rard and Rtlckl[2_]have applied the I/nc expansion to two-body charm

decays and have developed a diagrammatic scheme to determine the order to which a par-

ticulardecaydiagramwillcontributeinI/nc.AgaintheeffectiveHamiltonianisused,and

theexpansionisperformedonthehadronicmatrixelements(finalJH_[D),where(finall

representsagivenfinalstate.Theyfindthat

I) Mesonsarerepresentedbytheirvalencequarkstoleadingorder.

2) Alllendingordercontributionstothehadro,icmauixelementsarcfac-

torizableintocurrentmatrixelements,However,notallfactorizablc

termsentertoleadingorder.

3) F'malstateinteractionsenterasnext-to-leadingordercontributions.

The countingrulesaregiveninFigure2.9.AgaintakingD +_ k°_ asanexam.

ple,theleadingand some,next-to-leadingdiagramsforthisdecayarcshown inFigure

2.10.Incalculatingthehadronicmatrixelement,theproc_urethenistoconsiderall

termsuptosomeorderinI/nc.Burasetal.keeponlytheleadingterms:

+ >,.IoX,,+ '+)]

"Paismatrixelementisthesameasthatobtainedby theBSW model,ffaI= c Ianda2=

c2;theI/ncexpansionthereforegivesa justificationargurr_ntfor_ _=0 obtahlcdinthe

phenomenologicalfitofBSW. Cre'rentmatrixelementsareevaluatedasintheBSW mod-

el,withtheexceptionthatBurasetal.normalize"allformfactorstooneatq2= 0.

Inpredictingtheexclusivedecaybranchingratios,I/noexpansionapproachisnot

as.successfulastheBSW model,duc inpart to thefactthatfinalslateinteractionsand
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quark = ,,-.... gluon = w-w-v-v-W_-ww- meson =)t
,t,

/.J..

. charged current = _ ,-,q neutral current = .................... c2

_ lb_ II,,.

E c
I1_ III

,. n_l/Z .., n_'U2 ~no
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Figure 2.9 Counting rules in the 1/%expansion.

W-exchange diagrams do not enter at leading order. As with the BSW model, it also relies

phenomenologically on form factors. However, the predictions by Buras et al. can in prin-

ciple be improved by considering higher corrections in the expansion.

QCD Sum Rules

Blok and Shifman (BS) have taken a more fundamental approach by applying

QCD sum rules to nonleptonic weak decays of the charmed mesons[2sl Their objective

was to calculate the two-body amplitudes, including specifically the non-factorizable

parts, which have been ignored in the BSW model and dropped in the 1/no approach. They

" find that the non-factorizabie parts are parametrized by tlu'ee universal numbers (MI, M2

. and M3)
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U $ T_"+

,II,+ 'C .

c _ ~ c_n_n d ~ clr_In

(_,_2 "
d lO

Figure 2.10 Leading and next-to-leading diagrams for D+ -¢ K'°_.

A=Af_,+_ a_Mi
i-1

where A is the total amplitude, Area is the factorizable contribution and the coefficients czi

depend on the quark content of the mesons. The M iparameters correspond to the quark an-

nihilation diagram and the non-factorizable parts of the two spectator diagrarm in the Mw

--¢- limiL BS calculateMthe Mi's for the D _ PP and PV decays (six numbers total).

BS find for most decays that the non-factorizable contribution nearly cancels with

the temls proportional to 1/nc in Afm , thus providing a possible explanation why _ _=0 in

the BSW model and a justification for only considering the leading-order terms in the 1/r_

expansion approach. Interference is present in the model since A fm is C'd.lt;ulatediii general

factorization approach. They also find that the annihilation mechanism is not compensat-

ed, inducing an approximately 20% increase in the D O nonleptonic width. This would

28
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further decrease the semileptonic branching fractions from the predictions that were ob-

mined using only the QCD-correctea spectator model, making them agree more closely
b

with experiment. This annihilation contribution in principle includes final state intera_,-

" tions such as channel mixing and rescattering! 29]For DO--->go_, BS obtain a branching ra-

tion of 1.3%, to be,compared with the experimental number 0.99+0.24 +0.14 %[.3Ol

The Heavy Quark Approxiraation

Over the last few years, much interest and activity has arisen in the area of the "ef-

fective heavy quark theory. ''[311The discussion here follows the excellent review in Refer-

ence [32].

The basic ansatz of the theory is to expand QCD in powers of 1/mQ, where mQ is

the mass of a heavy quark (c or b). In the limit mQ--->**,hadronic structure becomes flavor

and spin independent, resulting in an SU(4) syrmnetry:

b'l', b,l,, c'l', c,], =_ SU(4)fiuor.spin

The heavy quark then becomes a static source of color fields, and the internal dynamics in-

volving the gluons and light quarks becomes independent of the mass and spirt of the

heavy quark. Hadrons with different spin, e. g. D mid D*, become degenerate states, and

the mass splittings arise from pemtrbative effects in 1/rr_ An analogy can be drawn from

the picture of the atom in non-relativistic quanttun mechanics! 33]The heavy quark is akin

to the atomic nucleus, QCD inte:actions to electromagnetic interactions, and the light

quark degrees of freedom to the electrons and the electromagnetic field. If the nucleus has

spin S, the atomic states then have a degeneracy of 2S + 1. This degeneracy is lifted by the

hyperfine sm]cture, which enters at me/mN, where me is the electron mass and mN is the

mass of the nucleus.

. The heavy quark effective Lagrangian is

20
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LHQ = _b)iv_tD/_h_b) + _C)iv_D/zh_C)+O(1/mQ)

which together with the QCD lagrangian for the gluons and light quarks describes the

structures of hadrons. It is derived fl'om the Dirac Lagrangian as follows. In the rest frame

of a D meson, the heavy charm quark wave function would have a component proportion-

al to the four-spinor eigenstate

u_S) E + mc= o'.p
2E | ..... Z(S) e-i(P'X" )

[,E+mc

where ;_(s) is a two component spinor, p/J = (E, p) is the four-momentum of the charm

quark and ol arc the Pauli spin matrices. In the large mc limit, E -_ mc, normalization is

unity and the lower component vanishes. In effect u(s) is being applied by the projection

operator

Oo)
1+ Yo _c(s) (s)2 =u_

where _o is the "time" Dirac matrix. A general Lorentz fnune is characterized by its

four-velocity

v# = p# 1 V)

To boost to this frame the projection operator is first made Lorentz invariant

30
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wherey = T#v#,and

e-i(p_x_ ) = e-i(m_v_x_)

. is already invariant. A new field is then defined with the leading mass dependence factored

out

u(S) (lp)s)e-i(m°v,X,)h_C)(x,
c _ U_ =

b

Given the Dirac equation

one is then left with the algebra to obtain LHr_

The theory is just beginning to be tested. The spin symmetry has been tested by re-
.m

lating B-_ Devto B _ D'ev and comparing predicted polarization quantities with exper-

- hnent; agreement within the large experimental errors is found. The flavor symmetry has

also been tested by relating the decay constants fD and fB and comparing results with lat-

tice QCD c',dculations.The test here was less successful, the methods differed by a factor

of 2-3. This may indicate that the charm quark is not nmssive enough, and higher order

terms in the 1mc expansion need to be considered. More tests are needed. If the theory can

be applied to the charm regime, it would be a powerful tool in improving the level of un-

derstanding of D physics.

2-3 Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed Decays

2.3.1 Introduction

. Tiffs dissertation will explore the processes designated as doubly Cabibbo sup-

pressed decays. These decays occur with two factors of sin0c in the weak transition (Fig-

ure 2.11) and are therefore expected to be suppressed by ~3x10 -3 in rate. Using the naive
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Figure 2.11 Doubly Cabibbosuppresseddecays.

non-QCD corrected Sp,o_tatorModel, one would argue that, for example, the doubly

Cabibbo suppressedPP decay,D+ _ g+_, has a branchingfractionof

B(D + -._K+_'O)= I B(D + _ Ko_:+)x tan40c_,4x10-3%

where the phase spacecorrectionshave beenignored.In the MarkIIIdata set analyzed in

this thesis, that numb_ would correspondt_ 1.7K+_ produced events. It will be argued

in the balanceof this chapter,however, that while the amplitudesfor Cabibboallowed D+

decays are suppressedby the effects of interference(Section 2-2.4, Section 2-2.6), tiffs is

not the case for D+doubly Cabibbosuppresseddecays,makingthe experimentaldetection

of these decays accessible.

2-3.2 Motivation for Studying D +DoublyCabibbo Suppressed Decays
In the firsthalf of this chapterdestructiveinterferencehas been arguedas the pos-

sible driving mechanism behind the lifetime difference between the D+ and the D o and D_
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mesons. Some compelling experimental evidence--the singly Cabibbo suppressed branch-

ing fractions B(D+ -->K°K+)and B(D+_ n°z_)--and theoretical evidence-,the BSW mod-
b

el--for that process were discussed. Required now, experimentally, are additional

" signatures for interference in other exclusive D decays, and for that one turns to thedoubly

Cabibbo suppressed D. channels.

In ali D+ doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays, no identical quarks arise in the final

state, as Figure 2.11 shows when _ = d. Therefore, destructive interference cannot occur

in those channels. If, however, interference is a dominant effect in the Cabibbo allowed

decays, the relative weight of doubly Cabib0o suppressed decays could be enhanced. This

effect would be reflected through the parameter

_ A(D-4DCSD) 1
p- x-

A(D _ CAD) _an2ec

where DCSD represents a doubly Cabibbo suppressed channel and CAD the correspond-
i

" ing Cabibbo allowed channel. Interference would suppress the denominator, thus increas-

ing the _ parameters relative to their Spectator Model prefictions.

Bigi[341has demonstrated this enhancement by applying the 1/ne expansion ap-

proach to obtain numbers for D+ lP 12parameters. His predictions are given in Table 2.5,

showing that some parameters are as large as approximately 20. Both the numerator and

denominator are from theory; the Cabibbo allowed experimental measurements are not

used. The ranges reflect theoretical uncertainty; in the model, interference strongly sup-

presses D+ --->K*°n* (in the denominators of I,_x,%l 2and I ,_K,no12),and it is sensitive to

the model parameters. Included in the table for comparison are the Spectator Model pre-

dictions.

. It is "alsoinstructive to compare predictions for DOdoubly Cabibbo suppressed de-

cays (Table 2.5) against the numbers for the D+ doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays.
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Table 2.5 Theoretical predictions for D+ iP 12parameters.
I ........

Spectator
lP 12 Bigia Model '

', '" ,

i' i ,, ,i

I_. 12- sw; --,K+_o)×_ 3 0.5
= B(D + _ Kox +) tan40c

1
B( D+ --..>K *° n"+) × _ 5-11 1.0

= 1i_,_.1_ n(o+-, K,+:) ×_ 12-25 0.S
-B(D + ...>_,o 7r+) talla0e

= 1= o.3- B(D + _.) _op+) tan4Oc ....
I I1 l I

a.Reference[34].

i

Table 2.6 Theoretical predictions for D°I_I2 parameters. ' l

i i == I

1_12 Bigia Spectator .Model
' ' , ,,I, ,,, ,,, ,, ,,I

i_12 B(06-, K+_) ×----- 2 lo
=B(DO---"-_K-n.+) tan40c

= 1i_xpl_B(DO-,K+p-)×_ 0.5 1.0
l ! B(D o .-->K-p+) tan4Oc

2 B(D ° -o K* + x") x_ 3 1.0
P'/C*p = I](DO.., K,_a+ ) tan40c

I ,,, i I

a. l_fercnce [34].

Enhancements are also found for the DO p parameters, albeit not as large. Interference

cannotinfluence either the D OCabibbo allowed or doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays, and

the increase, here over Spectator Model predictions is found to arise largely from SU(3)
..

synm_try breaking effects--e, g. fKIfx = 1.22. Breaking in SU(6) symmetry is behind thei

suppression of D O_ K+x - and D + .o K+p °.
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Thus presented herein are searches for D+ doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays in

the 9.56 pb-1 data sample of e+e- annihilation events collected near the _3770) resonance
I.

with the Mark III detector at the SPEAR storage ring, at the Stanford Linear Accelerator

" Center. These searches are performed foremost to provide an additional probe into the

possible phenomena of destructive interference in the D+ decays. The specific modes

searched for are

• D+ --->K+lr-lr + (which consists of D+ --->K+p°, K*°Tt'+ and K+g-lr +

nonresonant)

. D + .-.>K+_ro

• D +--->K*+zc0

The resttlts will be used to test the theoretical predictions for the lt Jl2 parameters in Table

2.5. Other doubly Cabibbo suppressed modes, D + --->K°_r+and K°p ., cannot be studied

experimentally due to the confusion with the Cabibbo allowed modes, D . --->k°_r+ and

K°p +, when both K ° and e ° decay via the weak eigenstates Ks° and K °.

Using Bigi's predictions, the numbers of produced doubly Cabibbo suppressed

events expected in the Mark Tildata set are 5.1 for D + --->K+_t°, 32-70 for D . --->K*°lr +,

76-160 for D+--->K*+_t° and 2.6 for D+ --.>K+p°. These decays may therefore be observ-

able in this experiment.

2-3.3 The Current Experimental Status of Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed
Decays

To date only one study has been performed experimentally for D+doubly Cabibbo

suppressed decays. The SLAC-LBL Collaboration[35]at SPEAR searched for D + --->

. K+_t-Tt'+ inclusively in 1.27 pb-1 and 1.63 pb-1 of data collected, re,_ectively, at x/s =

+4.
4.03 and 4.41 GeV. They observed 0.0_o._events over the combinatoric background with

maefficiency of 0.16:t:0.03 and placed a 90% confidence level upper limits of <0.02 on
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a.B(D + ..-o,K+:-Ir +)and <0.05 on B(D . -.o K+_r-_r+)/B(D+ -o K-_r+Ir+)!111This result

corresponds to
e

I_/rnnl2<19 at 90% confidence level. t

Considerably more research has been done for DOdoubly Cabibbo suppressed de-

cays by virtue of searching for D°-D ° mixing. Mixing in the K°-K °, D°-B °, o -oB o-B dand

B o._o systems arises when the eigenstates of the flavor conserving strong and electromag-

netic interactions, which produce the particles, are not eigenstates of the weak interac-

tions, which cause the decay of the particles. Thus a particle produced as a D°, containing

a c quark, can decay into a state characteristic of a _o, containing a _ quark' If CP is con-

served in the D°-D ° system, the two weak eigenstates are

Io.>

characterized by even and odd CP, a mass difference Am = m+ - m_ and width difference

AF = F+- F_.A state prepared as lD°) at t = 0 evolves as

With the dimensionless variables

Arn ZkF
xE----- y E-----

F 2F

the amountof mixing is usuallydefined by the parameter
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W

• DO d,s,b d,s,b _30

d, s, b
C ................. ¢; ____ , C

DO Wi:

U- .... ' ..... " U
. d, s, b

- Figure 2.12 Box diagrtuns leading to D°-D ° mixing.

r_. = =

At the quark level, D°-D ° rn_i.ng is a second order weak process represented by the box

diagrams in Figure 2.12. hl _b.eStandard Model the effect of mixing from these diagrams

is estimated to be.,small, r = 10-7[,36] largely because AF << Am in the D°-D ° mid

Am _ fo(m_ -m_)tan20 c vanishes in the SU(3) symmetry limit. Long distance effects,

• involving intermediate states such as KK and nx, nhay enhance mixing to as much as r _-

. 10"3!3rl Physics outside the Standard Model could also enlarge r through extra box dia-

grams or first order flavor changing neutral currents.

-

2
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Figure 2.13 DO --_ K+_ produc_ by (a) D°-D° mixing and CD)DO
doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays.

9

However,D o doublyCabibbosupp1_sscddecaysarcan unavoidablebackground

instudiesofD°-D °mixing.As showninFigure2.13,thcscdecaysproducethesamefinal

stateasD°-/)° mixing,whcn thelat_rarcscarchcdforinnonlq_tonicfinalstates.One

way toavoidthisproblemistostudymixingbytheleptontagmethod,whczcthcsignofa

leptoninthcdecayofaD marksthecharmquantumnumberoftheoriginalmeson.

AnotherapproachtohazzUingthebackgroundfromdoublyCabibbosupprcsscd

decaysistotakeadvantageofthetimcdependenceofD°-D °mixing,Forexample,the

tirncevolutionforD O--_K+f isgivenby[SS]:
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Rate(DO(t) _._K._r -) _ e-n (x 2 + y2) + i'_K_I2tan40c

+ yFttan2OcRe(l + e -PK_)\l--e

" - xFttan2Ochn_l+e'PK_)]k.l-e

where CP violation has been Laclude in the e parameter. The first term is due to mixing and

is proportional to t2e -n. "flae second term is due to doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays and

is proportional to the usual e -n. The third and fourth terms account for possible interfer-

ence between mixing and doubly Cabibbo suppressed amplitudes. At sufficiently large de-

cay times, therefore, mixing will dominate.

This approach was taken by the photoproduction experiment E691 at FerrrKla_ 391

The D°'s are observed through the reactions

7+ Be ---_D *. + X

" _ Doze-

K-_t+, K-_r+_r + (right-sign)
K+ff-, K +_a_a "- (wrong-sign)

where the rf+from the D *+ tags the charm of the D°. With the time cut t> 0.88 ps, they

plot for the remaining events the available energy Q versus the invariant mass Mmv of the

K _¢or K mrff combinations and find in the signal regions one event for DO_ K +a" with an

estimated background of 2.7 events and two events for Do --->K+ff"_n " consistent with

background. Through a maximum likelihood fit u_ing the Q, Minv and t values for each

event in a function describing the known dependence on these quantities for normal de-

. cays, mixing decays and doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays, they obtain an upper limit on

mixing of r < 3.7x10 -3 at 900 confidence level and upper limits on the doubly Cabibbo

suppressed parameters IPKnl and IpK_i of:
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I/_,l 2< 5.7

I_x,_l 2< 6.8 at90% C. L.

for tm_0c= 0.2267. These limits are to be compared with the predictions in Table 2.5. P

This experimentt4°lhas also studied D°-D ° mixing by observing hadronic and

semileptonic modes of taheDothrough the reactions

e+e- --->_3770) --->D°D °

_, K _r,K ra'_, g n'n°,Ke v, K _ vK g K nn'_, K n'n°, Kev, K # v

The exclusive final states are kinernaticaUy fitted to the hypothesis e+e- -_ X(M)X(M)

(mode 1, mode 2), where M is a parameter of the fit and not constrained to the Do mass.

Since D's with charm C = + 1 typically decay to final states with strangeness S = -1, the

vast majority of D°D ° events have a final states with net S = 0. D's which decay by mixing

or a doubly Cabibbo suppressed transition produce S = +1 states, and the events with these

decays will have final states with a net S = 5:2.

Because the D's are produced near threshold at the _(3770), they are nearly at rest

and time evolution can not be.utilized in this analysis to reduce the background from dou-

bly Cabibbo suppressed decays. One solution to the problem to consider only the events

where both D's decay semileptonically.Another is to search for events where both D's de-

cay to identical two..body final states. Doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays cannot contrib-

ute to such final states, a fact which follows from a quantum statistical argument due to

Yamamoto [411and Bigi and Sand_ 421Here the argument is specialized to the case D°D °

/C_. Since the _3770) i3 a spin one object, the two D mesons, each with spin zero,

must be produced in a relative p wave state, ha tmaaeach K'-_ pair must be in a relative s

wave state ia order that the net spin be zero, and they carttherefore be,viewed as identical

_ bosons. However, Bose-Einstein statistics require that these bosons have symmetric wave

=
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Figure 2.14 Mass distributions of the S = 0 and S = :.+2events observed in
the Mark III experiment.

functions. Such final states caxmot therefore be generated by doubly Cabibbo suppressed

decays.

From the analysis, this experiment observes 224 events with S = 0 final states,

. whereas it observes three events with S = _+2 final states; the distributions are shown in

Figure 2.14. Two of the S = .+_2events are reconstructed iri the final states K*-n_-n ° versus

KZff _ n°, and a Dalitz plot analysis finds one to be consistent with/Cp + versus K'-p + and

41
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the other consistent with K*°n ° versus K*°n ° (DO_/C'_n ° decays are dominated by the

DO--->/t'p + and K*°n 0 channels; confer Table 2.3). The third event is observed in the final
lt

state K-x + versus K-_n °. The expected background is 0.45:0.1 events, largely due to S =

0 events with particle misidentification. In file limiting case where the events are ali due to

mixing, a maximum likelihood analysis finds r = 1.2+0.6 % or r > 4 x 10-3. If instead the

E691 limit is assumed to be valid for mixing and Pgnn0 >> Pt:n is assumed, then I_xnno[ 2

= 7:t:4 or

I_Knnol2 > 1.9 at 90% C. L.

This lower limit is to be compared with the predictions in Table 2.5 for lpt:t,I2 and

I ,o_Trl 2.

Finally, the CLEO CoUaboration[43]at CESR has searched for the decays Do

K+_ - and K+_-_+_- as evidence for either mixhag or double Cabibbo suppressed decays;

no attempt was made to distinguish the two. Right- and wrong-sign candidates were iden-

tiffed through the decays

D*+ -.} DOTd"

K-_t +,K-nr+_-n_+ (fight-sign)
K+_r-, K+__+_ - (wrong-sign)

with stringent cuts applied to reduce ali background. No statistically significant signals

were observed for either DO--_K+_ or K+n"nan ", placing 90% confidence level limits of

<4.3 and <6..5 events, respectively. With 420:1:21 events and 393:t:20 events observed, re-

spectively, for DO_ K-_ and K-__, they obtain the limits B(D ° ---}K+n'-)/B(D ° --_

K-_) < 0.011 and B(D ° --} K+n"ne"n'-)IB(D° _ K-_n"n*) < 0.018. These results give

IxKI2<4.2.

I _tcn,tnl2< 6.8 at 90% C. L.

42
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which are small improvements over the E691 results. The results also support the E691

limit on mixing.
,b

In summary, the present data on doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays, and D°-D °

mLxing, is rather sparse; no unambiguous evidence has been found for any of these pro-

cesses. Results from E691 and CLEO find mixing to be small, suggesting that the three S =

+2 events observed by Mark III are due to D Odoubly Cabibbo suppressed decays with

I_rnnol 2 > 1.9. This result further motivates the seamhes discussed in the remainder of this

thesis; the need to understand ]_J12for doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays, as it influences

our understanding and interpretations of mixing, provides further motivation for a search

for these decays in the D+ sector, wherein mixing cannot occur.



Chapter 3

The Mark III Detector and Data Processing

3-1 Introduction

The studies presentedin this thesis use datacollectedby the MarkIII detectotI,441

the thirdsolenoidal, generalpurposedetectordesigned for physics at the electronpositron

storagering SPEAR (Figure 3.1). The primaryobjective of the experiment is to study and

measure exclusive final statesof cham_oniumand the charmed mzsons produee_ from

e+e- collisions in the 3 to 5 GeV center-of-mass energyrange. Optimizationof the detec-

torinvolved (I) good solid anglecoverage to detectparticlesefficiently, (2) good particle
w

identificationto distinguishe's, ,u's, lr'sandK's and (3) high detection cfficiency for low

momentmnphotons, originating,for example, fi'omlow momentumda's.

The detector,shown in Figure 3.2, was located in the WestPit of SPEAR. Closest
i

to the interactionpoint is a berylfiumbeam pipe 15cre in diameter with 1.5mm thick

walls. Surroundingthe beam pipeis the inncr triggerchamber,also referred to as Layer 1,

used in the particle trackingandtrigger systems. Afterit is the main drift cham_r, [4slpro-

viding the major tracking information and dE/dx information for paxticlc identification.

Surroundingthe main drift chamber is a series of 48 scintillationcounters which n_tke up

the tin_-of-flight systam[,46]used for most of the particle identification. The clectromag-

nctk: calorimetry is dividexi into a barrel section[47]lying beyond the tin,-of-flight

cotmtersand two cndcap sections[_] The c',florin_tryis laca_xl inside the aluminum mag-

net coil, which supplies a ncaxly constant 0.4 Tesla B-field throughout the main drift

chamber for rn_asuringtrack momenta. Finally, two layers of muon counters make up thc

ou_rmost dcte.ctorsystam. The readoutcl_tronics for the,various systems contain sample

and hold circuits for temporaryanalog storage and micrcmroce.s.qnr-cantralle.rlanalno ta

=
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Figure3.1 The electronpositronstorageringSPEAR.

I

digital converters! 49]or BADC's, for digitization and online data calibration such as ped-

estal subtraction. Corrected data are read out and stored to tape by a dedicated VAX

11/780 computer. A hardware trigger system [5°]provides interrupts to allow time for log-

ging data and rejects backgrounds from cosmic rays and beam-gas scattering.

' The analysisinthisthesisusestheMark IIIq/(3770)dam samplesandrelicsonthe

followingdetectorcomponents:

• the inner trigger chamber for charged track momenta;

• the main drift chamber for charged track momenta and for particle identi-

" fication of low angle tracks;

• the time-of-flight system for particle identification;

45
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• the electromagnetic showet counters for photon detection and no recon-
struction.

" This chapter discusses in more detail these detector systems and their performance. This

. chapter also discusses the processing of the "raw" data collected with those systems and

the preliminary event selection.

3-2 Overview of file Mark Hl Detector

3-2.1 The Inner Trigger Chamber
A precursor to today's vertex detectors, the inner trigger chamber, or Layer 1, pro-

vides tracking information close to the interaction region and therefore defines the loca-

tion and time of the interactions, lt is a small cylindrical drift chamber with an inner radius

of 9.2 cre, an outer radius of 13.7 cm and a length of 110 cm; the coverage is 98% of 4_r

steradians. The chamber consists of four concentric planes of wires, divided into 32 drift

• cells. A drift cell is defined by one 38/am stainless steel sense wire bordered on each side

by 178/am BeCu field wires. An end view is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Each plane is staggered by half a cell relative to adjacent planes to provide a more

efficient configuration for the trigger system. Tracks radiating from the interaction region

will have different ionization drift times in the cells due to their orientation. However, as

shown in Figure 3.3, the sum of drift times in neighboring cells of adjacent layers is nearly

constant and equal to the maximum drift time in a single cell, -250 ns. To obtain the sum

in drift times, discriminated signals from neighboring cells in the first two planes of Layer

1 are transmitted into the opposite ends of a tappett delay line chronotron circuit{511The to-

tal drift time is determined by the coincidence circuit where the signals met. This scheme

allowed the trigger system to use only a -100 ns gate instead of the full 250 ns for the

. physics events.With beam crossings at SPEAR occurring every 780 ns, this reduced the

total cosmic ray triggers by approximately a factor of 8.

The gas used in the chamber was a mixture of 70% argon and 30% ethane.

4-!
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Figure 3.3 "]'he_ansverseview of them_ _gg_ chamb_.

3-2.2 The Main Drift Chamber v
The main driftchamberis divided into two sections as shown in Figu_ 3.4. The

innerregion, rcfearredto as Layer2, contains sense wires at high density for tracking, mw

mentumresolutionand dE/dx n_asurement. The outer section containsLaym's3 through

8, which provide furthertracking information, includingz information.? The main drift

chambexextends in radiusfrom 14.47 cm out to 114.26 cre. In length,lay_'s 3 through 8

arc238.8 cre, while layer2 is only 182.9cre; the indentationis neededfor the compensat-

ing magnets.

Lay_ 2 is madeup of 32 axialceils, each containingthirteen20/an diameter tung'

sten sense wires boundedradiallyby two 57#m diameterstainless steel guardwires. The
B

cells arcscparatodazim,_thallyby 15 fieldshaping wires made t_om 175 diametez BcCu.

? TheMarkm coonJin_sys)cmisdofin_in_huiontorhoSPEARring:tl_ positivez_ is in tl_ e+
be,amdit_fion,Ihepositivex axispointstowardthec_m ofthering,andthey axispointsupward.Thef
ande+beamscirculateclocX'wi_andcoun)_r-cloc.kwis¢,_q_clively,asviewfrmnabove.
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• Figure 3.4 An axialview of 1/16rhof the main drift chamber. The large
dots, small dots and open circles represent the field wires, the ser_sewires

and the guard wires, respectively.

The reasons for the high density of wires in this region are two-fold: (1) to obtain good

resolution of displaced vertices from neutral particles such as A's and Ks°'Sand (2) to ex-

tract information on the energy deposition of the steeply-dippedcharged tracks. This latter

information is obtained by operating the sense wires at low gas gain and reading out the

signal pulse heights over a 1/as gate. The sense wires are staggered by :t:150pan with re-

,s......._ctto the cell centers to resolve the ambiguity which arises when determining through

which cell half a track has passed. This ambiguity is discussed further below in the discus-

sion of the other drift chamber layers.

- Layers 3 through 8 are divided into N x 16 cells, where N is the layer number. This

. design makes each cell approximately equal in size. Each cell contains three 20/an diana-

eter tungsten sense wires and two 57pm diameter stainless steel guard wires which

radially bound the sense wires. The cells are separatedazimuthally by an equal number of
z

= 48
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Figure 3.5A distribution of A = Vd_ [(t1+ t3)/2 - t2] averagedover ali
cells in Layer5°The two peaks correspondto trackstraversingthe left and
right halves of a cell, while the valley between them correspondsto tracks
crossing a cell center.

Y
175 diameter BeCufield wires.To obtainz information,Layers4 and6 were strungat ste-

re,o angles 7.7° and -9.0 °, respectively.Additional z informationis obtainedfrom Layers

3, 5 and7 by chargedivision in the guardwires.

The gas initially used for the chamberwas a mixtureof 89% argon, 10%CO2and

1%methane.Duringlaterrunswatervaporwas 'addedto prolongthe lifetime of the cham-

ber.

Similarto the cell designfor Layer 2, the threesense wires in each cell of Layers 3

through8 arestaggered by :l:400/_mto resolve the left-fight ambiguity.Without the stag-

ger, the cells would be symmetricaxially, leaving the determinationof which cell half a

particlehas passed throughfor the offline trackfittingalgorithm.Withthe staggerthe am-

biguity can be resolved bycalculatingthe quantity

=_ 50
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Figure 3.6 The tiffin-of-flightsystem.

I

I 1t_+t3 t2
A = Vdria' 2

wherev_.if_isthedrift velocityandtz,t2andt3 arethemeasuredlimesonthethreesense

wires. The sign of Ad_tcm_cs throughwhich half of the _ell the particle has passed. A A

distributic n is shown in Figure 3.5, where the two peaks corresponding to the left and right

sides of a cell are cleanly resolved.

3-2.3 The Time-of-Fright System

The time-of-flight system consists of 48 scintillator counters 15.6cm wide, 5cre

thick and 3.2m long, molmted parallel to the beam at a radius of 1.2m, thus providing a

coverage of 80% of 47rsteradians. Light generated from a particle traversing a counter is

" transmitt_ to the ends of the scintillator and fed by light guides into XP2020 photomulti-

. plier tubes. The time-of,flight system is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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The time measurements are made relative to a beam crossing signal defined via

pick-off electrodes in the storage ring. Discriminators measure times at the total pulse

height and at two thresholds. An online calibration system consists of a pulser with vari-

able voltage for calibrating the electronics anda N2 laser system for calibrating the entire

time-of-flight system.

3-2.4 TheShower Counters

One of the features that distinguished the Mark III from its predecessors was the

electromagnetic calorimeter, or shower countersystem, situated i._sidethe magnetic coil.

This configurationdramatically reduced the amount of matm'ialwhich interfered with low

energy electron and photor_detection. The system ksa sampling calorimeter with propor-

tional wire readout. Three sections, a barrel and two endcaps, provide e solid angle cover-

age of 94% of 41rstcradians.

In the barrel shower counter, the radiator is a lead alloy of 6% antimony and 94%

lead, while the ionizing medium is a gas mixture of 20% methane and 80%argon. The gas v

fills twenty-four layers of propozfionalcells, 1.27 cna thick. Each layer contahas360 cells

circumreferentially, divided by I-shaped aluminum barriers. In each cell, an aluminum

wire axially smmg collects the deposited charge. Lead alloy sheets with a thicl_ess of

0.28 cre, or 1/2 a radiation length, separate the 24 layers of proportional cells. Each of the

lead slaeetswere fabricated in 10 azimuthal pieces and mounted on an aluminum spool

2.52 m in diameter and 3.85 m in length. Radial support is provided by five, longitudiaaally

positioned aluminum ribs. Figure 3.7 shows the design of the barrel shower counter.

The endeap shower counters have a design mmilar to the barrel: 24 layers of pro-

portional cells 1.17,.m thick separated by I/2 radiation length lead. In the endcaps, the

proportional cells run vertically. To fitaround the compensator magnets each endcap is di-

,driedinto five sections as shown in Figure 3.8.

n
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Figure3.7Thebarrelshowercounter.
I

Thewiresinthefirstsixlayersofthebarrelandendcapshowercountersarcread

outindividuallytoachievemaximum efficiencyandresolutionforlowenergyphotons.

Subsequentlayersarereadoutinradialgroupsofthree.Bothendsofthewiresarereadout

toobtainzinformationthroughchargedivision.

3-2,5The Trigger

TheriggersystemfortheMarkIIIusesinformationfromthedriftchamberand

thetime-of-flightsystemto_crimb_ate physicseventsfromthecosmicandtr,am gas

backgrounds.SincethebeansatSPEAR crossevery,780ns,thetriggermakesdecisions

. ontwolevels-Level1andLevel2--torninin_zedeadtime.Failureto satisfythetrigger

criteriaateitherlevelcausestheelectronicsto bc resetforthenext_ crossing.Thirty

millisecondsarerequiredtoreadouttheelectronicswhenthetriggercriteriaissatisfied.

_
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Figure 3.8 An endcapshow_counter.
V

The Level I triggercan look for six differenteventconfigurations simultaneously.

For the _3770)data runs, the "one-track"and "two-track"triggerconfigurations7 were

_aabl_. The two-track trigger r=quirtdtwo chronotron hits from Layer 1, while the one-

tracktr/ggcr requiredat least on= chronotronhit in Layer 1 and a hit in a time-of-flight

counter. The decision is made within 590 ns after the beam crossing, allowing enough

time, should an event fail, for the capacitors in the sample and hold electronics to dis-

charge before tl_ next crossing. If an event satisfies the trigger criteria, the next beam

crossing is sacrificedto allow _ne fox'the Level 2 triggertoprocess the event.

IntheLevel2 trigger,rudimentarytrackreconstructionisperformedwithhits

fromdriftchamberlayersl,3and5.A circulartrackisdefinedbyacoincidenccbctwccn

a cell in layer5 andgroupsof cells in layers 1 and 3. Thesegrouppatternsarc identified by

-
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' Figure 3.9 The Level 2 trigger track finding scheme.

80 programmable array logic IC's rumdng in parallel; se.cFigure 3.9. The one-track trig-

gcr rcquim.,donly one of these group pat_cms, while the two-track trigger requixcd two.

The trigger rate at the _(3770) was 3.5 Hz with the Level 2 trigger. This rate re-

suited in a 10% dead Emc. Analysis of data taken at the _3680) determined that the trig-

ger efficiency is 97%.

3-30ffiine DataProcessing

3-3.1 The t(3770) Data Samples
" Figure 3.10 shows the e+e - hadronic cross section as a function of _ around the

. charm thresholdregion.Lying-40 MeV above theD°D ° and D+D - thresholds,the

p(3'770)resonance,alsocalled the V",hasbeenestablishedtobc an unboundstateof

! charm and anticharm with _ = 1--. lt resides below the D D* and D*/)* thresholds, '
_
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decaying dominantly to D°/) ° and D+D-. _ The D's are consequently produced

monochromatically, with total momenta of Poo= 270 MeV/c and Po+= 242 MeV/c. These

kinematic properties have been exploited to obtain the model-independent D production

= :!: 241cross section measurements, croo= 5.8:t:0.5:i:0.6nband trr 4.2 0.6+-0.3nbi

The Mark [] _3770) data sample was taken during three separate running peri-

ods: in the fall of 1982, the spring of 1983 and the spring of 1984. The total integrated lu-

minosity, as determined ti'om the observed numbers of wide-angle Bhabha and dimuon

events, is 9.56 pbl with a systematic error of 0.48pb"1. With this luminosity,

27700+2400+_2600 D°D ° pairs and 20300+_2900+_1100D+D - pairs are estimated to

have been produced.

3-3.2 The Filter

Although the Mark III trigger discriminates against events produced by beam gas

and cosmic rays, a considerable number of these backgrounds are still logged with the in-

terestmg e.e - data; for the p(3770) -50% of the triggered events are from _ gas,

--40% from cosmics and only -1% from e+e- interactions. To purify the sample and facil-

itate the offline data reconstruction, the raw data is processed by a filter program!521which

classifies events as Bhabhas, dimuons, hadrons, cosmic rays or "junk" and discards events

under the latter two classifications. The program first uses information from the thne-of-

flight and muon counters to distinguish dimuon events from cosmic ray events. It then ex-

amines the shower counter response and labels the events as Bhabha, hadronic, cosmic or

junk based on the mmaberof showers, the showerenergy distribution and the total shower

energy. Before rejection, cosmic and junk events are subjected to a fast track finding algo-

rithm; an event isretained if it satisfiesa loose set of criteria for track multiplicities and to-

pologies. The efficiency of the filter program for retaining e +e" events is determined to be

_:Some evidence exists for non.DD and non-charm decays. See. for examDle. Y. Zhu. Ph.D. thexis. C.alifor-

rra Institute ofTechnology (1988). "
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Figure 3.10 The charm sector showing the J/_ _3680), Lv(377__0),
_4040) and _4160) resonances. Also shown are the various D D, D D*
and D *D* thresholds.m

better than 99%, based on checks which included scamfingvisually large samples of re-

jected events and varying the selection requirements.

3-3.3 Event Reconstruction

Drift Chamber Reconstruction

Charged particle trajectories in the drift chambers are found and fit by a fast, effi-

cient track recognition algorithm[.531The reconstructionis performed in four stages:

1) The first stage uses a non-numeric pattern recognition algorithm mod-

eUedafter the online track findingtrigger processor (see Section 3-2.5).

Cell hits in the r-¢ plane are registered in bit arrays. The arrays are then

. compared to a dictionary of 12832 possible hit patterns which would be

produced by track from the event origin possessing a transverse mo-

- menturn greater them50 MeV/c.
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2) At the second stage drift time information is used. Different tracks can

lead to identical hit patterns, particularly when hit information is miss-

ing for a given layer. These ambiguities are resolved by analyzing local

drift cell itfformation, including u'ack direction, curvature, and left-

right cell location. In a few cases an approximate non-iterative circular

fit is necessary to finally resolve the ambiguities. After ali tracks are de-

termined, the drift cell information and fast circle fit parameters are

cached for the full helix fit.

3) The third stage involves z reconstruction. For:75% of the tracks the z

information comes from the stereo layers 4 and 6. From these tracks the

position of the event vertex is found. For those tracks with only one ste-

reo layer information, approximately 11%, _e z information is found

from the stereo layer and the event vertex. For 1% of the tracks, no ste-

reo information is present, and the vertex position and charge division

from layers 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used. For some low angle tracks, approxi-

mately 4 %, a shower in the endcap may be used in conjunction with the

vertex position. For 4% of the tracks no z information can be obtained.

4) Finally in the fourth stage, a full piecewise iterative helix fit is per-

formed. The values flora the fast fit performed in the second stage are

used as input values for the full til Track trajectories are parametrized

by five helix parameters: ¢-= azimuthal direction of _ at the point of

closest approach to the z-axis; x'- 1/p xy;s -: tan _ = the tangent of the

dip angle; _ - x sin _ - y cos _ = signed distance of closest approach to

the z-axis; and 7/-=z position at closest approach.

A momentum resolution of

Ap2

(--p--) = (0.015) 2 (l +p2)

'has been achieved, where p is in GeV/c. The first term reflects the uncertainties due to en-

exgy losses and multiply scattering in the material before the drift chamber (Table 3.1).

"l'ne angular resolutions achieved are
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Table 3.1 The materials traversed by particles; thicknesses in radiation
lengths.

........  ths' Material Numberof RadiationLen

= '...... = -:: o.x 4o
" Inner trigger chamber 0.0968

Inner wall of drift chamber 0.0016

Drift chamber gas 0.0075
Drift chamber wires 0.0015

Total 0.0214
"'11 -- Iii I - _ - I I -- --

AtanA=0.011.

After the helix fit, corrections due to energy losses are applied to the t;ackparame-
we

ters andthe correlation matrix. The losses are assumed to be a function of/3 only[541:

-2.74

" Ap= 12_rninsccA{_0-_9_,) (/3<0.94)
. t A-Pmi. secg (/_0.94)

where 2[-Pmi,is the mean momentum loss for a minimum ionizing particle. Additional

corrections are made for the uncertainty introduced by multiple scatteringI.55]These cor-

rections are calculated for each track assmninge, rf,#, K and p mass hypotheses.

Further improvements to the momentum resolutioncan be achieved by performing

a beam fit, where the off,ginof a track is constrained to the beam location[561The beam fit

minimizes the r-¢ distance between the beam crossing spot and the reconstructed track or-

bit and is applied after the energy loss and multiple mattering corrections. After the fit the

track parameters and correlation matrix are recalculated, and a_ is obtained which can be

l_,d to determine good event lracks.In this thesis, P (Z2) > 0.01% defines a good track.

Figure 3.11 compares the results of the helix fit, energy loss corrections and beam

fit corrections. The plots show how the corrections reduce the non-Gaussian tails which

Cp.n _r;e,_ in th,_ rva_ee tiictr;h, firmc anti haw _hP.cr_rre,/':.finn,_i_m_Tnrnv_,th_, re,._nlnfinn.
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Figure3.H The invariantmassofD + _ g-a+_ candidatesusing(a)
the track momenta from the helix fit, (b) the track momenta corrected for
energy losses and (c) the track momenta obtainedfrom the beam fit.

The pulse height measurementsfrom Layer2 areused to providedE/dxionization

information, which can in turn be used for particle identification. The raw pulse heights

are corr..ted for the gains and pedestals in the electronics,fluctuationsin the pressureand

temperature of the gas, signal arrivaltimes andtrackangles within the cells. The measured

2
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Figure 3.12 Average pulse height from layer 2 as a function of track
momentum. Tracks were required to have at pulse height measurements
from at least six wires.

heights; the highest 25% of the pulse heights are due to the larger asymmetric Landau

fluctuations. The performance of the dE/dx system is illustrated in Figure 3.12 where the

average pulse height is plotted against momentum. Clear n; K and p bands are shown. Par-

ticle identification with the dE/dx information involves studies of the residuals

AE i/G=-(E pred - E meas)/O -

where E_pr_t is the predicted energy loss assuming mass hypothesis i, Em_ is the mea-

sured energy loss, and tr is the resolution in E me_s,The predicted energy loss is calculated

using the Landau formula with the Sternheimer-Peierls modification for the density ef-

. fect:[sT]
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dx ff [9.0+ln_- -8]

¢

where 8 paran_trizcs the density effect and N provides the normalization based on the

number of pulse height measurements. The energy resolution depends on the nmnber of

pulse height measurements and is determined from Monte Carlo simulations. Separation

of pions and kaons are possible up to about 0.625 GeV/c.

Time-of- Flight Reconstruction

"Ille raw time-of-flight data consists of the timing signals extracted from the photo-

multiplier tubes on each end of the time-of-flight counters. Reconstruction invoh, es first

applying calibration. Calibration constants are determLrwAusing samples of Bhabha

events collected by the filter program. These corrections account for effects such as light

propagation times, time variations due to differing cable lengths, and time walks asstx:iat-

cd with varying pulse heights. The reconstruction continues by associating time-of-flight

hits with tracks reconstructed in the drift chamber. For each combination a X2 is formed
_w

between the z positions measured by the time-of-flight and by the drift chamber and is

used to label the quality of the time-of-flight information for that track. Best time-of-flight

z information is obtained when only one particle traverses a counter.

Particle identification by time-of-flight involves a comparison of the measured

time T mu with the predicted time, _, assuming mass hypothesis i:

_T i - TIF ed -T m-

-lfentc] 2
+1 -

where I and p are the path length and momentum of the track, determined from the drift

chamber measurements, and mi is the hypothesized mass. The time residual uncertainty,

9, contains factors from the time resolution of the time-of.-flight counter, the uncertainty
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in the predicted time arising from the drift chamber resolution, the finite size of the e+e-

beams.

The time-of-flight resolution obtained for hadrons in the _(3770) data samples is

-190 ps.The performance of the system is illustrated in Figure 3.13• At least 3o"_-K sepa-

ration has been achieved for tracks up to 0.8 OeV/c,

The Shower Counter Reconstruction

• The shower reconstruction involves identificationof hits as shower clusters. The

_sitions of the clusters along the proportional tubes are determined by charge division;

his measurement is in z for the barrel and in y for the endcaps. Clusters may be then
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Figure 3.14 Energy deposited in the shower counters by Bhabha "
scatterede.e - pairsas a functionof z.

associated with tracksseen in the drift chamber.The energy measurementis obtained by

integratingthe collected charge.

The perfonmnce of the shower counters is investigated using electrons from

Bhabhaevents andphotonsfrom kinematicaIlyconstrained.//_'-4 __ events. A deg-

radationin detection efficiency about the ribs is shown in Figure 3.14. The efficiency for

detectingphotonsasa functionof photonenergy is shown in Figure3.15. The counters are

fully efficient for photonsdown to 100MeV in energy.Theenergyresolutionobtainedis

o"E 18%
E=-_
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Figure 3.15 Efficiency for detecting photons as a function of photon
. energy_

whereE is in unit_of GeV.The resolutions in azirnuthaIangle and z are at = 7 mradand a_

= 44 mm, respectively.

3-3.4 The Hadronic Event Filter

A post-filter program exploits the ftdly rccoastructedevent hufonnafionto remove

• e cosmic and beam-gas events that survived the initial filt_,'program. Loose require-

rrent.s _ imposed on the event vertex position in both the r-¢ plane and in z. Eve_;_swith

only two c"hargedtracks m,t_stalso pass cuts onp_ acolinearity, time-of-flight difference&

and shower energy.Additionally, the diiep_n events, found by the hfitial event filter,are

separated out. This program reduces the event sample by approximately a factor of ten,

" but it has an efficiency _tter tha_i99% forretaining the interesting phy_cs events.
-_
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3-3.5 Monte Carlo Event Generation and Detector Simulation

Monte Carlosimulationisusedinthisthesistoestimateefficienciesand st_idy
,p

backgrouuds.The Mark IIIMonte Carlosimulationinvolvesbotheventgenerationand

detectorsimulation.

The twogeneratorsusedfortheanalysesinthisthesissimulatethefollowingreac-

tions:

• e+e- _ _3770)--> DD

• e+e- -> uu(g), dd(g), si(g)

The first reaction is simulatext by the Mark HI DD event generator. The program

produces pairs of Do and D+ mesons at a specified center of mass energy with a specified

energy spread; the nominal values, which correspond to the Mark m _3770) data _ts,

arc 3.768 GeV/c 2 and 1.2 Mev/c 2, respectively. The D mesons are produced with a sin:Z0

angular distribution as required by the helicity constraints of de- _ _e(3770) _ D D.

Each D is then "decayed" through a channel which is either specified by the user or select-

cd randomly by the program from a dictionary of known D decay modes. When the decay

channelsarcselectedrandomly,thechannelsareweightedby theirbranchingratios.The

D oandD +dictionariesarelistedinTable3.2andTable3.3,respc_:tivcly.The dictionaries

containsome highmultiplicityc'hannelswhichhavenotyetbeennw,asured;thesehave
ltF

beenincludedinordertoproducetheinclusivemultiplicityandmomentum distributions

obsexvedintherealdata[[58]DaughterparticlesproducedOytheD decaysarcdecayedac-

cordingtotheirknown modes.

For most D decay channels, the four vectors of the daughter particles arc distribut- --

e.xlaccording to the density of states in the allowed pha._ space. For D -_ VP l, V-4 P2P3,

where V represents a vector particle and P a pseudoscalar particle, the four vectors are dis- r

tributed instead with a cos20 distributions, where 0 is the an_le between the D and either
lib

P2 or P3 in the rest frame of :he daughters of V.

-
_
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Table 3.2 The DOMonte Carlodictionary.
til ii i' i iii I I ii ........ ii iiii _ ii . i I iiiiii

• Decay Mode Branching Ratio (%) Decay Mode Branching Ratio (%)[

K-_ 4.200 K°n° 1.900
q

K-K + 0.510 K°K° 0.255

g'_ 0.140 _ 0.140

g°r/ 1.500 n°r/ 0.008

r/r/ 0.016 gor/, 0.061

n°r/' 0.004 K-p + 8.450

gOpO 0.860 gog} 0.860

K*"n:+ 5.230 K*°n° 1.060

#n° 0.026 g°co 3.200

K_K + 0.860 K-X_ 2.470

g° 2.0o0 g °n°n° o.8oo

" K-¢z'-X+ 9.100 K-x+n°n ° 14.90

_-n'+n-x+ 1.470 K°n:+n'-n° 9.800

g°n°n° 0.750 0.850

K-J_*_'n'+n'-_ 2.350 K-K+K ° 0.850

0n'zt- 0.170 K-K +gX _ 0.072

g°K-x+ 0.870 _n:'_Tt° 1.I10

K-x+nx +g° 8.280 K-n*n'-x+_ 0.650

K - x+n°n°n° 3.400 g -e+ve 3.400

K-# . v_ 3.400 K"-e +v, 3.400

n"e+v, 0.300 n'-p,+v, 0300

p"e+ve 0.300
' II I[ _. __5 I¢"--" I I II li

8

The reactions, e+e- -o u[i(g), dci(g), sk(g), are simulated with the Lund Jetset 6.2

generator,[591which is based on the Lund string fragmentation model. 'INs generator is

used to estimate, backgrounds arising from the non-charm continuum. The program_

_

=
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Table3.3'nacD+MonteCarlodictionary.
II iii iiii iii i iiii I I ___ III I I II I I _ I II

Decay Mode Branching Ratio (%) Decay Mode Branching Ratio (%)
,m

,gona 3.200 K°K+ 1.010 p

n°na 0.100 nat/' 0.080

K*°n"+ 3.670 go/)+ 7.540

_na 0.770 K*°K+ 0.440

K-nana[nr] 6.650 g°_'n° 1.440

K-K+na[nr] 0°540 _n '_ 0.380

K°nan"na 6.600 K-g'naa _3 6.200

K°nan°n° 5.000 K-_nag'na 4.960

.K°nan naa"na 1.000 K-na_n"nan"na 3.300

go naa"nan'-nan'-na 0.500 K-nanan°n ° 3.820

goa,-a o 5.800 g°an°nn° ]0.2o

t_°e+ve 8.100 got.t+vl_ 8.100

g*°e+v_ 7.500 _e+ v,, 0.600 .

n°,tl+V_ 0_600 p°e+ve 0.600

7.500 0.600
........ 11 .. 2LIIllill_lml .... II I1L..__ I I IIII I I IIII i

calculates the cross section for these processes to be 14.94nb-I at the _3770). This pum-

ber is used to normalize the background estimates. For the studies in this thesis the param-

eters of the model are left unadjusted.

Af_r event generation, the final state particles via their four-vectors are propagat-

etl through the detector simulation. The detector responses account for the system efficien-

cies, including the effects of dead channels, and system resolutions. ALsoincluded are the

effects due to energy loss, multiple Coulomb scattering, hadronic interactions in the deles:-

tor material, photon conversions, and e bremsstrahlmag.For the tirr_.-of-flight simulation,

: real dimuoneventsm'eusedtodeterminethetimeresidualdistributionsforeachofthe .

-
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time-of-flight counters. For the shower simulation a library of real showers taken from J/_g

-_ plt is used!6°]

The detector simulation generates the Monte Carlo raw event data in the same for-

" mat as real event data. The same reconstruction and analysis programs can thus be used on

both Monte Carlo and real data.

For initial background studies in this thesis, 199K D°D ° events and 157K D+D -

events were generated and stored on tape. These samples contain approximately 7.75x

and 7.20 x the numbers of D°,D° and D +D- pairs esthnated in the real data. For higher sta-

tistic studies specific event topologies are generated with at least 10× the number of events

with that topology. For the u, d, s background studies, 1400 K events were generated with

the Lund Monte Carlo and stored on tape.
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The Tagged Event Sample

4-1 Introduction

The general technique used in this thesis for full event reconstruction is referred to

as tagging. Since the _3770) de_ays dominantly to D o_0 and D+D - pairs, fully recon-

structing a D decay from a subset of tracks in an event therefore guarantees that the re-
¢

maining tracks miginate_ from the recoiling D. The reconstructed D is referred to as the

tagged D or simply the tag, while everything not associated with the tag is referred to as

the recoil. Once a tag has been obtained, the recoil tracks can be analyzed for the decay

nxxles of interest, in this case the doubly Cabibbo suppressed modes.

This chapter discusses the tagging procedure used irl the balance of the thesis. Sec-

tion 4-2 discusses the kinematics of _3770)'s at rest which are exploited by the tagging

procedure. Section 4-3 details the tagging event selection. Section 4-4 describes the meth-

od for estimating signals aad backgrounds with tagged events. Finally, Section 4-5 dis-

cusses the kind of backgrounds which remain by tagging D/) events.

4-2 .Kinematicsat the (3770)
The conventional method of observing resonant signals in particle physics analy-

ses is by selecting a set of tracks and studying plots of the invariant mass (Miav):

i,

where (E, P)i are the energy and three-momenta of the track i. For reconstructing D de-

cays at the _3770) in the Mark III, the resolution of the invariant mass is typically 15 to

20 MeV ff the modes contain only charged tracks and somewhat worse,-30 MeV, ff the

- 70 ._
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modes contain a n°. The resolution is largely due to errors on the momentum and not on

en'ors on the track angles. Improvements cmlbe obtained by exploiting the pair production

kinematics of D mesons near threshold. Since the D's are pair produced at the VI(3770)

" and the laboratory frame is also the rest frame of the resonance, _ach D is produced with

an energy equal to that of the beam in the laboratory frame. Another mass quantity known

as the beam-constrained mass (Mbe_) can therefore be constructed by replacing the ener-

gy of the D with the energy of the beam:

Mt_am- _/ 2 (2p,):

This mass quantity is t_l;implya function of the total momentum of the decay products, PE)=

_Pi. Because of the smaller energy spread of the beam (-1.2 MeV) and the low value of

PD (270 MeV/c for theeD °, 242 MeV/c for the D +)and its error, _SPr_(-10 MEV), resolu-

" tions of Mbeamare of tlheorder 2-3 MeV.

" Another advaa'll:tageof having a second independent mass variable lies in the reduc-

tion of background fr,_;IPmrnisidentification. The inwtriant mass is sensitive to the mass hy-

potheses made on the decay products, while the beam-consta'ainedmass requires that they

have the correct momentum (the measured momentum is dependent on the mass-hypothe-

ses only to the extent ,r:hatthe smalldE/dx corrections are mass dependent). Imposing a cut

on one quantity, conventionally the inva.riantmass, leaves the other quantity to be exam-

ined to search for a "signal".

4-3 The D+TaggedEventSelection
To obtain tissuelargest tag data sample, seven of the dominant decay channels are

used to foma the t:a_ggedD; these modes and their measured branching fractions are listed

in Table 4.1. All neutral kaons are detected through the decay chain _0 _ Kso _ lr+Tr.-,

and ali neutral pions through the decay zr° _ _ The generat,procedure and analysis _:h-
_

piques used to extract a signal for each of the channels are demdbed here. Loose criteria
-

_

_ 7'1
_
_
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Table4.1 The D + tag channels and their branching fractions. The
branching fraction for K-K +_+ is derived from B (D + --->¢ff+) = 0.77 5:0.22
5:0.11%, B (D + .-->K*OK+)=O.44+O.205:O.lO, andB(D + .-¢ K-K+n:+[nr])
= 0.54 + 0.25 + 0.09%

Tag Mode BR(%) Reference

_0_+ 3.2 5:0.5 5:0.2 24
,,,, , ,, , ,,, , , ,,, ,,,

K-_ 9.1 :t: 1.3 + 0.4 24
, ,,,. , , , .._

R0::n "+ 6.6 2:1.5 5:0.5 24
, .......

_0_-_ 10.2 + 2.5 + 1.6 24
t ,,, , m, , , , , -

K°K+ 1.01 :i:0.32 + 0.17 24, 20

K-K+n _ 1.21 5:0.33 ± 0.13 24, 20
, ,, ,, , ,, ,, t, :_

K-n +n:+no 5.8 5:1.2 5:1.2 23
__ I II

has been chosen to maxinfize the efficiency. Knowing the tag efficiency is not critical--

only proper counting of the detected tags for the "denominator" is important.

Tag reconstruction beghls with the charged track selection. Ali charged tracks must

have a good helix fit with a well measured momentum Z component. Their parameters

must "alsobe corrected for energy losses and multiple scattering according to the assigned

mass hypotheses. Tracks not associated with Ks° reconstruction are further reqtfired to

have a successful beam t;t. No requirement is made on the track with respect to the fidu-

cial volume of the detector.

To reduce the combinatoric backgrounds, loose particle identification is imposed

with the TOF or dE/dx measurements. The following algorithm is used to determine ff a

track is consistent with a given mass hypothesis:

• If the TOF measurement has a good quality flag it must satisfy the re-

quirement
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] _Ti ]<5Oi,
b

where ATi is the difference between 7_'_redand Tm_ for mass hypothesis i,

and o) is the ma_s-dependent uncertainty on ATi.

• ff no identification has been made with TOF then the dE/dx measurement

is considered, provided the momentum of the track is less than 0.625

GeV/c and the measurement was obtained from six or more track hits.

With a good dE/dx measurement, the track must satisfy the r_. uirement:

-3.0 < 1-_ <4.5

where AE i is the difference between E!_r_ and E m_ for mass hypothesis

i, and cr is the resolution of Eme'as.

- If no identification is made with either system,, the track is defaulted to the pion hypothe-

sis. This algorithm allows a track to be identifi,_ as both a kaon and a pion if the hypothe-

ses are consistent. If K and _ identifications are made, both hypothesis are considered in

reconstructing the D decays. The issue of double counthag that this introduces will be dis-

cussed below.

This standard algorithm is used in ali cases except the Cabibbo suppressed D + tag

K-K +n* where the background in the invariant mass plot peaks near the mass of the D +.

To improve on the signal-to-noise in this cha_mel, tighter particle identification cuts are

imposed on the kaon identification:

° &/'tc > --0.6m (-30") if identified by TOF,

. • AEg > -1.5 crif identified by dE/dx.

• In the identification of neutral tracks in the shower counters (photons from the

physics events), one has to address a number of processes which can produce both real and
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spurious showers. The major source of these "fake photons" arises from hadronic

interactionsbetweenx's orK's andthe lead materialin the shower counter; the secondary

particlesfrom these interactionscan "split-off" andcreatea shower which the patternrec-

ognitiondoes not associateto the mainshower.Othersources of fake photonsare particle

decays, back splash (albedo),and electronicnoise. Although noneof these processes axe

modelled by the Monte Carlo, a standardset of selection criteria has been established

which significantlysuppressesthese fakephotons.A shower is selected as an isolated pho-

tonff

• the energyof the shower E_,isgreaterthan30 MeV

• numberof layers hitis two or more

• the first layer hit is before layer seven, i.e. within .-,3radiationlengths
from the inner radiusof the counter

• Icos01 < 0.95 where 0 is the angle between the shower momenta and the

momenta of the nearest charged track.

Once a set of charged tracks and isolated photons have been selected, multiplicity

requirements are imposed. The number of charged tracks and the number of isolated pho-

tons must be greater than or equal to the numbers required by the tag decay mode.

Tag reconstruction proceeds with the reconstructionof Ks°'s. For each pair of op-

positely charged _r_ekswith consistent pion hypotheses, the crossing points of the track

circles are located in the xy phme. The correct crossing point is chosen, and the track pa-

rameters anderror matrices are recalculated at the secondary vertex. A pair is then retained

asaK° combinat,onff

- _-- M_I<30 MeV/c2,whereM_is the invariant _ mass with the

recalculatedtrack parameters andM_ = 497.671 MeV/c2.

• thedisplacement of the decay vertex tr_sverse to the beam, lxy,is greater
=- than 2mm
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Figure 4.1 Inclusive _n" mass distribution before (solid) and after
(dotted) the cuts on lxy and P(Z2xy) (see text). The peek near the n*n'-
threshold is the result of misidentified photon conversions in the detector.

• the momentum vector of the n"+_ pair aligns with the position vector of

" the dec:ay vertex crossing point in the transverse plane. This condition is

imposed by requiring P (Z2xy) > 0.01, where Z2xy is the chi-square be-

tween the two vectors in the xy plane.

The latter two cuts are imposed to reduce the combinatoric background under the K ° mass

peak as demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

In the _, reconstruction, to improve on the modest energy resolution of the shower

counters, ali photon pairs are subjected to a one-consu'aint kinematic fit in which the ener-

gies and positions of the showers are adjusted, within errors, to form an invariant mass

equal to the no mass. The fit is considered successful if the confidence value for the 2'2 is

greater than 0.1. After the fit, an additiolml cut op the fitted photon energies is imposed to

reduce t _e background which arises when fake showers or incorrect photons have re-

- placed the real, lower energy photons in the very asymmetric no decays. For the K'°_'n°

tag, the fitted energies must be greater than 50 MeV, while for the K-C'_n ° tag, because

of the larger backgrounds observed, the fitted energies must be greater than 150 MeV.
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Photon pairs which pass these cuts are retained as _ candidates, and the fitted photon

momenta are used in the full reconstruction of the D tag. The multiple counting problem

introduced by the possibility of more than one two-photon combination satisfying this cri-

teria is discussed below.

FinaUy for the full D reconstruction, ali tracks with consistent mass hypotheses

and, if appropriate, reconstructed Ks°'S and n°'s are permuted to form the invariant and

beam-constrained masses. A cut on the invariant mass from 1.819 to 1.919 GeV/c 2, corm,

sponding to about 2.5 oraround the nominal D mass, is imposed to extract a signal in the

beam-constrained mass plot.

As mentioned above the loose particle identification criteria and the no reconstruc-

tion can allow an event to be counted more than once as a tag candidate. The multiple

counting can occur in two ways:

1) Two or more different tag channels can be reconstructed for a given

event; this can occur, for example, when both D's in an event can be re-
constructed.

2) Two or more possible combinations of tracks can yield a consistent tag

for a given channel; tag modes with higher multiplicity ILke D +

/f°a_a'-_ and those containing a no tend to be more susceptible to this

problem.

To count the actual ntwaber of tagged events in an unbiased manner, the following

criteria is used to s_t:lectonly one tag combination per event:

1) If more than one tag channel can be rex_nsmacted, select the channel

with the largest signal-to-noise ratio; the tag modes are listed in Table

4.1 according to the selection order.

2) For the ali charged tags, D + _ K°a_, K-a*_, J_°x+_, K-'°K+, and

K-K +n*, if more than one combination of tracks forms the tag, choose
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Figure 4.2 TheD + tags.

the combination whose lowest momentum track has the largestmomen-
tum of ali the combinations.

3) For the two tags containing neutrals, D +_ g°n+_, K-n*n_n °, if more

than one combination of photon pairs can reconstruct the tag, choose

the combination with the lowest Z2from the z__fit.

The D + tag sample for each mode is displayed in Figure 4.2 after this selection

procedure. The number of tags above background is determined by a binned log likelihood

fit to a function of the form
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Table 4.2 The number of D + tags.
,i i ii i

Channel Number of Events

_o_ 176 + 5 + 2
,,,,,,

K'_'._ . 1601 5:19 + 29
, ,, , ,, , ,, , , ,,,

K°_r+n'_r+ 182 _+10 + 16
....... , , ,,

K°Tr+az 191 :!:17 :l: 13
, ,, ,

K°K+ 17 ±5_3
Illl I

K'K+_ 84 _+9 ± 13
, i ,,,

K'_ff_ 98 + 13 5:9
Jill I I I

Total 2350 ::t:33 "±40
i ii ,, __

(ro_mo)2

f(m;Pi) = {1+ pl m 4-P2m2 +/93m2 } 1 - eff[(m - ml) / O'1]+ P4e 2a0_2

,¢

where m is the mass variable and Pi- {Pl, P2,Ps, Pa, mo, fro, mi, o"1} are the parameters of

the fit. The polynomial in the first term describes the background, while the Gaussianterm

pamn_trizes the signal. The error function represents a Gaussian-smeared Heavyside

function to account for the phase space cut-off near m = 1.884 GeV/c z. For the tag modes

without a _, a fit is first made to the K-a_ distribution with all parameters free. This fit

determines the resolution of the D signal for the all-charged modes; a value of 0.0022:1:

0.0001 GeV/c ? was obtained. Fits for the remaining all-charged modes are then performed

with ao fixed at 0.0022 GeV/e z. For the two modes with a n°, the resolution was deter-

mined by a fit to Monte Carlo; a resolution of 0.0032 + 0.0001 GeV/c2was obtained. Fits

to the data are then performed with cro fixed to 0.0032 GeV/c 2.

The numbers of tags found in each of the seven channels are given iri Table 4.2

with statistical and systematic errors respectively; a total of 2350+3_±40 were ob-

tained.The number for each mode is calculated by inteffating the fittexl_back_ot'._n.d
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,Q, '• _'_on overrh, tab signedr_..gienandsubtrac.ungthat nt.trn,ber from th,e to,telnumberof

events in the region. The signal _:,_o:)nis 6efiae._ to be between 1.8,62 a.r_d1.876 GeV/c 2
t,

f_ the a]J-charge_ m_e;s mxlto be betwoem 1.859 _d 1.879 GeV/c 2 trotthe mod_e, with a

_; tbe_ _o_ns arc aplxOX_]!y :V2,o'i_tcrva.isabout the rrmsspeak. No,tc that _,e st,_-

, _'tic_derron_re_fl,o_tthe tm_nty inthenumberofbackgro,ua_d_cm,tstmcLc,,rt_epe;ak.

N,o comtiLmtio,nffo>mth_ ta_ (~ _/_tt_-) is p_scnt; o_t)cLso,aly im_a'e,,stedin tJ_ec,o,_oc'.texl

mma_be_of D _ tig,,s,.Fc)rexample,, if th_ were t)o beekgro,_, thm"¢wo,uld be n,oea'ro,r o)n

• c n,uml:x_'of ta_s,.Tt¢ sy'stmmti,c crr_ o)nthe nmnLl:_'of tag,sw_c 6ctctmb_,edby vasty-

inS the polyn,omi,.l in the bc_k,g'ro,uttdfun,cti,o,n.,sfo,r_ch of t_e [im,;.po,iy'n,o,miettsof diff_-

en,t of6e_s were u_sodu w¢_ a, i:nit_ v:_ues for _c functi,o>npe,ra_._.t_'s,.

Fi,gm'c 4,3 con_bi_).e#,t_ sev_ tag s_at:),l(ea,,T_e be_kgro,tmd lev,l i, l,o.wwith a

" rig'.md.,to...noiscre,_o o¢ 1.54'.
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4-4 Estimating ExpectedNumbers uf Events
thetagging procedurecountsonlyonetag per event, ali reconswactodtags

aretestedwhensearchingfordoublyCabibbosupprcsscdcandidams.Theremovalofcan-

didamsassociatedwithmultipletagswouldintroducea sysmmaticunc_ty fromthe

multipletagrcconsm_ctio,nei_cie_cy.Instead,_e numberofevents'_ agivensignalis

cal,culatedaccordingto:

ns= nt_Bs_C

w'hexensisthenumb_ ofsign_events,ntqisthenumbe=oftags,B_is_e branchingra,-

aoof_e sigutl_y mode,f.,isthereconsmacti,oneflicimcy,andC isasmallcotrecdo,n

formultipleco,tinting:

1

|

wheree._,iandB_.iaretherccons_ctionefficiencyi_ _ _C_ng _ iOfo,rmg mode

d_v_.on ofthisformulafollows,Letn_tbethenumberofprodtw._DD

pairs,TIrenumberofprod,treedD'sisthen2.nk)t,andthenumberofproducedD'stl'mtde-

caythzo,ug.h._e tag mode i ts 2n_tBt_. i. Of th_ D's, 2),=,:Su,s,i_t..i are ,"eco,t_truct_..

Thisnumberisthcm,tmbe_ofeven_w'hcreonlyoneoftl_twoD'shasboonre_,_

p|ttstwicethen_ttmberof¢-¢¢n_w'hcaebo,l_D's_tavcbce,n rccoRstrt_c:¢d,.Siac_tl_rag.

gingpmce(1_ur_onlyco,un,tso,netagperevent, _e numbea"ofeventsmggodtwicehatstobe

su,btmctodfrom2n),:),tB_z,,i_),,itorefl,_t_e numberoflaggedevc,,nts.Sincethenumberof

e_,,_tstaggedtwiceisn_,tB2 _ ,_e numberoftagsinmode,;"ts_.i' l*l,a'

!

Getmra1:tzingtoaUmgmodes,,thenumberofrags,n_, beca:),rncs

_

_
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.J

1
n_ 2n_ot(_B_.ie_a)(1-

: J

Now, opposit_ a tag, consider reconstructing some signal decay mode with a branching ra-

" rio of Bs and an cflicicaaeyof e: (for simplificationof this discussion, _ is assun_, to be

independent of the tag). The number of reconsu_ct_ events, np is

- 2ntotBs_ _e_.iBtil_ans
1

1
- n_Bse: i .........

1

-- ntqB s_ C

thusobtainingtheco,rrectionfactorC.

Fortheanalyseaw_ch useallthetags,",hecorrectionfactorwasfoundtobc

A,

C = 1.032.

For the analyses which use _¢ tags containing o.a_ychargedtracks, the corre_o,n fne,oo,r

wasfo,m_tobe

C = 1.028.

The t_ti,_ o,n_ co_oo f_to,rsarc co,nside_l_g_Jgib,_e,,sinceth_uncar-

te2ntieaonn j,,for examplewillbedominatedbyth__.tiea fromnt_.,e_endBs.

In_e foLlowingaztedy'ses,wherec$oubl:yCab_bl_suppre:,sedclenatysarese,arc:h_1

- foropposi_theta_,b_kgro,_u_s_se fr_>mtwoprod,_o,nso,urea'.(I)charm(DD)

prod'u,_onend (2)u,d ends prod,u_on. Sincethecv_Lsaretagged,th_rr=j,o_
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beckgroundsarisefromtheformer.TwocategoriesofD D backgroundsaredefined:Class

.... IandClassIL

ClassIbackgroundsareD D eventswhereoneofthetwodecaymodesiscorrecdy

reconstructedto form the tag, while the otherdecay mode is incorrectlyreconstructedas

the desired sigr_. An example of a Class I backgroundevent for theD + ---)K+_ search

(Chapter6) wouldbe an event producedas D+_ K°K+ vs. D- _ K+_, where _

K 0--_=°z°, anddetectedas a D- tag _ K+f'_ plus a D +incorrecdy--+K+_. Oftenthe

lenn, L"hssIbeckground,will refer singly to theD decay which has been incorrectlyre-

constructed,e.g.D +_ K°K+ isaClassIbackground,

The mmaberof Class I backgroundevents, n_, which ,areexpected to contribute

to a signal, is c_d_J_! a_c_ding to:

,=, BbebC

whexe Bb sad ebarc, respectively, ti_ breachingft-actionand sc,cep,tanc_tor the back-

grouad process,and C is the _n factor for multiplecounting,discuss_ in the l_e-

vioe_ se_ion_ Class I _unth are generally the a__t backgrotttuls in taggia_,

awflyses.

Class II b_kgrourrls areD D"events whexebot_ decay modes are iac_rt_cfly rc-

c,om_r_'ted. An example of a Class II beckgrouadevent for the D +_ K+g'_ analysis

(Ou_= 5) _sD* _ __z* vs. 13- _/f._C. Since the ,_ ts itleatified throughthe

ch_ael_ _ K°_ _, itcanbe_tif_ _ aK°.Wro,nscombimto_csthen

yieldthefinalsta_K°_f'g"vs.K+g"x_.Bo,thD+D -and.D°D ° eventsmay co,ntribu_

IoO.a_U beckg_ua_,u will be _,bsequeatlyshown.Sincethetagts_o,tcorrectlyre-.

thenun'd:_'rof_ IIbe_ckgro,u_events,n_, i_ca_._l_tedaccordiagto

_k = 2 nod B _B15eb_i
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where nod is the number of produced D D events, B b and B _ are the branching fractions

of the two D decay chamlels, and e b,l_is the acceptance of the event topology as the sig-



Chapter 5

Search for D + K+1r't

5-1 Introduction
The first doubly C._ibbo suppresseddecay mode that is searched for is D+ .--,

K+_-X*; it is experimentally,the most accessible mode of the D +, having threecharged

particleaandnoneutralsinthefinal,_.m.Of thetht_doublyCa_bbosupp_ssedfinal

states evaluatedin this these, it is the excellent massresolutionandmodest combinatoric

backgroundsfor this finalstateonly thatallow it to be approachedwithboth inclusive (un-

tagged) and full reconstruction(tagged) analys_. The balance of the final sta_, having

neutrals,canonlybcstudiedusingthetaggedmchnklucandfulleventr_o.nsu'uction.
v

Thed_tai]edresultsoftheuntaggedanalysisforD +_ K+f_ arc,_ted in

AppendixI.Forclarity,theyarcsunmmriz_inSection5-2s£nc¢th_nm4ivatethesea_h

forexplicitcamlidatcsoffullyreconstrucu_l¢¢cats.ThebalanceofthisChalm_Z_ts

thetagged_archforD+ _ K+_C-x*,includingtherc_nantch_ne,lsD + --_K+p°

K+(x-x+)andD +_ K*°x"+_ (K+x-)x+andthenonte.,sonantfinalstateD +--_K+_C"2t".

Section 5-3 .deacribesthe initial event selection for K+x,'_. Section5-4 di_cusu_ the rna-

_orback.gro,unds_at arisefromc_rm _od,_on, andit_s rbecutsaddedto_-

duccthem.Secfio,n5-5giveatheresultsoftheanalysisonthe'damandincludeavarious

analy,_isteatsandes_nateaoftheefficiencyandlevelofremainingbackground.Section

5-6uscsthose_ tocalculamtheuplxa"_t onthebranchingfta_'onforD +

K.g-x*,Finally,Section5-7dc_be_ tb¢resonantsubs,tructu_ analysispcrf_ toca-

tractuppczlimits_cally forD +.-_K+p°,K*°x+andK+_f'x*[m'].

$4

-
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Figure 5.1 Invariant mass distribution for inclusiveK+X-x +.

• 5-2 Smmnary of Inclusive (Untagged) Analysis of D + -->K +err='n_

In Appendix 1 the details of an analysisto isolate a signal for D+--->K+z¢'_ inclu-

sively in the _(3770) data set is presented. Strict fiducial and particle identification cuts

are applied to reduce combinatoric background. A signal of 37.1:1:12.4+5.5events above

the combinatoric background is observed in this channel;see Figure5.I. With the analysis

cutsemploye,d,only +Io2.5+0.9..o19backgroundevents are expected to peak under this signal.

This result represents only a -2.5 orsignificance above the smooth background, An effi-

ciency of 22.0:t:0.3Z_ % leads to an estimate of the branching fraction B (D+ --#K+_r-_+)

= 0.39_:_:_%. Relative to the Cabibbo a.Uoweddecay, D+ --#K-_r+_+, a value of

I/SA,_!2 18.3+3.6-LAn= _3.2a.,+.vts calculated. This surprising result strongly motivates the search

for fully reconstracted events in this channel and in other simple channels,_l the balance

oftl__esis.
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K_x-). The box delimits thesignalregion.

5-3 TaggedAnalysisofD + K +'n''n*-Event Selection
Given a taggedevent as_bed in Secdon4-3, selection of D . --) K+x"X* can-

didateevents proceedsas follows:

o Threecharg_ trackswith a good helix-fit must be found in the recoil.
The tracks must also be correctedfor energy losses and have a good

beamfit.

• Thenet chargeof the event mustbe ze_oo

• The r_oil tracksare_ted a_ording to theD + .,.,->g+x"'x+hypothe_

sis; the mass hypod_se_ migaed to the tx_l_ n_t be consistentwith
the TOF anddE/dx information.This i_r_'i!particleidentification is the

same_sthatusedinthe tageventselection.

To observea signal,a scattezplotoftheinvariantmass(Mm,_)versusbeam.constrained

nmss (M_) ismade fromthe,selectedtrackcombinations.Figure5.2showsthe
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(c) D + --_K-K+_ ".when recenstruc_e_l asD + -_ K+_'-_ "+.

scatterplot for the expectedsignal,, along with the two projoctions. The scattexplot aids the

--: identificationandrejectionofbackgroundevents.TrueD + m_soncombinationswillhave

. a fixedmomentum (242:i:14MeV/c2)andthereforehavea beam-constrainedmasscen-

teredonthenms,softheD +,independentoferrorsintheparticlemassassi_ ,_nts.The

- invariantmassprovidestherejectionagai:_stthebackgroundswhichoccurfromsingle

particlemisidentifications--spccifically,D + ---#_x": (includingD + _ j_o_,K,o_ K o

---)_) andD + _ K-K+_ ".Withacorrectly_cconstructcdtag,a*x"_ forumsK+_r-x+

when a pionismisidentilicd,andK-K+_ formsK+a-a + when a kaonismisidentificd.

Thc_ backgroundsproductreflectionsatapproximately:1:120MeV/c2fromtheD + in-

-- variantmass,asi_lustratcdinHgurc5.3.

_
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The signedregionis definedby a±3o'cut in Mt,mnand a ±2o'cut in Mitr:

• 1.819< Minv< 1.919 GeV/c2

• 1.862 < Mbeam< 1.876GeV/c2
v

Togetherthe cuts retain approximately88.4% of the Monte Carl_ signal, while rejecting

betterthan98% of the backgroundsfrom single particlemisidentifications.

Figure 5.7(a) shows the events retained after the initial event selection require-

merits.Twentycandidateevents lie withinthe signalregion, and60 events lie outside. As

anticipated,aveurticalbandisformedlargelyfromparticlemisidentifications.

5.4 MajorBkgrmmds toD +
Ingeneral,themajorbackgroundstoD +--+K+z-z+appeartoarisefromtheoc-

cunenceofatleasttwoerrorsintheeventselectionprocedure,e.g.twoparticlemim'denti-

fications.ThesebackgroundsareoftheClassI category,whereonlytherecoilis

incorrectlyreconstructed.BackgroundsalsocomefromClassH category,whereboththe

tag and recoil havebeen incorrectlyreco_. The _ I backgroundsarediscussed

first(Section 5-4.1), followed bytheClass Hbackgrounds(Section5-4.2). The datareduc-

tion cuts introduc_ to remove the backgroundsare thendiscussed (Section 5-4.3). The

applicationof these cuts on the datais postponeduntil Section 5-5.

5-4.1 The Class I Backgrounds

The majorClass I backgroundsar_ fromtwoD +decay channels:

• D+ _ K'°K+, _ -_ K° _ _g---a Cabibbosuppressedmode where the

K° is not identified.

• D+ --3,K-_x+-a Cebibboallowedmode followed by a doublemisk_-

tificationbetweenthe kaonanda l_on.
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Figure 5.4 Monte Carlo of the Class I backgrounds to D + _ K+Tt-n'+:
Ca)D + _ K°K+ --> (_)K+; (b) D + -_K-x+lr+Inr]; (c) D + _ k*°g + --,
(f-_+)=+; and(d)D+-_ K'%+_r° -->(x+x-)x+zu.

The K-Tr+= + background has been studied through its resonant component D + -_ K*°_r+

--, (K-Tr*)_r + and its non-resonant component D + _ K-_r+_c+[nr]. Another D _decay mode

which contributes background is:

• D + --* K'°_r+Tr°, K"° -> Ks° _ _-a Cabibbo allowed mode where the

_o is lost and a pion is misidentified as a kaon to compensate the missing

mon3erlmm.

Figure 5.4 displays the Minv versus Mbe_ scatterplots for these backgrounds. The K'°K +

andK-x+_ + peakin the signalregion,whilethe K°Xbr° forma continuumwhichfeeds

into the signal region.
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5-4.2 Class li Backgrounds *
For this search, the major Class II backgrounds arise from both D +D- and D o_o

eventswhereonlytrackmisassociationoccurs;noparticlemisidentificationisinvolved.

Consider, for example, the following D +D-event_

D+ __ K,oz+z-z+, go __fo__ x+x- vs. z)- -_ g+x-x-

Both D decay nmdes are Cabibbo allowed. In the attempt to reconstruct a tag and a

K +g-z +recoil, a z + from theD + can be interchanged with a x- from the D-. If the pions

are soft, such an interchange often does not significantly alter the kinematics. The event is

then observed as

D- _ g°z+z-z-vs. D+--,g+z-z+

Omrectedsticofthesituation,theuniqueconstraintofsmmgencssislostby thepresence

of the f °

As anotherexample,consideraD o_o eventproducedas ,._

D O_ go_-go _ Ko _ x+x- vs.b°_ g+z-z+z-

Intheattempttoreconstructafs°_'+g-x+taganda/t"+x-a"+recoil,a x- fromthesecond

D couldb_associatedwiththefirst.Againif theparticlemomentaarelow,thekinematics

isnotgr_y changedbythemisassociation__ eventisthenobservedas

D- --# ffs°x+a'-z - vs. D + _ g+x-x +

"rltefinalmm K°g+a'-g- vs.K +x'-g+ismostsusceptibletotheseClassIIback-

grounds, since the pions are generally soft due to the high multiplicity. However, the fined

states wi_ the tagsgs°g +, gs°g.g °, K_sK+, and K+K-_g + are also susceptible; in the first

three tags the neutral kaon makes the strangcne_ of the decay ambiguous, while, similarly

in the lastrag, thenetstrangenessiszeta.

9O
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Some o_ez' less obvious C[_s II backgrounds we_ found from sa_es of the

D +D- _d D 0_o MonteCarlo sets (Section 3-3.5). These backgroundsinvolve _pologies

where an exua x° ia theevent is lost in the reconsu'uc_ion.For e_xr_pl¢,one such topolo-

- _is

D O_ K"'x+ w. _o ..+K+x-z+XO.,K,.-_ K-x.o,xo_ 77'

'_constn_'tedas

D +_ K-K+z+ vs.D-_ K-z+x-

w'_ ther°islost,apion_om thedecayofthe_o i_misJde_t_ed,andtreksaremis_- _.e

;c

5-4.3 TheBacl_ound Cuts
_

The Anti.KJ Cut.
Thiscutsupp_sse_the_°K+ beckgr_u._lbydiscardingev_L__th go __:¢'_'Z--

r

" cm_d.a_.ForeachK+z-z . u'ackcommon, thetrack_r, crsanderrorma_,ce.s

ofthex*__ are,rec_cu_a_thepoimofclosestapproachand_ thenusedm csf

cula_ the _xr i_variamnv_.An _ent i_ retainedff '-
=

•N,=-M_I>30MeV/d
5

Thiscfi_'ia_ves 88% oftheIC°K+b_cI_ which_urvive.stheinitialeventselec-

rien, while _aing 94% of the _i.g_. This cu_,is also fo_d to rem_v'e 80 % of the

_

=

The Second Level Partid¢ Identification Cuts

cutsare:introducedtos_ theK-_r+_r+b_kg_.un_.TheAT =7"pr=d- o

T_ dis_butio_aree_ f_ thoser_o,iln'_ks_ti_¢d bytheti_ offlight.

" ,_ Ic_• (EP_ - Eurn)/cr'di_l_ons f_thoseiden_ byd_/d_.Ngure5.5sh,ows =
_
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l_1_ure5._Do,ul>l_n_n'_ca_o_ of D +-_K-_+x+ w'hem
_:o,m=uc_dasK+x-a+.P[o,t_(a)-,(c)_ _Td_hu+_,, __'dve_y,
fortheK +,x-_ : u_cksi_n,_ byTOE w,L'd_p,L_ts(d}-,(f)_ _Z/o'
• s:tr]bu+do,nsforthe "+ - + " ' ' + * ',x andx _c_ id_,r+'_edbyd_._/dx.Th__o_
his+,to,g_umshow_e _u'il_i,cmsf_ M_m_ C_o K'a+z+_l tl_+da#,k_

ro'rows_a_c the second le'v,+]par_ id_a_,c._n _tm+CTtmm,_aLl

(da_,h_h_,m_)c'vcn,t_,In_h+_'cl_l_t_+m,Fl.gur_4.$(a).(c),_y id_n_ed

u'_cksp_uce _r,_ _ _eao,wh,_r',_d_,_tifi_ pi_ and k_n_ p_od',ucep_k,s _o,m_d

-0.8ns_ +0.8ns,_,_ve_y.A _+_ .e_ec_i_o,_,_ _nt_ _/o: d_tnbu_o,ns,
,.

4.5(dF,(f).
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The scc,o_n,d_eveIpa_:cl,e ide_ti:ficadoncu_ i_.wx:_sctigh=.r crit_i_ o)nthe tracks

wh._chth,e Rrs.t_eve.lcutshave kicn_.ed .as_e K+ and_e x" in K+x-x*. Fora trackto bc

re,._ed as_e K+:

i)

• AT_.> - 0.6n,s(-,,3_ if_e time-of-Rightinformationb..._been_,

. _A_E,__>_ 1.5tfth,cdl//dxinforma_onh;ub¢_ used,.o"

whil,cforatracktobc_ccl asthe[:

•, AT.<0,5,ns(~2,._cO,,

A.E_
• --_- < 2,0,

and_c pionmus_n,ow bcidcntiff,cdby eith_rhoTOF o)rdE/dx.Sitrcothea*inD + --l,

K+x-_r* dc)cs n,o,tpanic,pate in the dio,u:b,_¢mia_d_,ti,fi,c_fi,on,, it is u_tm_c_,_ to a_ply

tightarcr[tc:riatothattracLT_d.sca'itm-iarcmov,¢s97% oftheK"_r+x+bac:__ whic;h

s,v_wivcsth,cinitialevents¢loc_o,n,whilerc_.g 81% ofthesil_. R isal_ ren_,ve_

" about90% ofthe/_.o_+_robackgro,tmtdw_¢h s,uawiveathean,fi-g°cut,.

The Topolo,_ Cuts

Thc majorCta_ U backgro,_sare_dcntifioda.n_ls_pre)_ by reanalyzing_c

cysts foralmmatcD D hypo)_e.scs,.'11,_cto,po,_o,g'_wh_ciharce_as_ m_ Rsmd inTa-

lc 5,I _d Tab,lc5.2.Fo_eac',hcan0J,datcevc,,r,_t,tl_track_=rc__ut_ and thebeam

co,ns',u_i.rt,e,d__ arcrcc=Iculatod.'I'_ce,vcntLsth_nco)n_,_a_d _oasi_,a,twithtl)c

dtscardodff_fo,r_y o,f_e oc_mbh_ta,_cm_t:h¢trmsso,nbo,thsid_beckgro,un,d topo_og,y and ".... ' '

lic:swithin3o'ofthen,o,miaalD mass.Thee._cicacyofthi,s_oocdurci,sde,none,tta.tedin

Figure5.6,fo,r_c bac,kgro,undD +--)_ x"+a'-_#+OPl)O>_mD - ..-)g +x-x".

. Effe,ctivclyallof_c Cta.ssR Lv_ckgro)u_t)_)acft)undtobercmovodbythcsccuts.

The eff(.'g:tofth,csecutso,nt'hetrigt_ld¢I,'_stronglyupo_nt1_cfix_al_',ta_be,ing_)n-

s',tax)ctexl:85% ofth,c si,f_isret_t_odwben_)n_s_mct_o,ppo_,_teag°_r* tag,49%



6:81sethtor D* _ [.w'_*

T__ 1 D .D- topologiesco,n_dezedu b_gro,u_ to taggedD*
K+ _-_r*"'

........ . I I IIIU'U I I I .... "_ '" .:.i:" "

Tag vs.K +x-x . D +D - b_kgro,und

_°x'+vs.K-x+x- K%- vs.K-x+_
_m_-,_B_r . : .... .... -- _._ ,lm .............

[_°_r+_r-_vs.g-_+_r- K°Ir-a+_- vs.K-x*_
• i

_,o_r+xo rs,K"a+r_ K °x-ao vs.K"x"+x+

Zk"°K"+ rs, g-_r.x'- K°x'"vs.K-K+_
IMMLI,__. _ J... L J___IL_.L..[ ..... t_ll_ I , Ik_ ._..----..: .

K-K+x + vs.K'_r+x- K+K-_ - vs.K-_+s _
m "..... ' ........... I ' . ......1:! I .....1_11

$.2D°D °topo,}o,_esccm,_dcrod_ b_ck_u_d totaggedD + -)
K+.X.-_.+.

- _: _ ........... ::::: :.:: ].llmli_: "" .......................

Tagvs.K *a-x+ D °B°b_ckg_u_

K'°_ rs.K-_+a" K°x'x+ vs,K'_

K"0Z+X-_'+ VS,K"g+x - K°g-g + vs.K-g+z'x +
_ _ _ .: ,:.

XC°_r+_° vs.K-x+_- K°a-_r+ vs.K-s+x°

_"°K+vs.K-_r"x- K°_-x'+rs..K-lC+
_MI_MII_IIIImI_L_:::: ::: . L:::.: : Mlall_l_: L:: .3: ::L:ZL: : . 22J I.J JL__L ,,1 , , I , , I I I, II ............. :llllll_

K'K+#:+ vs.K-_;+_r- K+K - VrS p" K--Z'+_--_ +

0 + 7w'hemop_i'._K'°_'+_r''_r-,85% w'_n_po,_t_K __"_, 1% w'hem_po_ K°K'',

69% whereoppo_i_eK+K- x+.

The Antl.Pbo,to,n Cut

TI_ cu_ti_nm,t_v_t_by th__r .W)I_k_nd _ndthe,lesso,bvi,o_ _ :IID

b_r.K_)_md_withthe.ex_ _o,s.Th_ res,icl_b_kgro,_ m_es_r_ssed by a cut o_

in__ o_f_;_ p,h,o,to,r_sn,o,__,_g m theev,e_treroo,rm',tn_,tL,o,n,;Lfon__ more

¢xtnsp,bo_n,_arefo,u_dwithenc_'g_cx__g I00MeV,the.e'vem,_isc__. Tore.

ducec__o_n bctw,ecnp,h,o,m,r_sfro_rnt_ c,vem,,cvea_x_r_split..o,flsfmo_chargedtr_ck_

04
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Fi:gure 5,6 Monte C.arloD +--) J_°n'+;c-n'+,D" -..)K+_'_",/_o --4Ks° --)
7t*;t-. (a) Events reco,t_.sm_c_ as th,e signal D- -.) Ks°_r+;c-_'-, D+ .-.).
K+n:-a"+ after _,e stx:or.)dl,evel parti,cle i,d,ent:ifi,catio,n cuts have been

- appliezl, (b)_ (c) TI_e beam co,nstra.i.nedmass plots from reanalyzing _,e
e'vents as K_%+_"_¢+,K+_'-_- (witf_muItipIe e'.ntries per event); th,e anT.)ws
delimit th,e ..-t:3crmass regio,ns about _b.eD+ mass. (d)Events remainir)g

" after d:i.,._c:ardi.ngth,os,econsistent with th,eK°g': _r-n'+,K*a'"n- hypoth,esis,

,i, .,
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intcrac&aginthedetector,the_tngle0betweentheirmorr_ntarnaxglthemomentum ofthe

nearestchargedtrackmust givecoso< 0.95.The disadvantagewithapplyingthisan-

ti-p,hotoncutis_e systematicuncertainty--approximately8%--introducedby thepr_-

e.nceofthesplit-offs,whichtheIVlo,nteCarlodotsnotsimulam.

5-5

Figure5.7showsrbe.applica.tio,nofthecutstothedata.Afm' allcutsareapplied

threecandkia.tecvcntsterraininthesignalregionandonefallsdirectlyoutsidetlmsignal

h)_mdary.For theremainingdiscussionstheeventsam labdlcdinFigure5.7(e)asA,B, C

andD.

5,-5.1AnalysisTests
Tem have been pedormed to c:becktheanalysisproc,edur¢d theK+_'z +sem-cb.

The lirs.ttwotestsexaminetheinitialeventscl,ec_ionproc_ure by se&'chingspccificatlly

forthetwo_._jorClassIbackgro_mdchatmels:D +--,K-x'+x+ todD + _ J_°K+,Fg° ...,

K ° --,_x". The _ te_t studiestheb_ckgro,lmdreductioa cuu by la_icting the num-

bersofeventsremovedandco,rr_,_-ingtheresultswitl_thenumbers_ areren_vod.

SearchforD +---)K'zr+ct+

Forthi.ssearch.,theinitialse_ec_o,ncriteRaforK .x-x+ Lsmczlifi,edtoaccountfor

thedifferingfinalstatec_hargedpat_cles.Theresultingscalterplotis sl_owninPigure5.8.

An expectedcl_,te_ofeventsisseenmo,undM.=_= Mim= = 1.86% (leVI:withlittle

beckgo'o,tmdinthesaz_,undingregions;107_te _en_ fall withinthesi_ m.gioo..

The ¢g.tectio,nefficiecciesandexpectedn,umbe_ofeveaum-ecaJctdatedopposite

eachtagnmde accordingtotheprocedureinSex:fi,o)n4-4.'Althoughtheres>nan.tK-x'+z'+

subs_ _snotwellunclcr_tood[z2](the_on-_('°_'+convponen.tisn,otuniformac'ro,

theDalitzplo,t),t_,_,enumbersar_de.__ froms_,l_ ofD + -_ KJ_X'+_ (g --'X D X +

andD + _ g'x+x+[nr],f_ lack.ofabettermodel,Thebranchingface:do,nsusedareB (D.
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Figure $3 Data afiar: (a) the. initial event selection; (b).._the anti..K ° cut;

(c) the second level p_'l_cle identification cuts; (d) the D D topology cuts;

and (e) '_e isolated photon cut.

" _ K-a'+a+[nr]) = 7.2:1:0.6:t:1.8%[_1 and. B(D + ---) k*°a + -. (Kg+)_P ") =

1,9:t:1.4±1,8%.,where th,e latter bra_._chmgfr_ctio.nis d_'/v_ from B(D + ..-¢,_,o_+ __

(K-x+)T¢+) = B(D + _ K"g+g +) - B(D + -) K"r_+_r+[:nr]),using B(D + --, K-_+_¢+) =

_7
=

2

.
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Fi[dre $.8 Can_da_ D + -+ K-x+x + events.

9.1:I:I.3:1:0.4% t_j and B(D + -..,K-x+x+[nr]).The con_l,ation betweenB(D +

K-x+x+[nr])andB (D+ _ K*°x+ _ (K"x+)a+)tsaccountedforwhen propagatingel'-

ro_ml

Table5.3 mummriz_ the calculations and compares the expocted numbers of

_._,ents_gainst the observed numbers. The total number expecmd, 110± 14 events, is in

good ageen_t with 107 otnerved events, assuming no background. Tl_ uncertainty on

the numbea of expected events is sta_fical only and reflects the __ty on the numbe_

oftags, the _ on thebranching_ons and theerrorontheMonte Carlostatistics.

The numberofex_ backgroundeventsis1.5_, smalle_ than _ error on the to,ml

number of_ted cream The beckgrou_ eri_ fromD + --+K"°K+ -.+K°K + ..+

(x*g")g'+events(wherea doublemisi4entificationoccursbetweentheK + and the,g'-),

from D + _ K-z+Tf+z°events(whe_ thex° isexcludedfromthereco,_on) and

from the non-charm continuum (estinmted by _yzi_g u, d, $ events generated with Lund

Monte Carlo Jet_ 6.2).
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Table 5.3 Analysis test of D + _ K-x+x +. The efficiencies are averages
of the efficiencies for D + ---,K-x+a'+[nr] and D + --, K*°x+ -¢ (K-ff+)a "+,
weighted by the branching fractions for the two channels.

" i i i i i m i i i iii in, ....

Tag Mode Efficiency (%) Expected Number Observed Number
i "li iii , I , ............ i '"' , , _u.L.,, i i

K"°g_ 45±2 7.5::!:1.0 10
_._ :1 [ iii i L I llll I I llii i II i I ;

K-z.x . 50t: 1 75.6+9.6 72
, , 11 , , ,, ,. _t ,,,,,, , tll i,,,,, ,, ,,,, ,

K"°z+x-x '+ 57:1:2 9.8:t:1.3 8

Fg°x+z ° 47+2 8.4:t:1.4 12

K°K+ 47± 1 0.7 ±0.2 1
i i ii '""

K-K+x . 55:t:2 4.3:!:0.7 4

K-g +x +a'° 45+ 1 4.1:t:.0.8 0
_.._ ......... I I ,t '1 I I[I /I I I I I III "

Total g"x+z + Events I10± 14 107
J Iii I i , i i

• Search for D + --->K'0K + and D + _ K°qr+

The procedure for finding D + --o K°K +is the same as that for K+fa "+except for

the treatment of the _'K pair. For these tracks the Ks0 selection criteria from the tagging

procedure (Section 4-3) is used. Figure 5.9 shows the resulting plot wi_h four events in the

signal region. A cluster of events is seen around Mmv = 2.0 Cm.V/c2, Mb_tm = 1.8693

C.mV/c2 due to D + --_ _.o_ where the pion has been misidentiIied as a kaon, causing up-

ward shift in mass. The detection efiiciencie, and expected numbers of events are given in

Table 5.4, using B(D + -¢ K'°K+) = 1.01"t:0.32:1:0.17%!_1A total of 3.0:1:1.0 events are ex-

pected; this number is consistent with the observed four events. The number of D + --¢

K'°# "events expected in the high m&,_sregion is also checked, obtaining an estimated total

of 10.8:1:1.7 events, which agrees well with 10 ob_rved events. Table 5.4 provides the

numbers for the high mass region. 'l_e tmasumment B(D* --4 K"°a'_) = 3.2:t:0.5+0.2% [_]

is used.
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Figure $.9 CandidateD + --, F_'°K+ events. Events in the high mass
regionarereflectionsfromD+ .-_/C°x+.

Fromthese checks, it is concludedthat the ini_d event selection procedureis well

m_derstood.
b

Test of the Background Cuts

In this test the numbersof ¢ventsthat areexpected to be removedby each of the

backgroundcutsarecalculatedandcomparedtothenumbersthatareremoved.Thisis

done for threeregions in the scatterplotof MmvverstmMbum:

• Signal Region: 1.819 < M_ < 1.919 GeV/c2, 1.862 < Mbe= < 1.876
OeV/c2.

•RegionI:1,67< Minv< 1.77GeV/c2,1.862< M_ < 1.876GeV/c2.

This is the low invariant _.ass reflection region, containing 90% of the
D +_ K-K+z +events which aremisidentifiedas K+x-z +.Othersources

ofeventsinthisregionareD +_ IC°x+z° and the tailsfromD +
K-Z+x+.

• RegionH:1.94< Mmv < 2.04CreV/c2,1.862< Mbmn < 1.876GeV/c2.

Thisisthehighinvariantmassreflectionregio_containing_ % ofthe
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Table5.4 AnalysischeckwithD + -_K°K+-->K°K+--_(a+a-)K+.
i ii i i i i ,11 I II .....

TagMode Efficiency(%) Expect_Numb_ Obs_vedNumbs"
= , ' 'i ' '|q i i,

Yf°a_ 37+2 0.23 ± 0.07 2
i , ii, ,,,, ,L ,i

• K-a+x + 35±1 2.03 + 0.64 1
L , , i ,i ,, ,iI i i , i

K°a+x-x + 365:3 0.24 ± 0.08 0

K'°x+x° 405:,4 0.27 + 0.09 0

K°K+ 365:2 0.025:0.01 0
, , ,, , ,,i

K-K+_ + 365:2 0.11 ±0.04 0
- i , ,, , , i LJI ,I

K-x+a+n ° 355:3 0.12 ±0.04 1
II I II "' -.._ I I lP III

Total K'°K+Events 3.0 ± 1.0 4
I I1[ I I I I H , H ....... r i i ......

Table5.SAnalysischeckwithD + ---}K'°_ _ K°A*---}(_x")_ (for
eventsinthehighmass_gion1.94< M m <2.04C_V/c_,1.862< _ <

• 1.876GeV/c2of Figure5.9).
'i i i , , ,, I II I II " --

. TagMode Efficiency Expec'_i Numlm" Obse_eci Numbe_"
, , i

_g0_ 405:2 0.81±0.13 0
iii ., .........

K-W_r + 41±2 7.38±1.22 9
, ,i i i

K°x+x-x+ 40±3 0.82±0.15 0k
, , ,, , , I h I I I,

K'_:+_ ° 465:4 1.0t?:t:0.21 0
,, l , i , __ _ ,,i, _J , l l ,1,1 ,, 11

K°K+ 385:3 0.075:0.03 I
,, , ,, , ....... ,,, , ,,,,,,

r

K-K+x + 375:7 0.355:0.07 0

K-_+_:+_:° 34:t:10 0.37:t:0.10 0 .......
,= J II i_ IIIIIIll I [ IIII IIIIIII I I

Total K'°_ Events 10.8:1:1.7 I0
III III , I i -ml II I

D+ --} a+_-a+ and g,o%+events which are miaidentifiodas K+_c-x+.

Other sourcesof events in this region arethe tails fromD + -+ K-x+x +.
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Table5.6BranchingfractionsoftheClassIandClassIIbackgroundsto
D +--_K+X-Z +

i ,i ii iii Hl l,, ,

Mode Branching Fraction (k) Reference

D . --, _if+ 1.01:t:0.32:t:0.17 24, 20

D . _ K_X . -->(K-z*)x . 1.9+1.4:t:1.8 (see text)
, i,,, i ,, ,

D +_ K'-x+x+[nr] 7.2± 0.6± 1.8 22
H,,,,,, ii lm i, i |

D + _ _k'°x+z° 10.2"I"2.5:1:1.6 24

D +-_ K-If+z + 1.21 +0.33 :!:0.13 24, 20
i ii, |ml

D +_ FL'°z+ 3.2± 0.5± 0.2 24
l i , i ii

D +_ _x"Z* 0.38± 0.15± 0.09 24,20

D +--), K'°._x"x * 6.6 ± 1.5 ± 0.5 24
,,, ..... _.

D O --+K-z + 4.2±0.4:t:0.4 24
f i , . i.,. i J i ,

D O_ K°z+x" 6.4±0._±1.0 22
i i i i i

D O.-->K-x+x'-Z + 9.1±0.8±0.8 24
.... • , , ,i

D O_ K-x+n ° 13.3±1.2±1.3 24
: .. i i i i .......

DO_ K-K + 0.51±0.09±0.07 24,20

ForthechecksMonte Carlosamplesofthevariousbac_unds weregenerated

withatleast10xtheexpectednumbersofeventsinthe_3770)datasamples.Thecontri-

t_oe ofYt'°z+z°andIf-If+z+tothe_gnalregioniseithersmaUornegligible,andthere-

forethesechannelsweregeneratedaccordingtophasespaceonly.The decayD O

If-z+z°(intheClassIIbackgrounds)isdominatedbythequasi-twobodymodeD O

K-p+,sothismodehasbeenusedtorepresentK-z+z°.

Table5.6liststhebackgroundbranchingfractionsusedintheestimates.Correla-

tions existbetweenseveralofthebranchingfraction_.The branchingfractionforK°K+ is

derivedfzomme_ure_ts ofthebranchingfractionratio,B(I{°K+)/B(Tt'°g_),andofthe
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absolutebranchingfractionforB (K°Tf_).SimilarrelationsholdbetweenK-K+_+,_'*:_'-_'*"

andK-;_+a+andbetweenK-K +andK-_+.Thesecorrelationsareaccountedforintheer-

" tOES.TherelationbetweenB(D+--->K-%+a+[n_])andB(D+ -->_,o#:+_.>(K-a+)a+)has

. been discussed above and is also accounted for here. Among the D + modes K°:r+,

K-_r+x+, _'°#_a"#_, Yf°Tr+:r°and the Do modesK-x +,K-_r+#-_, K-_+_r°, correlateder-

rorsarisefromthedoubletaganalysisprocedureu,_xlinthedeterminationoftheabsolute

branching fractions. These correlationsareassumedto be small and have been neglected

forthesechecks.

Includedinthepredictednumbersaretheestimatedcontributionsfromu,d,s

events,determinedfromananalysisofLundMonteCarlodata.Theanalysis,shownin

Figure5.10,findsthatthecontributionfromu,d,sproductionisnotnegligible.Thetag-

gingprocedureconstrainstrackcombinationstotheD momentum.When allgenerated

particlesintheeventleavewell-measuredtracksinthedetector,momentumconservation

willthenconstraintherecoiltrackstotheD momentum,causingeventstofallinor

- aroundthesignalregion

Table5.7givesthetotalexpectednumbersofeventslostandcomparestheresults

againstthedata.Thetotalnumberofeventsexpectedtobelostfromthesignalregion,

26.7:1:3.8,deviatesby approximately2orfromtheobservednumberlost,17,_suming

Poissonstatistics.Mostofthisdiscrepancyoccursatthesecondlevelparticleidentifica-

tioncuts,where22.2:1:3.6eventsareexpectedtobelostversus11eventsobservedtobe

lost. The deviationmay be due to statisticalfluctuations,but may also involve the fact that

the re_nant substructureof the K-_r+_+ backgroundis not well understood[._] A discrep-

ancy is also found in Region H, wherethe observednumber of events, 18,exceeds the pre-

dieted number, 11.6±1.7, by approximately1.5o. In Region I the predicted number,

7.4±1.4events,agreeswellwiththeobservednumber,8events.
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Figure 5.10 Analysis procedure applied to the Lund Monte Carlo: (a) after

the initialeventselection;Co)af_ the anti-Ks°_cut;(c) after the second
level particleidentificationcuts;(d) aftertheDD topologycuts; and(e)
aftertheimlatedphotoncut.

5-5.2 TotalMomentumandEnergyStudies
No constraintsonthe tom trackmomenta(Ptot)andenergy(Etot)havebeenim-

posedbyeitherthe eventselectionprocedureor the _ta reductioncuts.The_ore, as a

furthercheckonthequalityof thethreeevents,PtotandEtotof theeventsareexamined.
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'l_)_e5.7Numbersofeventsobserved_ expectedtoberemovedbythe
backgroundcuts.

...... i i iii i lliiril i i fm . ill, ,,, ,, t

• Region I Signal Region Region II
Cut

• Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. E,x_.
. , _ , . j , 1'_.','--_7- _ '," Ti :_lL . _ " ..... ' L ','.... : ' , I 'lit ''"-' ...... '"' ""

ti-lr,° i l.otS:3 3.0t8.6 4.5t8:

SecondLevelPatti- 5 5.7")"1.2 II 22,2±3.6 II 6.8-I-1.4
cleIdentification

t ., -:=, i .- -

0.2..o.t 3 ITopology 0 +o.3 +0.3 +o,_0.9_0.I 0.4-.0.1

P.o o 2 0.5 o o.5 o <o.23
L_=, ...... I I . . ,Z"L........... I I III l

Total Number 8 7.4:t:1.4 I7 2632:3.8 18 11.62:1.7

..................... .-_ . i f i .. I ii iiiii i iii ; .

The expected values for theaequantities are PH =-0 and E _t = 4rs=-3.77 (3¢V/c2.Signifi-

cant di_-epancSes would ind_a.te, for example, missing pm,deles or tracks which escaped

_mcdon by travellhagout through the tw.zm pipe. Figttre 5.! 1 shows distributions of P_t

and _ totmi_ - E_ for the thr_ caMidate evemtsand the bo,_ event. For compari-

son, _ correspondjzg distributio_ for D + _ K-x+x + with the all-charged tags are su..

perim_sed.
z

Event D has the largest discrepancies in both P_t (= 245 MeV/c) and &Etm (= 107

MeV/c2). Because.of this result and tI_ fact it does lie outside the sign_ region, this event

tsremovedla'orefunlm,considerationasaK+x-x+candidate.,)

ha total mop,ma event C also has a si_c_t d__cy with P_t = 130

: MeV/c.placingitinthe_ oftheD +--,K=a'+a"+distribution.The rrttssinlzmomentum
_

;r
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0 - O i"l ......
.o.+ e.+ o._ +.,,, o s .o.,o o.o+ +.+o

Pm (GeV/c) iEto t (GeVt)

l_llul $.11T_e_I n_menmm (,a)and _c _ cn_gy(b) of _
K+x-z + candidateevents and of the event on the signal boundaryevent.
Su_sed are the to,l_ momentum and energy distribufion+sfor D +
-+K-x+g +.

forthiseventhasc_sO: 0.86,notwellalo,ng.thedirectionofthebe,am pipe.Howewcr,a

visualinspe_onoftheevent(S¢_tio,n5-5..3)findsanisolatzxl61 MeV shower.Ifthe

showerisincluded,themissingmon_ntumth_ hascoso= 0+99withPm = 108MeV/c,

well ia the _oil ofthebeam pipe.Neverthelessthis eventwillbe retainedasa

5-5.3 Event Seam

Todeterminethequalityoftheeventsandtocheckag:ain,tb_kgro,m_,thethree

eventswitkinthesignalregionwexe_ visually;displays of theevents aregivenin

Figure5+12throughHi+gure5.14.Table5.8provideseventinfon_.tio,a.

EventA

ThetagisK-x+x+,re_ons_ fl_m the tracks_be_ed 4, 2mid6,respe_ve!y.

Treks4 sad2m'e_ro.nglyidentifiedtrytime-of-flight,and thedE/dxinformation_+b-

ora_ thema_ hypo,_ Foru'_k6,however,the_-of.flighthffom_,onprdvrs

the kaon hypo_ over the+pion hypothesis; the c_/dx info,mwtioac_nfi_ns the kaon

hypothesis,_Jtho,ughthen_rr_ntumofthetr_ck--0.651GeV/c--justexceedsthe0.650

C._V/c cut above which dF.ddxinformation is no,tcottsideredreliable. TI_e invariant and,

beatm-constrsinedmasses of the me areM+.. = 1,904 GeV/c2 andMh.....= 1.8624.C,eVtc2;
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• Fi,iPu:re5..14Ev_t C,
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Table5.8EveatinformationonthethreeO +_ K-x+_'-candidates.

EventA EventB EventC

,IU:
Chaauel K-g_"g*" K°x+.,_x+a-_¢+ K +K-_- "

IYacks: 4 2 6 5 4 2 4 I 5

P(GeV/c) 0,3630.6480.6510.4900.4670,8890.7220.5380.192

&Tr/crA. 03 6.8 1.6 10.2 11.1 3.8 3J 22 36.5
AT_ ox 14.0 II) 43 0.7 09 03 2.4 10.3 17

_F._/cr_ O0 1.1 - 1.7 3.8 1.6 2J lD -
_,r/Crbr 8.3 02 1.7 It3 13 1.4 2.0

Miav(C'eV/c2) 1.904 1.890 1.829

Mbum(GeV/c2) 1.8624 1.8704 1.8638
--- 77-- ii I, I 'IIIL II, I, J ,I II i' ,, II ,I ni , ,,

Oaaanel K-z+_t- g'-_t+Tr- K+x-n"+

Tracks: • 5 3 I 6 3 2 6 3

P(GeV/c) 0.7810.4940,4770.6930.3950,.5650.5570.3700.733

ATr/oK 23 14,1 8.9 1,5 - 6.1 20 - 3.2
AT,r/ox (17 ldt 15 7.5 05 10.6 0.7

_._:1t_r, 4J - 0.8 13 3.3 1.4 15 3.6 2.6
a,t 5.4 2B 0.1 IJ OB 3.9 00 22

M_ (GeV/c2) 1.829 1.851 1.881

M t_ (C,_VIc2) 1.8655 1,8707 1.8691
- tr, r il I I II _ li I II . '.....

the latter number lies directly above the lowercut on the beam-constrainedmass for the

all.chargedtag n_ (1.862 GeV/c2). Theremainingtracks, 1, 5 and 3, makeup the re-

coil K +%-x+,_vely. AllrecoiltracksarealsoidentifiedbyTOE The piontracksare

strongly identified by th_r firm-of-flight, but timkaon track is preferred to be a pion by

find-of-flight; the mormntum of the kaon track--781 MeV/c--exclude, thc use of dE/dx
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information.The massesfortherecoilareMinv= 1.829GeV/c2 and Mb.m = 1.8655

G-eV/c2.The invariantIr+n- massisMm-n-= 0.707GeV/c2,wellaway fromthemassof
t

the K °.

Event B

Ksff, reconstructed from tracks 5, 4 and 2; 5 and 4 form the K ° with anThe tag is o +

invariant nutss of 0.506 GeV/c 2. The displaced Ks° decay vertex can be seen in the axial

view of the event. Ali tag tracks are well identified by thne-of-flight, and the dE/dx infor-

marion corroborates the mass hypotheses. The tag invariant and beam-constrained masses

are Minv = 1.890 GeV/c 2 and Mt,_n = 1.8704 GeV/c 2. The recoil K-a'+_ - tracks are 1, 6

and 3, respe_vely. Tracks 1 and 3 are strongly identified by time-of-flight with consistent

dE/dx. Track 6 has a low angle with respect to the beam axis and does not hit the

thne-of-flight counters. It is identified by the dE/dx system, which does prefer the pion hy-

• pothesis. The recoil masses axe Minv = 1.851 GeV/c 2 and Mt_m_= 1.8707 GeV/c 2.The in-

variant _r+_- rnass is l_m-n-= 0.730 GeV/c 2, well away from the mass of the K °.,i

Event C

The tag is K-K+_r - reconstructed from tracks 1, 4 and 5, respectively. Ali tag

tracks are identified by time-of-flight. Track 1 is strongly identified as a kaon, but track 4

is consistent with both pion and kaon hypotheses. For the tag Mmv = 1.829 GeV/c 2 and

Mtmm = 1.8638 GeV/c 2. The recoil K+fTr + traces are 2, 6 and 3, res]x_ctively. Tracks 2

and 3 are strongly identified, by time-of-flight with consistent dE/dx information. Track 6

is another one at low angle to the beam axis, and is strongly identified by the dE/dx infor-

marion. For the recoil Miav = 1.881 GeV/c 2and M_ = 1.8691 GeV/c 2.This event has an

extra photon with an energy of 61 MeV, below the 100 MeV cut required for the event to

• be rejected by the isolated photon cut. The invariant a'+a"- mass is M_tr- = 0.925 GeV/c 2,

. wellawayfromthe massof theK°.

III
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In smmnm3',of the threeevents, Event A would be the most likely to be a back-

ground.The time-of-flightinformationof two of the tracksprefersthe opposite mass hy-

pothesis, and the tag beamconstrainedmass is at theboundaryfor signalevents.

5-5.4 Additional Topology Tests

The topology cuts remove events that are consistentonly with those topologies

Jisted in Table 5.I andTable5.2. Othertopologies thatcan contributeareconsideredto be

less significant because they include one or more D decays which are Cabibbo sup-

pressed.Forexample, K-K+K +versus x+x-x - could be re¢o_ as K-K+x - versus

f+z-z+."I'nethreecandidateeventshavebeentestedagainsttheseothertopologies.Only

EventA isfoundtobeconsistentwithanothertopology--K°K-versusz-z+z+.Thein-

variantmassesoftheeventare1.835GeV/c2and 1.894GeV/c2,respectively,andthe

beamconstrainedmassesare1.8634GeV/c2and1.8654GeV/c2,reslxx:tively.However,

the numberof such events expectedto have been produc_ in ali the _3770) data sets is

about 0.54 events, and it would be unlikely that one produced event with that topology

could be recong_ as both g°K- versus z-z+z . and K°z +versusK-z+a '-. Event A

is thereforeretained as a/C.z-z + candidate.

5.5.5 Detection Efficiencies

Due to the selective natureof the backgroundcuts, the reco_on efficiency

forD + --_K+x-x+mustbedeterminedseparatelyoppositeeachoftheseventagmodes.

To estimatetheefficiencies,theanalysisproceduresareappliedtosevenMonteCarlo

samples,-15,000eventsapiece,withD+_ K+z"x+generatedw,cotdingtophasespace.

Table 5.9 lists the estimated efficiencies with the errorsfrom 0_e Mon_ Carlo statistics.

The weighted efficiency, determined by the number of tags, is calculated to be _s=

40.3±0.6%

ii_ :
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Table 5.9 DetectionefficiencyforD+ --) K+n'-n"+oppositeeach tag.

TagMode Efficiency(%)
m ,, , , ' ,, "' .... ''

g°_ + 33.1 + 0.7

" K-_+x + 43.8 ± 0.8

K'°_r+n'-n"+ 24.0 ± 0.9

gob+no 34.3 + 1.4

KOK+ 27.9 ± 0.7

K-K+a + 32.3 ± 0.9

K"n+x+_° 46.7 ± 3.0
IIIIIII m I " I

WeightedEfficiency:40.3± 0.6
i i ||i|i i|llii

5-5.6 Background Estimates
The dominantD D backgroundsafter the data reductioncuts are the Class I back-

grounds, D + --_ K°K + _ K°sK+ _ (_)K+,D + _K-_+rc+[nt], and D + _ g,o_+ __

" (K-Tr+)_r+. As for the detection efficiency, the background acceptances and numbers of

events must be esthnated separately opposite each tag mode. The numbers are listed in Ta-

ble 5.10, where the errors are statisticalonly, derived from the Poisson errors on the Monte

Carlo statistics, the statistical errorson the backgroundbranchingfractions,and the statis-

rica! errors on the number of tags. The total expected number is found to be n b.t_ =

0.81±0.21

From the analysis of the Lund Monte Carlo data, the number of events from u, d, s

= + 32production is determined to be nb.uds 0.41_:12. This number is included in Table 5.10.

The number of expected events from ali background sources is n b = 1.2_8132.As-

. suming Poisson statistics, the probability for 1.2 events to fluctuate to thr_: events is

0.087.
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Table 5.10 The expected numbersof backgroundevents toD + --, K+K"z +,
including the contribution from the continuum. The acceptances for the
DD backgroundarealso included.

i _. i , I I I Irl •

DD Background Acceptance(%) Numberof Events

_D+ --->'k-x+x+[nr] vs. D- -_ K°X - 0.022_'._ 0.0028_[_

D- _ K+z-x - 0.349:t:0.036 0.416+0.055

n--_xo_-x+,_- o.o34_:o_o o.oo45_:_
D- _ K0Z-x ° 0.108_:_ 0.0154_:_°_

D- -o K°K - 0.085_:_ 0.0011_:8_

n- --,wr-x- o.oos_:_ o.ooo5_:_
D- --¢K+ff-z-x ° 0.117_ 0.0085_.0;g_1_4"0013

D.-__*°x.v_.D--,xo_- 01012_:_ 010004_:_
D- _ K+z-x- 0.8884-0.088 0.279:t:0.207

D- --,g°x-x+x - 0.038_ ,,.,,,,,',-o.ool1,_,_,_+o.oots
D- --¢g°z-z ° 0.016_:_ 0.0006_:_

D-_ lror- o.os5_8:8t_ 0.0o03±o.ooo2
D - --¢g +K-z- 0.021-_:_ 0.0003-o:ooo3_

D- ---*K+z-x-z0 0.212_:_1 0.0041_[_ "
, . iiu,., ,..i

D+ _ K'_K* vs. D- _ K0x - 0.602+0.089 0.0038+0.0013

D- --¢K+x-z - 0.991:1:0.1160.0573:1:0.0192

D- --,K°x-x+z- 0.488:1:0.0030.0032:1:0.0013

D- ---,K°z-x° 0.984:1:0.2260.0068:1:0.0027

D- -.,K°K - 0.758:1:0.0810.0005:1:0.0002

D- _ K'K-z- 0.879"3:0.1360.0027:1:0.0010

D- _ K+x'x-x° 0.8084-0.361 0.0029:1:0.0016
I I ...... IIIIIII

TotalexpectedDD con_bution 0,81:I:0.2l
I[I IIII I l_l

Totalexpectedu,d,scontribution 0.41_:3t]
II I __ H I I_I IglPil I I IIIIP

i l_ II I I I .......

Table5.11 andTable 5.12 give the numberof events for Regions I and Region H,

_veay. The numberof events expemedin Region I is 0.332_;_, while two events are
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Table $.H The expected numbers of background events for Region I,
including the contribution from the continuum.The acceptances for the
DD backgroundarealso included.

_ ,, .__ i _ I JL ,, ,-- L I .1,.m,, ,,, , ,, I I ii I ii I

DD Background Acceptance(%) Numberof Events
_ • , ,,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,

" D+ -_ K-K+x + vs. D- --) k0X - 0.51:!:0.08 0.011±0.004

D- -_ K +x-x- 0.944"0.12 0.188±0.057

/ D- --, KOx-x+a - 0.36_:_ 0.008_:N

o- -, Ko -.o 0.56: 0.013:Nt

D- -_ K°r - 0.11_:_ +2(2-1) x 10-4

D- _ K+K-_ - 0.47:k0.08 0.005+0.002

D- --, K+a-.-z 0 0.57_:5_ 0.007_:0o_
_ li Ill ii ii i. III I *1 I I

Total expected DD contribution 0.23+0.07
• I I I! Iii[ ii 'i •

Totalexpectedu, d, s contribution <0.23
'111 I I I i I I I i I I II ii I

Total expectednumberof events 0.33_:_
li i ,,li I I I !, , i, , ,,

actuallyobserved.The variationin thepredictednumberis estimatedto be +2 %when the

" resonantK-K+a + decay channels (D+ --, Oa+ and K*°K+)areconsidered. The numbers

suggest, therefore,thatsome residualbackgroundfor this regionhas not been accounted

for,perhapsdecay modescontainingextralow momentmna°'s.The numberof events ex-

pected in Region II is 1.46_;_, which is consistent with the observed number of one

event.

5-5.7 Systematic Errors

Systematicerrorsaxeestimatedfor the detectionefficiencyof the signal the num-

ber of DD backgroundevents andthenumberof u, d, s backgroundevents. Sourcesof er-

rorand their level of contributionis describedbelow.
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Table $.12The expected numbers of backgroundevents for Region II,
including the contributionfrom the continuum.The acceptancesfor the
DD backgroundarealso included.

iii 1 illi i= ,, , , II! I

DD Backgromul Acceptance(%) Numberof Events
..... ,, i i ii I ill ,r i

D* _ K'°z+ vs. D- --_K0x- 0.49-J:0.06 0.010:I:0.002

D- _ K+z-x- 0.75:1:0.10 0.1361"0.028

D- -, K°z-x+x - 0.46±0.96 0.010±0.003

D- -+ K°x-z ° 0.57+0.17 0.012+0.004

D- _ K°K - 0.54.-1:0.10 (10:l:4)x l0 "4

D- --_K+K- x - 0.40d:0.09 0.004+0o001

D- -_,K+z-x-z ° 1.48+0.49 0.016:1:0,006
i ,, ,i i i

D+ _ x+x-g + vs. D- _ K°x - 8.46+P_.33 0.059:£'0.024

D- _ K +X-z" 14.55:£'0.46 0.920=1:0.376

D- _ K°x-z+z - 5.70+0.41 0.041,1-0.017

D- _ K°x -x ° 8.88:t:0.69 0.067 +0.029

D- _ K°K - 9.17+0.40 0.006+0.003

D- _ K+K-x - 7°88+0.42 0.026:1:0.011

D- _ K+x-x-x ° 12.7+1.52 0.049,"0.022

TotalexpectedDD contribution 1.36±0.48
I I I

Total expected u, d, s contribution <0.23
III I I II _ III I I

Total expected numberof events 1.46_._
I I ._ IIIII

Systematic Errors on es
The following sources areconsideredto contributeto the STstemaficerroron the

reconstructionefficiencyof the signal.The errorsaregiven in termsof the relativeuncer-

tainty.

1) Chargedtrackreconstructionefficiency. Foreach chargedtrack a rela-

tive uncertaintyof-1% is attributedto the reconstructionefficiency.A

-3 % relativeerroris thereforegivenfor _=to accountfor the recon-

structionof the threerecoil tracks. The chargedtrackreconslxucfionef-

ficiency is basedon previousstudiesof the _(3770) data[._2]
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2) The effect of no cuts for the fiducial regions of the detector. In the

tracking system, a comparison between simulated and real _3770)

. data finds no more than a-2% discrepancy in the number of detected

tracks. Attributing a-1% error for each charged track yields an overall

• -3 % error for this effect. In the _ne-of-flight and dE/dx systems, the

uncertaintyis folded into the uncertaintyin the particle identification,
discussed next.

3) Particle Identification. The effects of the first and second level particle

identification cuts on the K+Tr-Tr+ signal in Monte Carlo and real data

were compared by applying those cuts on samples of K-_r+_r+ events.

Inclusive samples were collected from ali three charged track combina-

tions with a net charge of + 1 and I Ptot- Pr) I < 50 MeV/c. The track

with charge opposite to the net charge was given the kaon mass assign-

rnent, while the other two tracks were given thepion assignment. Mon-

te Carlo and real data samples of 5294 and 1620 events were obtained,

respectively. The particle identificationcriteria were then applied, and

. differences in efficiencies of +2 %, + 1% and :1:1%were found for the

second level kaon identification, second level pion identification and

first level pion identification,respectively. Added in quadrature, these

numbers give an overall :1:2.4% uncertainty due to the particle identifi-
cation.

4) Anti..photon cut. Although D+ _ K+nr-_r+ produces no extra photons,

the anti-photon cut may reject real events when split-offs from charged

tracks generate an isolated shower. The detector simulation does not

model tiffs effect. The -8 % uncertainty introduced by this cut was esti-

mated by applying the anti-photon cut on the tagged K-_r+Tr+ sample

from the first analysis test in Section 5-5.1.

5) Mass cuts and definition of the signal region. Wide mass cuts were in-

u'oducedby the anti-K° and topology cuts, and the wide cuts about the

D mass define the signal region. A + 1% error is given to account for

" possible tails in the signal dis_bution.
II

6) Resonant substructure.The efficiency was estimated by generatingD +

K+_-_r+according to phasespace.Differences in efficiency of-1%
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Table $.I3 The systematicerrorson the K+z-g +detection efficiency.
ii

Source SystematicError(%)
, .j

Chm'gedtrackefficiency -1.2

Absenceof fiducialcuts -1.2
......... i , i ii i i

ParticleIdentification :t:1.0
,,,,,,, ,,,

Anti-photoncut -3.2

Massandsignal regioncuts :t:0.4

Resonantsubstructure -2.8
mm_m li I ' --

TotalError + 1.1/ - 8.5
I [ li I , , It,I

and -7% were observedwhen D . --+g.p 0 --+ K+(z-g +) and D +

K*°g +_ (g+z-)x +.Thereforea -7 % erroris attributedto thiseffect.

These errorsaresummarizedin Table5.13 in termsof theabsoluteerroron the re-

constructionefficienciesforD +--, g +z-x +.The totalerrorsareobtainotby addingthe bi-

ase_ errors linearly and the remainingerrorsin quadrature.Quotingboth statisticaland

systenmticerrors,theweightedefficienciesfor the signal is

_,= 40.3 ± 0.6_

Systematic Errors on n

Several effects which contributeto the systematicuncertaintyof the signal effi-

ciency also introduceuncertaintiesto the nurn_oerof D (Class l) backgroundevents. Dis-

cussion of these effects on the backgroundsfollows, withthe errorsgiven in termsof the

relativeuncertaintyonthe numberof events.

1) Chargedtrackreconstructionefficiency.Ali backgroundsare detected

with threechargedtracksin the recoil;thereforea -3% erroris atwibut-
cd.
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Fik,ure 5.15Forcingtrackmis_dcntificationwitha sampleof D +
- K-x+x+: (a)theeventsan_le;(b) kaon misid.entificationyieldinga

rcflex:tionpca/[ at approximately 1.73 GeV/c 2 (the signal peak is due to D +
--_ K.°g+); (c) pion misidcntification yielding a rcttc_on peak at
approximately1.95OeV/c2,

2) _ effect of t_o cuts for the fiducial regions of tl_ de_r. For three

charged tracks, a -3% tmoerminty is attributed.

3) Particleidcn_cationandmisidentification.Fortheg'°K.backgn)und,

ali _.cks are identified correctly, a,t_ ther_trorc a -,1:2% c_ror fs given to

account for rbe t_erminty in particl,e _,dcntif_cation for that back-

ground. :13orth_ K- x +x''+b_k_ounds, the unccrtainaes in tt_ kaon and

pion m_'dentifi.cation_ wea'cestimated by modifying the p_,cl, e idenlS-

fication study t_rforrr_ for the sig1,_ efticS.cncy; for this study, the in-

clusive K"Jr+Xr+ samples were atgai_ u:,_5, but tracks were assigned the

. op_:silc nmss hypothesis before applying _e Rr'st and second level

mtrticl,cidentificationcri,tcria.T_Rsinten6onalmisidenti.ficationisdern-

o_.stratcdm Figure5.15.UncertainScsofapproximately+6% and+9%

_
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are estimated for the kaon and pion rmsidentificafions, respectively. In-

cluding the ±1% uncertainty for correctly identifying the other pion

_r_k,an overall_rro_intheparticlei_ntific.ationfortheK-z+x"+

bac_unds ise__ to be +15_,-I_,,when thenumbersarepropaga_d

litmarly. Since the K-x+x +_unds dominate,theerroron theto-

ml numbe_ofbackgroundeventsis+14_.--I-/_"

4) Anti-photoncutThe D bac_unds alsodo notproduceextrapho-

tons.An errorof-8% isthea_oregiven.

5) Mass cutsanddefinitionofthesignal_gion.Wkle masscutswerein-

troduce,d by the anti-Ks° and topology cuts, and the wide cuts about the

D massdeft.hethesignalregion,A ±5% e_orisgiven.toaccount for

po_ble tails in the M_..and signaldistributions.

The following additional sources have been considered in the systen_t_c error oa

nb.D_.

6) The branching fractions for the bac_tmd processes. The relative sys-

tematic errorsinthebranchingfractionsforF_°K+(17%),K-_'+z+[_]

(25%) and_*°x+ --+(K-x+)x_ (95%)propagatetoa:k_21.0%earorin

thenumberofb_ckgroundevents,wherethecorrelationsbecw_a the

latter two _ have been taken into account, The systematic en-or for

tl_ decay of the _ is negligible.

7) The a'roron then_be_ oftags._ sy_maticerrorscontributea

±1.7 % _inty on the total number of _u_d events (rcfea to

Table 4.2).

"l'nese eaq'orsare sttnnrmrir_ in Table 5.15 i_ terms of the absolute error on n bz_.

The total errors are o_ by adding the biasederrors _ly and the remaimng errors

m qu_d_tu_e.Quoting both stads_ealandsy_c errors,thenumberofD b_;k_o,ua_d

eventsis:

=
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Table5.14Th,esystermficerrorsonthenumberofD D backgroundevents.
• _. ,. II ......

Source Error(#events)
i -- t l, ..L , , ,, l

ChargedtrackeN,ciency -0,02
, - ., ,,,,r,, ,,,, , t :---

b

Ab_ce of fiduciNcuts -0.02
........ .- ..... . . i i,l,,i . . ,, i ,, i

Particle identification +0. I I 1-0.01

Anti-photoncut --{).12
: - :_ - -_::: : :-:::: ::: -- :: : : li J: :: _: _. : .: :. _: .._ :_ : :. : : :...-<: ::: : :

/

Massandsignalregioncuts :I:0.01

Braac:hingFractions ±0.17

Numberoftags :I:0.01
• . ' I I I

To,taluncertainty +0.211-0.24
.......................

Systematic E rrors on n_,,,k

. Becauseof_e limited,_tatisticsfromth,e L.tmdMonteCarlodata,thevariousu,d,

s event topologies which can leak into _e. signal are rm,twe.IItmderstood. To cstirrmte the
w

systenmtic errors for nb._,d_,some assun_,tio,ns are made about the topoi,ogles and the

misidenlification mecha.ru,_-_s:for _c majority of _e tepologies (I) the c.h_wge,d track

multiplicity is six; and (2) the treks i6enti.fiedas the recoil K +and _c recoil x- a_¢,re-

spectively, a pion _d a kaon which have beaa misidentified. With _e_ assttmption_sthe

relative systematic errors on tl_enumber of u.,d, s backgrott_ events follows.

I) Chargedtrackrcc,onstr_,ctionefficiency.Forsixchargedtracks,a---6%

error is attributed.

2) The effect of n.ocuts for _c fiducial regio,ns of tla,e dc,_to,r. For six

chargedtracks,a--6%tmcermintyi,sattrib,utcd,.

• 3) Particle _dcntificatio,n.kl raterecoil, do,ubl_track mi_de.ntifi,catio,n_d.

o,nccorrect track identification crm_b,ute errors of +_ %.Ass,_g th,e

tracks in th,c tagarec.on'ectlyid,cntifi,_ co,ntrib,ute.,san addition,al:t:.2%

- 7..
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$.15 The syst_n',aticerrors oo the numb_ of u, d, s bsc_und
..... - ____

--,, _k u t ii i

Source Error(#events) "

trackeffici_cy -0.02
--............. _ _ , j ,,, i i .

Absenceoffiducialcuts -0.02
h,.,, ,, : ._. ,,,, , , i. , , , , -"

Particle ident_cat/,on +0.06/ --0.01
_m--- : ::i --: .... .,.,,, _,, i .. ii

Anti-photoncut- -0.03

Mass and signal region cuts tt?.02
i li i, , , ,IHI .

Integra_ Luminosity :1:0.02
.......... i iiiinlli ............................

Total _,ty +0,07 1-0.08
.... ' I, ' ...........' J,.I'' H ,. H., .

unc_nt_.Addingtheerrorsinquadraturegivesatotalu_ty of

+I__%frompanicleidendf_c_on.

4) And-pl_um cut.Al_ough _n_ topologiesmay produceextrapho,,

t_ns,anen'orof--8%issdllgivenm accountford}euncertaintyinre-

moving events _th split-offshowers.

5) Masscutsanddefnidon of th_signalregion.A ±5% _ isgiven to

e_.,ount for effects off1_mass cuts_ theowrLap ofthebackground

withthesign_region,.

6) In,tegra_ Luminosityfo_tSc9(37?0)_ setThisnumbercontainsa

:1:5%crro_whichdirectly contributes to the syst_na_ err_ on the

mm_b_ b_ckgroundcven_,

errorsarc_ inTabAc5.15int_qT_softhe_lu_ _rr_r on the

of_,d, sbscks_j,u_even_Thetotale_rorsareo,bmincdbyuldingthe_ _-

_y andtimeremainingerro_inq_, Quo,tingbothstati_calandsystemat-

icerrors, the numbe_ofa,d,sback.gr_>unde'v.entsis:
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5-6 Upper Limit for B(D + K .
To obtainan upperlimit for B(D + _ K+x-Tr+),a maximumlikelihood fit is pcr-

" fom'_ for observingthreecandidateevents in the presenceof background.The following

. notationis used to describethe likelihood functions:

• /_ mthe true numberof D+-_ K+g"_ + events.

® ]_.DD (nb.DD)E thetrue(estimated)number of backgroundeventsfor

K+x-_r+originatingfromchamaproduction.

• ]2b_(nb.udj) m the true (estimated) number of background events for

K+_-x +originatingfromu, d, s production.

• n ob,=-the observed numberof events for K +_''_r+.

• rh(e0-=.thewae(estimated)reconstructionefficiencyforK+_r-a+

" /&_ (ntags)E the true (estimated)numberof tags.

• %._, o,, _ _ the statistical standard deviations on nb.oD, _, and

" nu_, respectively.

• p t the set of true quantifies {r/,, _, #b.OD,/Zt,._._}

• ,b u the set of estimated qu_tifies 1_, nbsr, nb_, 0_, Ob.t_}

The joint likelihood function is

where _ rc'preseatsa Poisson probabi_ty distribution:

/dn e.-:t.=
. til

at_dq represents a Gaussiandistribution'

=

_ =
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I

u,o2)= )"2,r2 )
v

The constant c_is the normalization between the Lund Monte Carlo samples and lhc

_3770) data sample.s;ot_.,_ (a_b._t0 is the true (e_mu_d) numbea"of Lund Monte Car-

1oevents accepted as the signal. Due to the low statistics, a Poisson distribution is used.

Under the consu'aint

=_q_ _, B (K+_z +)C

the likelihood function is maximized at ditf_mt values of B (K+x-x +) by varying _,

r/_,/_oJ_ andbtb_va.vThe likelihoodfunctionis inlegratal to findtl_ 90% confidence level:

_? r.(B)dB

=0.9

Systematic errors are propagatedby changingthe _ values for ek,nt_, n_.D_and r_,at,

by the errors which cause the limit to inc_as¢, e.g. _ _ ,%- c_w-T.The joint likelihood

functionisthennrtaximiz_usingtheadjustedvalue,

The_elihoodftmctionisshowninFigure5.16,treatingthethreecandidateevents

non-resonantK+x-g+.Thedashedandsolidcurvesshow,_tively, theresultswith-

out_d withsystematicea'r_rspropagated;thearrowsindicatethe90% confidencelevels.

Ifsystematicerrorsweretmgle_ct_,B(D+.._K+g-x+)<0.57%.Thesystenmticerrorsin-

crease this limit to

---_S_ " "_ .... II ! III

B(D + _ K+2r-x+)<0 77% @ 90% CL

A finaltestofthisresultisperfo_ ina separateanalysisofdoublyCabibbo

sup_essed decays where fully reconstructextevents are kinematically fitted rather than
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Figure5.16The likelihoodfunctionrelativetoB(D +--+K+a-7_+).

tagged. The analysis and results are detailed in Appendix 2. The limit for K+tt-= + found

in that analysis is B (D + -_ K+tr-a +) <0.77% at 90% confidence level.

5.7 ResonantSu_tru_ An',dvsisand Upper Limitsfor
B(D +-->g+p_, B(D +--+gSOlr+),andB(D +--+g+,tr-Tr+[m-])
'I'he resonant decay channels of K+_c-a + are D + -.+K+p ° -.>K+(a+_ "-)andD + --_

K*°_ + -_ (K+_r-)tt +.A substructure analysis has been performed to determine the limits

specific to these decay channels and to the nortresonant component.

The analysis begins by introducing cuts to isolate the resonant K+_t-_ + modes.

Both modes decay as P _ VPi, V --->P: P3, where P denotes a pseudoscalar meson and V

denotes a vector meson. By conservation of angular momentum, the P, or D +, must decay

to the VP_ in a relative p-wave, which produces the P2, or P3, with an angular distribution

of cos20 in the helicity frame of the V. This property produces the Dalitz plot distributions

shown in Figure 5.17, where M2nis plotted against M2n,tfor Monte Carlo.D + _ K+p ° and

• K*°_ +, MKn and Mnn being the K+_ - and n_+_r- invariant masses, respectively.
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Figure 5.17 The Dalitz plot M2versus M_xfor the three candidate events
and for ta) Monte Carlo D + --, K+p °, pO ._>x+a- and (b) D + --->K*°x +,
K *° _ K+x -. The solid lines in the plots indicate the cuts introduced to
isolate the respective decay channels. The absence of events about M2 =
0.248 (GeV/c2) 2 is due to the anti-Ks° cut.

Events are accepted as K+p° candidates rf:

• 0.38 < M2< 0°80 (GeV/c2)2 D + -* K+P 0 "-*K+(a+x -)

" M_'n> 1.15 or M_x< 1.85 (GeV/c2)2

These cuts isolate the lobes of the pO; in the respective projections, the former cut is a 2 cr

constraint about the square of the p mass, while the lattercontains 95 % of the K +p° sig-

nal. Events are accepted as K*°x + candidates if:

• 0.74 < M_s < 1.26 (GfV/c2) 2 D + "-> K *0rg+ -_

(g+x-)x +

• M2 > 0.69 or M_ < 0.90

Thesecuts isolate the lobesof theg *° in thesamemanneras the cuts for the g+p ° candi-

dates.Events rejectedby bothof thesecuts areacceptedasnonresonantK+a,+_r-.

Superimposed on the plot in Rgure 5.17 are the three candidate events. None of

the events are found to be strong candidates for either D + -, K+p ° --# K+(_+tr) or D + -->

K*°x + _ (K+lr-)x +, since no events survive after applying either set of Dalitz cuts. In the
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TableS.16Submasses and submasses sflua.,_ of the D + --* K+Tt-n "+
candidates.
II 'r [ ! II Ill l I I

• Event A Event B Evcnt C
I II I I I III

. M_ (GeV/c 2) 0.707 0.730 0.925

MKn (GeV/c 2) 1.127 1.146 0.882
,, , ,,,

M 2,r(GeV/c 2)2 0.500 0.533 0.856

M_ (GeV/c2) 2 1.270 1.313 0.778
JJ I _ -- i ii i i i ii JJ J

case of K+p °, Events A and B do have _r+_t- invariant masses consistent with the p mass,

but both lie at the edge of the p° lobe and are removed by the by the M2nconstraints. Sim-

ilarly in the case of K*°%+, Event C has a K+_t- invariant mass consistent with the K*

mass but is removed by the constraints on M_ The invariant mass information for the

three events is given in Table 5.16. Ali three events are consistent with nonresonant

K+ff-_ +.

Before continuing the analysis, a few observations must be, made. While the cuts

for K+p °, K*°ff + and K+ffff+[nr] are designed to isolate the respective decay channels, a

cut for one mode does not eliminate the presence of signal events from the other two.

Therefore,, K+p ° and K+n:+a'-[rtr] contribute background to K*°a "+,etc. Additionally, the

cuts in the Dalitz plots for the K+p ° and K*°_ + are not mutually exclusive; they overlap in

the lower left region of the Dalitz plot, and a subset of events produced as K +p°, for exam-

pie, will be detected as both K+p ° and K*°a: +. To obtain mlcorrelated data, e.g. when esti-

mating efficiencies, the overlapping region could be excluded, but this would cause a

significant loss in efficiency. Instead for the balance of this analysis, four independent re-

gions of the Dalitz plot are analyzed. If RKpand RK,n are, the regions cut out by the selec-

tion requirements for K+p ° and K*°_ +, respectively, then the fore' regions are

• Region 1: Rrp- (Rrp _ Rg, _)
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Table 5.17TheK+:-x + weightedefficienciesin percent.
II I I

Region

I I I -----

K+p ° 23.9±0.5+_:_ 1.0:!:0.1_8:_ 3.9+0.2_:_ 9.4±0.3__

IIIII II I I I !

• Region2: Rr, K- (R/cpn RA,,_)

• Region3: Rxp n R/c,Tt

• Region4: Region 1 + Region 2 + Region3

i
The numberof expected events (nexp)fromRegion i is

i _ _e J "
j

where n_ is the numberof tags, eij is the efficiency for detecting the producedK'+fJt +

decay j in Region i, B i is the branchingfractionfor d_ay i, C is the m_.flup!ecountingcor-

rection factorand nibis the numberof events fromthe oth_ backgrounds.

DetectionEfficiencies
As before,efliciencies aredeterminedopposite each of the seven tag modes from

MonteCarlosimulations.Theweightedefficiencies,__j,aregiveninTable5.17,withsta-

tisticaland systematic errors,respectively.The relative systematic errors are the same as

before (Section 5-5.7) with the uncertainty from the resonant substructureremoved and a

:L5 % error added, in quadrature, to account for the unc,erminty introduced by the Dalitz

cuts. The reconstruction efficiencies for D+ -_ K+p ° _ K+(_+TU),D+ _ g*°Tt+ --.¢
4

(Y._+n")_+and D+ _ K+_-n+[nr] are, therefore
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Figure 5.18 Dalitz plots of the major Class I backgrounds: (.a) D +
--¢K-a+a'+[nr], (b) D + --, g,oa+ _._ (K-n.+)a+, and (c) D + --, K°K. --->

. KOK + .-, (n'+a"-)K+.

<,

eiip = e lr,p + e2gp = 27.8:t:0.5 _:_%

eh,n = e2r, n + e 3K,rt= 24.72:0.4+__:_%

e_r = enr= 29.2+0.5 ._:]%

Background Estimates

Dalitz plots of the three Class I backgrounds, D + _ K°K+ --¢K°sK+ -, (ft+a-)K +,

D + _K-ff+ff+[rtr], and D + -_ k*°ff + _ (K-ff+)ff +, are shown in Figure 5.18. None of

the three backgrounds are found to contribute significantly to the overlap region, and only

the K'°K+ background contributes to Region 2. Numbers of events arc estimated as before

" with the additional cuts for the four Dalitz plot regions. The total numbers of events from

. DD backgromlds are listed in Table 5.18 with statistical and systematic errors, respective-

ly. The relative systematic errors are the same as before (Section 5-5.7) with, again, an
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additional :i:5%errorincluded, in quadrature,to account for the uncertainty introduced by

the Dalitz cuts. From those numbers, the total expected numbersfor the three decay chan-

" nels arefound to be

n_bSB= nlb,D =0.40_+0.14±0.14

nbr_/_= n2b_/_= 0.008:t:0.003±0.002

ngr.OD= n4_D =0.39"2:0.08:t:0.10.

Significantcorrelations exist amongthese numbersdue to the errorsin the branch-

ing fractions for the backgroundprocesses.The covariance among the total numbers are

included with Table5.18.

Table5.18 includesthe coi tributionsfromu, d, s production.The numbersare de-

termined to be

s_ , _ o.2o__:g_o.o4nb.ud $ - nb.uda+ nb.uda-

,,_, :,_+,_: o.2o__.._±o.o4

,r : n4bu,_: O.lO__:g:t:O.02.nb.uds .

The numbers of expected events from ali backgroundsourcesare ngbp ,, ,:n+o.a.s= w'_aJ-0.14

b_ : 0.21_,._ : 0.49__:gTh_prob,b_sfor0.60and0.21_v_n_toau_ to
zgro are 0.55 and 0.81, respectively,while the probabilityfor 0.49 events to fluctuate to

three is 0.01.

Upper l,imits for B(D + ---)K+p°),B(D + --_ K'Oer+), and
B(D + --_ K +¢r-cr+[nr])

. Upperlimits for D+ _ K+p°,D + _ K*°_t+ andD + _ K+_t"_t+[nr]areobtained

bya variation of the maximum likelihood proc_ur¢ described in Section 5-6. The follow-

ing notation is used to describe the likelihood functionsfor this analysis:
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• _ti (nit=)- the true (observed)numbersof signaleventsafter the cuts for

Region i.

•_ = thetruenumbersofeventsfromtheK+f_c+ decayjafterthecuts

forRegioni.

•/_ (nib_)-theU'ue(estimated)numberofbackgroundeventsfrom

Regionioriginatingfromcharmproduction.

•/_ (nib_)- thetrue(estimated)numberofbackgroundeventsfrom

Regionioriginatingfromu,d,sproduction.

i -=the observednumberof events for Region i.• nobs

• _j (#j) =-the true (estimated)reconsuructionefficiencies for the K+a-= +
decay j withthecuts for Region i.

• _ (n tags)-=thetrue(estimated)numberof tags.

• _, ty_ =-the statisticalstandarddeviations on _ and ntags,reape_vely.

• _b.DD (_b.DD) E the vectorof the/_'s (n_'s).
,A

. V E the covariancematrixof the n_z_5's.

• p ---the set of truequantifies{_j,/3r/_,/_}.

•/_ - the set of estimatexiqlumtities {_, nib.t_, i 0",,Vii).

Thejointlikelihoodfunctionis

L(no_,P :P)=H[_P(niobs;/I_)]H[O(_;_,O_j)]×
1 1, J

V)Hp'(O:
1

whelc _ represents a Poisson probabilitydistribution,_ a Gaussianprobabilitydistribu-
t

tion and_ a multivariateGaussiandistribution:

:M'(,_:;_z,V)=(2__lVl-laexp(-l(_-_)Tv-I(_-_)I
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The upperlimitcalculationfora givenbrm_chingfractionagaininvolvesfirstmax-

imizmgthelikeLihoodfimctionatdifferentvaluesofthatbranchingfraction.The other

two branching fractions are allowed to vary along with/_._, the r/_'s, the/_.DD s, and the

- /6_,'s, ali under the co nsnmnts

_.,=_ _.,,B(_'°x+)(2/3)c

_ .,_-_,- _,_is (x+,:,r*[nrl)c i= x,2,3,4.

The likelihood function is then integrated numerically to find the _% confidence level,

and the systematic errors are treated as befog.

The likelihood functions for B (K +p°), B (K*°_t+)amlB (K+y¢"x+[nr]) are _own in

. Figure 5.19. Dashed and solid curves show, respectively the rr,stilts without and with sys-

termtic errors propagated, and the arrows indicate the 90% confidence levels. With the

systematic errors t_eglecte,d, B(D + .-->K+p q) < 0.37%, B(D + _ K*°z +) < 0.57% and

B (D + ---)K+Tr+a'-[ar]) < 0.61%. The systematic errors increase these limits to
.... ",LItL, ......... _ i I. 7_ _ - ----- T -'f -_ _--- "

B(D + _ K+p °) <0.45%@. 90% CL

B(D + _ K*°_r+')<0.68%@ 90%CL

B(D + --,K+a+n'-[nr])<0.76%@ 90% CL
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• Chapter 6

s

Search for D + --->K+ T0

6-1 _trudm_n

This chapter discusse_ the seraph for D + --# g+z ° and is outlined a,_follows. $cc-

tion 6-2 describes th,c initial eventselection for K+x °, and Section 6-3 discussc_ the con-

IributionofthedoublyCabibbosuppresseddecayD ._ K+r/totheK+x °signal.Section

6-4discusses_c backgroundsthatarisefromcharm and u,d,$ production,and itdc-

scribesthecutsaddedtoreducethem.Section6-5givestheresultsoftheanalysison the

dataand includesvariousanalysischcx_ksandeatimatcsofO.tce,ffi_iencyand levelof

bsckground. Finally, Section 6-6 gives tl_ uppcz limit calculation on _c branching frac-

tion for D + _ K+_ °.

6-2 Event Sdectkm

As a first approach to this analysis_ the same gcrtcral proc_urc used for D + --_

K+z"X_wasapplied,i.e.try_ fullyreconsn'ucttheD +_ K+g °finalsm.tcoppositea tag.

Th.cdiffctcnccfbrthischannelisthepr_.nceofaz°,whichisreco.nstructcdthroughtb,c

decayx°-__ theshowerenergiesarcpoorly measuredbythecalorimetry,andthenum-

_r ofspurioustrackcombinationsisl_gcrthanf_ theK+X"n+casc.Theevent_Icction

wasasfoUows:givena taggedevent

• Requireonec:hargcdtrackandtwoofmoreisolatedpbotoRsintherecoil.

Tbcchargeoftherecoiltrackmustbcopposimthatofthetag,

• R_uire, lhcchargedtracktohavea goodhcILxfit,cacrgylosscorrections

andagoodbeamht.

- I_
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• P,,e_lUi_thetracktobeidentifiedasakaonaccordingtothepardcleiden-

tificationalgorithmfromthetaggingprocedure.

• Reconstructthe;¢°bykinemalicallyfittingeachpairofisolatedphotons

tothesr°mass,andrequirethe_ contklenceleveltobegreaterthan0.I.

The scatterplotofinvariantrrm_versusbeam-constrainedmasswasthenformedfrom

theK x"°candidates,asshowninFigure6.Iforthedesiredsi_.

Tice_ciencyfordetectingthesignalis-30% befo_applyinganyfurthercutson

thebackgrotmds.Thepoorresolutionduetothex°reco_tructionisevid_t. This prob-

lempresentsdia_cu]ticswhenattcmp._gtor_movebackgTound,forexample,fromD+-_

x+a"°cvcnts;therdlcctionpeakswhichoccurinMm vfromtrackmisidentif_ationsarcno

longer wcUr_solvcd from_c signal pcaLs.

To avoidtheresolutionprobl_nsandtotrytoimprovec_cicacy,anotherap

proachwas pursued.ThisapproachexploitstheumqucfcaturcsofD +_ K+,a°.This

chanucl has only o,ncchargexlta'ack.Be._auseit is a two-body decay and the D rneso,nis
-_

=
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Figure 6.2 F_operSesof the _o from D+ -_ K+x° beforeapplyingthe
detector _solution: (a) the energy spectrumof the higherenergy photon;
(b) the energy spectrum of the lower energy photon;(c) the alignment,

" coso,h, between the momenta of thelr° and the higheren_gy photon; (d)
the ali_m_aent,coscttow,between the momentaof the _r° and lower energy

- photon.

nearly at rest, the _r° is very energetic with a momentum of approximately800 MeV/c.

The _r° in turn must produce one ff not two detected high energyshowers, with the higher

energyshower at least 400 MeV.The two showers will also tend to be higl-dycollimated

opposite the K+ in the directionof the _r°. These properties are illustrated in Figure 6.2 and

Figure 6.3. Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2Co)show theproduced energies of the high and low ener-

gy showers, while Figures 5.2(c) and 5.2(d) show the alignment between the photons and

the original _r° in terms of the cosk,_eof the angle a between their momenta. Figure 6.3

showsthe_e quantitiesafterdetectorsimuladon.

Becausethephotonsarehig_dycollinmtcd,theymay notalwaysbedistinguished

intl_showerreconstruction.Therefore,ratherthantrytorcconsm_ctthen°,thisanalysis
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Figure 6.3 Properties of the x° from D+ _ g+rc° after the detector
resolutionis applied; the plots correspondwith those in Figure6.2.

initially as,sun-esit to be missing.The approachis, given an event with a tag and one recoil

tracL to search for showers in the direction of the missing _r° momenta. The tag plays a

more active role in this analysis, and good resolution in the tag momentum is required.

Since the two tag modes D+ _ fC°_c ° and D+ _ X'-lr+=*_ suffer in resolution due to

the poor shower counterenergy resolution (see Figure 6.4), these two samples are not

used. The initial sa_le of 2350:1:33:1:40events reduces to a sample of 2062±25±36

ovcnts.

A search cone aroundthe go direction is established in which to try to observe the

photons. Based on Figure 6.3(d) and the fact that the Mark III showercounter has good

angular resolution, the cone is defined by coso > 0.84 about the a_° direction. This cone

will contain %.5% of the low energy photons as well as almost ali the high energy pho-

tons detected in the calorimeter fromD +_ K+_:°. Some losses occur in the regions of the

--_
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Figure 6.4 Resolution of the missing x ° momentum in g+tr°. The
quantity _ is the angle between the trueand reconstructed x ° momenta,
where the Latteris determinedfromthe momenta of the K +and the tag with
conservation of momentum. Better resolution is achieved when the _r°

is reconstructed in the presence of a _o_ tag (_lid histogram)momentum
than when roconstructod in the presence of a g_°_xu tag (dashed
histogram).

. Since the 7r° is missing, the invariant and beam constrained masses for the recoil

cannot be computed.Toplot and study a signal, anotherLorentzinvariantquantity is used:

P P_

whereP _ii, Pgs, P_, andP_ent are,reRx,'ctively,thefourmomentaof therecoil, tag, the

charged kaon and the full event. Note thatP _m = (_, 0). Note also that the lastexpres-

sion does not requiremeasurementof the photonmomenta. Furthermore,if the tracking

had perfect resolution,this U quantitywould be equal to the constant 1.8598 (GeV/c2)2,

derivablefrom four vector algebra.

The full analysis procedureis summarizedas follows. Given a tagged event:
,i
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Figure 6.5 The LorentzinvariantquantityU for a Monte CarloD +
K+_ ° signal (generatedopposite ff'x+Tr+).

• Requireone recoil chargedtrack witha good helix fit, correctionsfor en-

ergylosses anda successfulbeamfit. Thesign of the trackmust be oppo-

site that of the tag.

• Compute the missing rc° momentum and tally all isolated photons whose

direction withrespectto the missing momentumgives coso > 0.84.The

numberof photonsmustbe > 0.

• Compute U andplot.

To attempt to achieve maximum efficiency and minimize the systematic uncertainties, no

TOF identification cuts on the kaon are initially imposed. In the computation of U, the en-

ergy of the tag, E_, is replaced by _/2 to improve the resolution (the same substitution

is used in computing a beam-constrained mass).

Figure 6.5 shows a Monte Carlo plot for the expected signal. The signal region is

defined by an approximate 2 crcut:

• 1.80 < U < 1.92(OeV/c2) 2.
t
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Figure 6.6 The U distributionfor Monte CarloD + -_ K+r/ (generaw._d
opposite/C_+_+).

The U variableis dependentupon the kaon mass hypothesis, lt will be shown that

this quantity separates backgroundsdue to single misidcntifications--c, g. D +-_ x+_ °--

from the signal, and that the major backgroundsto D+ --+K+x° arise from double-misi-

" dentifications.

Figure6.11(a)showsU forthedataoppositeallthetagsaftertheinitial eventse-

lection.Thirty-threeeventslicwithinthesignalregion.

6-3 ContributionofD + K +
InadditiontoD +---,g+Ir0,theinitialselectionprocedureacceptseventswiththe

doublyCabibbosuppressedchannelD +_ K+T/when)7_ )7.Thisdecaycouldtherefore

confuse the answer for K+x°. However the largermass from the r/(958 MeV/c2)causes a

downward shift in U as indicated in Fzgure6.5; the distribution peaks at 1.72 (GeV/c2)2.

The probability for K+r/to be reconstructedas K+=° is 1.3% after the initial event selec-

tion and<0.12%at90% confidencelevelafterthedatareductioncuts,describedinSec-

tion6-4.2.SinceB(K+r/)isexpectedtobeoftheorderofB (K+=°),thecontributionof

K+r/isremovedfromconsideration.
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6-4 Major Backgrounds to D + --->K+_r°
As in the analysis forD+_ K+_-_z+,allmajorbackgroundsinvestigatedappearto

involvetwoerrorswhenidentifyingthemassignalevents.Thebackgroundsarcofthe

ClassIcategory,whereonlytherecoilD isincorrectlyrcconsu'uctcd.Thissectionisdivid-

fedintotwoparts:Section6-4.1discussestheknownbackgroundtoK+_°,andSection

6-4.2discussesthecutswhicharcintroducedtoremovethem.Theresultsofthecutson

the damis postponeduntil Section6-5.

6-4.1 The ClassI Backgrounds
arc two majorClass I backgrounds,both which originatefrom the same D

decay:

• D + --# K°n* where the _o decays via _ --_/_s --_n"°n_0.The _ is misi-

dcntificdastheK+andtheK"°productsaremisidcntilicdasthe_.obythe

observationofphotonsinthesearchcone.

•D + _ K'°_wherethe}_odecaysviaK"°_/_L.Againthe_ ismisidcn-

tiffedas theK +,whilethe/_Lshowers(hadronicaUy)intheelcctromag- •

ncticshowercounczr,andappearsasthex°.

Becauseofthedoublemisidentification,bothofthesebackgroundspeakinthesignalre-

gion,as shown in Figure 6.7.

OtherD+decay modes which contributebackgroundarc:

•D + _ KOri+wheretheFt"°decaysvia_o o/_s-oz°Tr°.Thedecaystarts

outCabibbosuppressed,andtheK"°productsarcmisidcntificdasthex°.

/ffiscorrectlyassigned.

•D + _ f(°K+wherethe_ decaysvia_,o_/f_L.Againthedecaystarts

outCabibbosuppressed,whilethe/_Lshowers(hadronic,ally)intheelec-

tromagnetic_owcrcounter.The/fmiscorrectlyassigned.

•D +o z+x°.ThedecaystartsoutCabibbosuppressed,andthecharged

pion is misidcntificdas the K+.
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Figure 6.7 The U distributionsfor (a)D+ -->l(°z +, _o ...>/_a-'>x°x°;
(b)D + _ _o_, _.o_ K_L;and(c)thesignal,D +_ K+x°.

These backgroundscontributeless because they peak outsidethe signal region; see Figure

6.8. Only the tails in their U distributionfeed into the signalregion.

The standarddetectorMonte Carlosimulationfor the MarkIIIdoes not model K_L

interactions.To studythebackgroundsD + ---,K'°_ andD + _ K°K+withIf° -oJ_L,a

routinewasusedwhichinserts_ showersintotheMonteCarlodata,usingasampleof

. real_ showersobtainedfrom.//_--_K_sK_L,_ ---)x'*x-andJ/V"-#¢iYrl,¢_"*K_sI_L,K_s

• x+x-events.TheplotsinFigure6.7Co)andFigure6.8(b)weredevelopedwiththismodel.

Becausethemomentumof/_LintheJl_--_K_sK_Leventsisapproximatelyfixedat1.466



GeV/c, the model is expected to underestimatethe true numberof hadronicshowers at

lowermomentumwherethecrosssectionincreases.Thatuncertaintyplusthelimitedsta-

tisticsoftheK_Lsampleintroducean estimated25% systematicunity intheback-

groundcorrection.ThisroutinewasdevelopedinapreviousMarkIHanalysis[.63]
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6-4.2 Background Cuts
The momentumof thekaonin K+_ ° approachesthe lhnit whereparticleidentifica-

• tion in the Mark III is useful. The approach to introducing background cuts was to avoid,

• therefore, the use of particle identification and to instead impose tighter restrictions on the

photon topology. The first two cuts discussed-the veto cut and the cos8 cut--were de_

signed for this purpose,. However, it will be shown in Section 6-5 that particle identitica-
i

tion is required to sufticienfly remove ali background; hence the third cut discussed is

kaon identification.

The Veto Cut

This cut is introduced to reduce the background from D + -_ _'°/t_ and D +

_o/f+ when k ° --->/_s -o ffo_.o. It imposes tighter requirements on the photons to better

distinguish between a background _o .._ _ro_roand the single z ° from K+_r°. Since the K"°

decays to two _r°'s, the final state photons tend to be less energetic and more isotropic in

the detector than those expected from K+lr °. Figure 6.2 shows that D + -o K+Tr° always

" produces one photon with an energy greater than 400 MeV and a cosc_ > 0.98; _ recall, is

the angle between the photon and lr° directions.The veto cut requires finding a high ener-

gy photon in the absence of any other energetic photons in the event. For an event to be re-

tained by the cut:

• it must have one or more photons with energy greater than 400 MeV and
cosa > 0.98.

• it must not have any photons with energy greater than 300 MeV and coscr
< 0.98.

• it must not have more than one photon with energy between 150 MeV
and 300 MeV and cosoc < 0.98.

The lower energy limit of 150 MeV was chosen to avoid vetoing on noise and spurious
o

photons in the shower counter. The good angular resolution of the shower counters allows
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the tight cut on cos_.This criteria removes approximately 85% of the K'°n * and K°K +, _o

gogo, events which survive the initial event selection and retains '73% of the signal

events.

The veto cut is also effective at removing K°n '_ and K°/f + where _o ...> K_L.Al-

though the hadronic shower falls within cosa > 0.98, the hadronic, showers are not fully

contained within the electromagnetic calorimeter, and the energy is measured to be typi-

cally lower than 400 MeV. The cut removes approximately 85% of the k°_ and K°K _,

_o _ K_Levents which survive the initial event selection. The veto cut is not effective

against D + ---)g+g°, because of the sinlilar photon topology to K +go.

,i

The Cos5 Cut

This cut provides additional reduction of the backgrounds from D + --->K°K "_and

D + ---)_(°h_ when _o _ K_s_ _°x° by exploiting the photon topology further. Ali pho-

tons detected within the search cone coso > 0.84 are assumed to come from the _r°. The

value 0.84 guarantees that when both photons from K+n"°generate separate showers, both
,4

will be counted -96.5 % of the time. The photons from K'°_ and _o/¢_ with j_o .__ rcon.o,

however are not all expected to fall within the search cone since these photons tend to be

more isotropic. Therefore, for D + --->K+_° the total momentum of the photons within the

search cone will be sharply peaked in the direction of the missing _o, while for the two

background modes, it will not. The Monte Carlo plots in Figure 6.9 demonstrate this asser-

tion. The quantity plotted is cos(5where (5is defined to be the angle between the direction

of the _o momentum and the direction of the total momentum of ali photons found in the

search cone. Hgur_ 6.9(a) shows the plot for D + _ _o_,/_o...> xo_ opposite D-

K+x-g-; Figure 6.9(b) shows the distribution for D . _ K +_° opposite D- _ K+n -x-.

The veto cut has been applied in both cases.

Reducing further the K'°_+ and K°K + backgrounds with k ° -_ _°n°, it is required

that:

._ ,"'
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Figure 6.9 Thecos<_distributionsfor (a)D+ --) A_°a'_,_o ._ a.ox.oand
. (b)the sigaalD+--+K+_°. Thearrowsindicatethe cutatcos/_> 0.995.

• cos(_>0.995.

This criteriar_novesabout65% of the A,.-o_andK°A"+,/_o_ a.oxo,eventswhichsur-

",riveMcvc_rcquircrre.nt,whil,eretaining90%ofthesignalevents,

The cos6 c L,_tis not effectivc against k°_ and k:°/C" when _-o ..+ _ since _c had-

romcshowccis typicallywellalignc_withthedirect/onof themissingmomentum.Nor is

_e cuteffectiveagainstD+-_ a'+a"°,be_.auscof the s/milarphotontopologyto K+x°,

Kaon Identification

For this _malysis only tin_-,of-fli,ght hfformario,n is u.seclto identify _c recoLl kaon;

thcmomcntum of'tbck_o,nh_thelabis_ 700 MeV/c, which preventsreLiableuseofdF.Jdx

information,EasedontheAT dis',trib_tionsforthesignala_dgo_ background,Figi_rc

---N
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6.I0,therccoi.lchaxgc,dtrackisidcnti[icd_tsakaonifithasgoodtime-of-flightinfo,rma-

tiona_d:

•ATx>- 0.3ns

•AT.> 0.3ns
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when the track is assigned.,reSlX_dvely, _c kaon and pion hypotheses.This ¢'ntc_a re-

moves 94% of the _o_+backgrotmds which sttrvive after the cos8 cuts, while retaining

" 74% of the signal events

" This cut is not effective against the _0/_ backgrounds, since the _ is correctly

identified, lt does remove x+_r° backgrotmd, where the pion is misidentitied; 95% of the_

ever,).s_treexpected to be removed.

6-5 Results
Figure 6.11 shows the applicationof the cuts to the data.After,ali cuts are app_ed

no events remain in ",.hesignal region.

A naly sis Tests

As a check on the arLalysis,the numbers of events that are expected to be removed

by each of the background cuts are calctdated and cornpated to the numbers that are re-

moved. This is done for three,regions of the U plo,t:

Signal Region.:1.80 < U < 1,92 (CreV/c2'):

Region I: 1,69 < U < 1.8.0(GeV/c2)2

Region II: 1.92 < U < 2.00 (GeV/c2)2

Region I contains events within about 2 a of aD + _ K°/¢+pe_k, while Re,on II contains

events wi_tin approximately 1,2a of a D+-_ x*x ° peak, 'II_esere_o,ns were chosen to be

symme_c, r_tively, about the D + _ ]_/Q andD +-> x +_r° _aks _d to t_otoverlap

w_ the signal region.

Table 6.1 gives th,e background branching frac_ons used to estimate the number's

of events from the major D backgrotmds. To those num,lxa'sa few co_rmaentsare _ded.

• 'l'_e first co_ruTJentis that, experimentalJy,only the an upper l.imithas been de_terminedfo,r

_ • the _t+_r° hrax_c:hingfracfio,n.-B(x+%°_< 0.53% at 90% CL[2_ The number ttsed for r_s
<
-_ analysis is the th,eo,re_callyexpected valt_e:

__

_
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B( x+x°) = 1/'2tan 28cxB(,_°x+)= 0.082:t:0.013:t:0,005%

where tan So = 0.0514 has been used _d B(K°x '_) is given in Table 6.1; the _eore_cal

tmcermintv in tan 0_ is nn+t inch:uteri in the. erm_. The, me, ond eonmmnt is that ali

_
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Table 6.1 Branching fractions of the Class I backgrounds to D +--_K+rc°
................

Mode Branching Fraction (%) Referenceb
-- , , ,,..... ,, ,, ,,. , , , _ ' ,,,.

D . --_ K°n:+ 3.2 4.0.5 4-0.2 24
, ......

.

K°K+ 1.01:!:0.32:t:0.17 24, 20

ht+rc° 0.0824.0.0134.0.005 (see t_xt)
i III ___ I,I _ [ '---------

Table 6.2 Numbers of events observed and expected to be removed by the
backgrotmd cuts.

i i lp ...... . II I '' ' i iii i i iii ii ii

Region ] Signal Region Region II
Cut

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

veto 53 12.3:t:2.3 28 28.24.3.8 l 2.6__.'45
.,,

....... , .. ...... ,.,, , , , [, ,,,, ,., _

3 4 0 -- 0.3 8:3
.............._q3.3 +0'.7..... +0.5

• kaon identification 1 0.7_o.1 1 4.0_o5 1 2.1-0.3_

I II I I II I I Hill III III IIII | ]1 , [] L I __

Total Number 57 13.5_+2.4 33 34.0_+4.5 2 5.04.0.4
.... i ._ III I _ .........

branching fractions are correlated by a common factor of B (_o_) (the branching fraction

for &-'°K+ is derived from measurements of the br,inching fraction ratio,

B (K°K.)/B (k°_), and of the absolute branching fraction for B (/d°_)). This correlation

is acc,ounted for wren deriving the errors on the numbers of events.

_cluded in the predicted numbers are the estimated contributions from the contin-

um'n u, d, s events, cletermined from an analysis of Lund Monte. Carlo data. "rl_eanalysis is

shown in Figure 6.12.

• Table 6,2 gives the total expected numbers of events lost and compares the results

against the data. The total number of events expected to be lost. from the signal region,

34.0:i:4.5, agrees wei.i with the observed number lust, 33. Aa_ e_ss i_ u-_u_zv_ h-i

[

£
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Figure 6.12 Analysis prccodureapplied to the Lund Monte Carlo: (a)
afterthe initialevent selection; (b)after the veto cut; (c) after the ¢os8 cut;
and(d) afterkaon identification.

Region I wherethe observed loss is 57 events and the predictloss is only 13.5±2.4. This

discrepancywould indicate that other backgroundsin Region I have not been accounted

for.They do not, however, appearto significantlyleak into the signalregion.The numbers

for Region li, 2 events observexiand 5.0+0.4 events expected, are in reasonableagree-

rnent given the small statistics.
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Event Scans

To verifythatbackgroundwasindeedremoved,thetwoeventslostbythekaon

• identificationcutswereexaminedvisually;displaysofthesignaleventandtheeventatthe

. signal boundary are given in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14, respectively.

From the tag side, the event in the signal region appears to be a good D +D- event.

The tag is h'+n-_r- reconstructed from tracks 4, 2 and 3 with 4 as the kaon. Both pion

tracks are strongly identified by time-of-flight infomlation, while the kaon track is strong-

ly identified by the dF_/dxinformation, lt even appears the kaon decayed while in flight

through the drift chamber, creating the neutral shower labelled 6. The invariant and beam

constrained masses of the tag are 1.873GeV/c2and 1.8681 GeV/c2,respectively. In the re-

coil, identification of the charged track is weaker.Track 1 is an assumed K+.This track has

neither good time-of-flight nor dE/dx information because of its high momenttun, pr =

0.933 GeV/c. Neutral track 5 with an energy of 1..064GeV is the shower which recoils

from the charged tracks. In the event display, this track appears more like a hadronic

- shower than an electromagnetic shower; the transverse profile is broader than that typical-

ly observed for showers from actual photons. The computed value for U is 1.8552

(GeV/c2)2.

The event on the boundary of the signal region--U = 1.796(GeV/c2)2-is also

tagged by/(+Tr-_- from tracks 3, 1 and 4 where 3 is the kaon. The invariant and beam con-

strained masses are 1.887 GeV/c2 and 1.8637 GeV/c2, respectively. Track,s3 and 1 are,

wcUidentified by TOF, while track 1 has neither good TOF nor dE/dx information and is

therefore an assumed pion. In the recoil the charged track is strongly identified as a pion

by the 'rOF information; no dE,/dxinformation exists to corroborate (track 2 hits the same

dE/dx wires as track 4). One neutral shower, track 5, is observed in the search cone with

an energy of 428 MeV. lt also has longitudinal and transverse shower profiles that are

• more cb.aracteristicof hadronic showers than electromagnetic showers.

- 153
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The three events in the final U plot have also been visually examined. One event

lies above the signal region and two below; displays are given in Figure 6.15-17. The

event in the high U reflection region looks like a D+_ _+n:° candidate opposite a D . _

_,o_. The track identified as a kaon has a high momentum of 0.850 GeV/c and the time--

of-flight is consistent with both a pion and kaon hypothesis. Also two energetic photons

are observed within the search cone.The value of U = 1.993(GeV/c2)2 places the event in

the region where D +--+a"+x° is e_ted to peak. The other two events below the signal

region look like D+ _ K'°h_, _o _ K_Lcandidates, both opposite a arc+g-x- tag. The re-

coil track in both events are strongly identified as kaons by time-of-flight infornuttion.

Both events have only one energetic shower in the direction of missing momentum, and

the shower profilesappear more charact_stic of hadronicshowers than electromagn_etic.

Additional Background Checks
Before calculating the final ntunberof background events, a check was made for

any less obvious backgrounds which ne_ to be,included. This cheek was done by apply-

ing the analysis to the D+D - andD°/_° Monte Carlo data sets descTibedin Section 3-3.5.

Recall that the number of events in the two sets are 199K for the D°D ° and 157K for the

D+D - or approximately 7.19 and 7.75x the number of events in the, real _3770) data

Se_S.

Figure 6.1_ shows the results of the analysison theD+D - Monte Carlo data.Aft_

the applicat',onof the background cuts, thr_ events remain in the signal region, two fall

below in the low U reflection region and one falls above in the high U reflection region.

The event records for ali six events were examined for unusual topologies. Each of the

events in fact.contain one of the background channels alreadydiscussed. The two events

in the low U region and the event in the signal region with the lowest U value ali contain

the decay D+ --+f(o/f+, _0 _/f_L. The other two events in the signal region contain the

decay D+ --_ _,o_ K,0_ A'_L.while the event above the signal region contains D+ --_

=-
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Figure 6.13 The signal event at U= 1.8552 (GeV/d) 2 lost to the kaon
. identi_cation.
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t

36

Figure 6.14 The event on the sigr_l boundary lost to the kaon
_lenfificafion.
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Figure 6.15 The event from Region II at U- 1.993 (GeWc2)2.
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Figure6.16TheeventfromRegion IatU= 1.761(GeV/c2)_.
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Figure 6.17 The event fromRegion I at U= 1.750 (CroV/¢2) 2.
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Figure 6.18 The application of the analysis on D+D - Monte Carlo _,.._.
events: (a) afterthe initial event selection; (b) afterthe veto cut; (c) aft_
the cos_ cut;and(d) afterthe kaonidentification.

_+_o. The numberspredictedfor the signalregionandRegionsI andII for the Monte Car-

lo dataare4.6, 1.6 and0.5 events,respectively.

Figure6.18 shows the resultsfor the analysison the Do_o Monte Carlo.Afterap-

plicationof all anti-backgroundcuts, noeventsremainin either the signalor reflectionre-

gions.

No unexpectedbackgroundshave been found.It is thereforeconcluded thatno ad.-

ditionalbackgroundsfromD D productionneedto be accountedfor.

6-5.1 Detection Efficiencies

The detectionefficicncies for D+_ K+_"°aredetermined oppositeeach of the five

tag modes from MonteCarlosimulations; the numbersaregiven in Table 6.3. The weight-

ed efficiency is 35.04-0.5.

=
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Figure 6.19 The app_catiorn of the _alysis on D°D ° Monte Carlo
- events: (a) after the initial event selec_on; (b) ai'mrthe veto cut; (c) after

_e cos6 cut; _d (d) after _e kaon identification.

_

=

'l'ab|e 6.3 F.,fficienciesfor D + _ K+_° opposite each tag.

TagMode efficiency(%)

fo_+ 3,6.0:t:0,,6

K-x+n + 34.9±0.6

-- _Ir+n--_r + 34.8±0.8

_'_°K+ 3,6.5±0.7

A"_ + 35.8±0.8
i

.................... -__. 7--_-_i'_--_

Weighted Efficiency:35.0±0,5%

6-5.2 Background Estimates_

=--_ , As opposed to the c.asefor L)+-.) K+_-_r+, the selection cviteda for D+-) K+_'° ,_

____-- does not d,epend strongly on the tag mode..Th,e numbers of D be,ckL.,7"oundevents are ;

=,_=____'_-________z_. "_$1

-
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Table6.4 Tlm expectednumbersof _,_ckgroundeventsin thesignal
regionforD + _ K+Tt°,includingthecontributionfromthecontinuum.
The acceptancesfortheD D backgroundsare,alsoincluded.Alllimitsare
at90% confi_ncelimit.

........... II I L I lip] I ......... II I I |1 I ....

D D Back_otmd Acceptance(%) Number of.-,vents p

D+-_ K"°x+_ (x°x°)x+ 0.319±0.059 0.034±0.008

D + ---)I_0z+---)K_L_r+ 0.460±0.100 0.156:1:0.042

K'°K+-+ + 0.002±0.001
0.-+ +_+ . 0.068 o.oo7
D+--_z+_"0 0.321±0.060 0.006±0,001

_ III p . I iiii, i iiiii i I

TotalexpectedD D contribution 0.20±0.05
............... I'I I' __ . . IL IIII III II --

Totalexpectedu,d,scontribution <0.23
. --_ '_' IIIIIIIIII I

Total exp¢cl_l number of events 0,30_:_
,, i i , .... .___.._ ..... -- ..... j , , r,, i,, i.,, i

_ereforenotestimatedoppositeeachtagmode.Table6.4li',_tsthenumberofexpected
i.

eventsfromthebackgroundsourcesinthesignalregion.Theerrorsarestatisticalonly,de-

xivedfromtheca'mrson the.numberofMonte Carloevents,thestatisticalerroron the

numberoftags,andthestati_c_tlerroron thebackgroundbranchingfractio,ns.The total

number of events from the D _ekground is n b.c_ = 0.20:t:0.05

'/'he number of events ex_t_:l from u, d, s prodaction is deter_ed to be n bxas

<0,23 at 90% co,nfidence lever. This ntnn_ is included in Table 6.4.

The numl_rofexpectedeventsfrom allbackgrotmdro,li.reesis ,,_b= 0.30_;_,

where t_ 63.8% _._]n_ 1_ u_rr limit for nb.uas--0,10 events-has been used. As-

suming Poisson statistics, the prc_lmbility for 0..30 events to fluctuate to no events is 0.74.

Table 6.4 a_d "I'_le 6.4 _ Vr_S _ n_r of events fc_rRegions I ',rod H, respec-

-- tively. For the to,tal_ tl_ 63.8 % cortfidence level upper lirrti_s are u,._xlfor those b_ck-

= grounds where n,oMonte Cxr/o ev_ts were o,bse_ed The number of events expected in
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Table 6.5 The expected numbers of background events for Region I,
incl_uding the contribution from the continuum. ,The acceptances for the
D D backgrounds are also included. Ali limits are at 90% confidence limit,

, I I

D D Background Acceptance(%) Number of Events
I,

D + --_ ,("°_r+--->(tr°lr°)n ". <0.025 <0,003

D + _ ,('on.. ._>K_Ln"+ <0.050 <0.017

D+---> _r(°K+.-->(n'°ff°)K + 3.20±0.19 0.108+0.035

D + --->tr°K+ --->K_LK+ 4.44±0.32 0.477±0.153

D + --->zr+_r° <0.026 <4x10 _
in - ii ii IPi .... iJ'l i

Total expex:ted D D contribution 0.59±0.19

Total expected u, d, s contribution < 0.23
.... _ ..... Iiiii L _ [ .

Total expected number of events 0.70_::_
ii - - ii ii Hi ii .... __ .... i [ [ ,

. Table 6,6 The expected numbers of background events for Region II,
including _e contribution from the continuum. The accep_lces for the
D D backgrounds are also included. Ali limits are at 90 % confidence Limit.

ll.L I Ill l .__' i

D D Background Acceptance(%) Number of Events

D'_ --->K'°Tt'+_ (_r°_'_ . <0.025 <0.003

D + -'_ K'°,'r+ --_ K°a:+ 0.022_:N 0.007_:8_7z

D + _/_-OK+ _ (n:on.o)K+ 0.011_:N +9(4_2)xlfr4

D + --->K°K+ --->/_LK+ <0.052 <0.006

D r _ _.+._0 3.00±0.18 0.052±0.009
_ Iii i if.............. i ,

Total expected D L) contribution 0.07_:_r_
........... --.-.,11 I lp i I i --- II I '"w ' '

"Ibtal expected u, d, s contribution 0.10_:_
f_ -- ? - - i[ " _...... ......... '1 " ,I I II1 [ J [ "

To,mlexl:_cted number of events 0.17_:_
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Region I is 0.70__i_, whi_ in fact taro events are observed,both whi_zhapF_ar to contain

D+ -->K'°K+, K"° --->/_t..In Region IL +oo20.07..ololevents are expected for D +--_ ft+tr° while

one candidateevent is seen; a total of 0.17_;_ events areexpected for this re#on.

6-5.3 Systematic Errors
Systematic errors are estimated for the detectionefficiency of the signal, the num-

ber of D D background events and the number of u, d, s background events. Sources of er-

ror and their level of contribution are,described below. Several of the effects have also

b_en discussed in the K+tr-tr+analysis.

Systematic Errors on Fs
The foUowingsotu'ces are considered to contribute to the systematic erroron the

reconstrt_tion efficiency.The errorsaregiven in termsof the relativeuncertainty.

1) Charged track reconstruction efficiency. A-1% error is attributed for

detecting one charged track.

2) The eff_t of no cuts for the fiducial regions of the detector. For one

charged track, a -1% uncertainty is attributed.

3) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower counter, and the

shower angle cuR. The standard Mark 1]] Monte Carlo shower genera-

tor uses a dictionary of real showers fromJ/ig --+ptr decays to simulate

photon showers in the calorime_.er.To estimate the tmc_]xaintyon the

modelling and on the shower angle cuts used in the initial event selec-

tion, the veto criteria and the cos6 cut, events are also produced usiIlg a

_ower getaeratorwhich simulates the showers using the model by Ros-

siiU] A comparison of analysis results finds a :1:9%unc_'rtaintyin the

efficiency.

4) Photon detection efficiency.The effects of the calorimet_ ribs and bar-

reFendcap interface regions introduce a -2.5 % uncertainty per photon.

Both the iuidal event selection _d the veto cut require the observation

=-_ of only one of the _o photons from the zr° in D + _ K+_r°. Therefore

--_- 164
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Table 6.7 The systematic errors on theK +Tr° detection efficiency.
i ,,,,n _ , , ,, ,,m

Source Systematic Error (%)
h _--Z _ - _ 7 ,,,,,, , 1,,, ,, ,,_ ", ' , " ,,1= "

Charged track efficiency --0.4

• Absence of fiducial cuLs --0.4

Shower modelling :t:3.2

Photon detectionefficiency --0.9

Kaon identification +0.4
.... til I I I I ii II

Mass madsignal region cuts :!:0.4
II I I ilillri iiiiii ...........

Total Error +3.2 /-3.7
i iii i i I . Irl I I I ___ __

only one factor of-2.5 %is given for this source.The photon detection

uncertainty is based on previous studies of the _(3770) dam!621

5) Kaon identification. The effects of the particle identification cuts on

charged kaons in Monte Carlo data and real data were compared

" through a method similar that for the K+f_r+analysis (see Section

.5-5.7). To better match the kinematic topology of the charged kaon in

K+_r°, ,samplesof DO--->K-_ were used for this study. Differenc_"_in
the efficiencies between the Monte Carlo and data were found to be less

+1.0%.

6) Definition of the U signal region. A :!:1%error is given to account for

possible tails in the signal distribution.

These errors are summarized in Table 6.7 in terms of the absolute error on the re-

construction efficiency. The total errors are,obtained by adding the b'uksederrors linearly

and the remaining errors in quadrature. Quoting both statistical and systematic errors, the

weighted efficiency for the _gnal is
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Systematic Errors on n mb
/ Several effects which contribute to the systematic uncertainty of the signal effi-J ,r

t'

crer_._cyalso introduce uncertainties to the number of D (Class I) background events. Dis-
f ,i

cussion of these effects on the backgrounds follows, with the errors given in terms of the

relative uncertainty.

1) Charged track reconstnJction efficiency. Ali backgrounds are detected

with one track in the recoil; therefore a -1% error is attributed.

2) The effect of no cuts for the fiducial regions of the detector. For one

charged track, a-1% uncertainty is attributed.

3) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower counter, and the

shower angle cuts. Using the differing shower generators shows also an

uncertainty of about :t:9% for the _,o_+ and K°K+ backgrounds with

R ° --> Ir°a'°. The uncertainty for the Ir+_° is assumed to be the same as

for the K+_r° signal. The relative uncertainty on the total number of

background events is therefore :1:1.9%.

4) Photon detection efficiency. For a background event to pass the initial

event selection, only one shower needs to be observed within the search

cone. This gives a factor of-2.5%. An additional factor of --0.5% ac-

counts for 25% of the K°_r+ and K°K +, _o _ a,0n.o backgrounds re-

'moved by the veto cut, when al least one other shower is observed in

the event. The total is therefore .....3.0%.

5) Particle identification. For the j(,o_.+ and _+_o backgrounds, a +16%

uncertainty is estimated for the pion rnisidentificatior,, while for the

KeK+ backgrounds, a ± 1% uncertainty is given for correct kaon identi-

ticat/on. Since the _0_+ backgrounds dominate, the uncertainty on the

total number of background events is + 16%.

6) Modelling of _ hadronic sho'_ers in the calorimeter. The :t:25 % uncer-

tainty in the _ model, used for the A'°_r+and I(°K + backgrounds with

_o ..+ K_, is derived to a :t:20% error in the total number of back-

_ ground events.

-
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7) Definitionof the U signalregion.A :1:5%erroris given to accountfor

the uncertaintyin modelling the tails from the backgrounddistribu-
tions.

The following additional sourceshave been considered in the systematic erroron

nbZ_.

8) The branchingfractions for the background processes. The relative

systematic errors in the branchingfractions for K°x. (6.3%), K'°K+

(16.8%), and x+x° (6.3 %) propagateto a :L-6.3% errorin the numberof

backgroundevents, where the correlationsand common systematic er-

rorshave been taken into account. The systematic errors for the reso-

nancedecaysareeithernegligibleor zero.

9) The erroron the number of tags. These systematic errorscontributea

:1:1.7%uncertaintyonthetotalnumberofbackgroundevents(referto

Table4.2).

Thesee_orsaresummarizedinTable6.8intermsoftheabsoluteerroronnb.DS"

. The total errorsare obtainedby addingthe biasederrorslinearly andthe remainingerrors

in quadrature.Quotingboth statisticaland systematicerrors, the numberof D background

events is:

Systematic Errors on n_

BecauseofthelimitedstatisticsfromtheLundMonteCarlodata,thevariousu,d,

s event topologies which can leak into the signal arenotwell understood.To estimatethe

systematic errorsfor nb.uds, some asb_'npl:[onsarc made about the topologies and the

rnisidcntification mechanisms: for the majorityof the topologies (1) the charged track

multiplicity is four,(2) the track identifiedas the recoilK + is a pion Whichhas been misi-

dcntitied; and (3) the showers arefrom photons.With these assumptions th_ relative _ys-
P

_rnatice,_rr'nr_nnthe.nnmhe_"nfu. d. x'h_.km'n.ru'l_,/_nt_fn|lnw._
................................... i, -*r I_- .......................
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Table 6.8 The systematic errors on the number of D b background events.
..... i I --

Source Error (#events)

C-_argedtrack efficiency -0.002

Absence of fiduci',dcuts -0.002

Shower modeUing :t:0.004

Photon detectionefficiency -0.006

Particle identification +0.032

modelling :t:0.040
i ___ __ , ,,,J ,,,, , , ,, , '

U signal cut 5:0.010
,,, ,,, ,,,

Branching fractions :13).013
-.-- ,,, , ....... ,, , ,,, _! ,

Number of tags :t:0.003
II I --_m III I

Totaluncertainty +0.054 / -0.044
___ I I iBm numb I

1) Charged track reconstructionefficiency.For four chargedtracks, a --4%
error is attributed.

2) The effect of no cuts for the fiducial regions of the detector. For four

charged tracks, a-4 % uncertainty is attributed.

3) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower counter, and the

shower angle cuts. A +9 % error is given based on the studies for the

_0g+ and K°K+ backgrounds with go -o tr°g 0.

4) Photon detection efficiency.A-2.5% error accounts for the one shower
that must be observed within the search cone. Another -1.0% is added

to account conservatively for background topologies which are re-

moved by the veto cut whenat least one other shower is observed in the

event. The total is therefore -3.5%.

5) Particle identification. Misidentification in the recoil contributes a

+16% error. Assuming the other tracks to be correctly identified

contributes an additional 5:2.4% uncertainty. Adding file errors in

- 188
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Table6u9The systematicerrorsonthenumberofu,d, s background
events.

.,,, ,. , ,,, .,

" Source Error(#events)

. Chargedtrackefficiency --0.009
,,, ,, ,,, ,,.. ,, ,. ,

Absence of fiducialcuts -0.009
,,. , , i ,

Showeranglecuts -+-0.021

Photondetectionefficiency -0.008

Particleidentification +0.038 / -0.006

U signalcut +0.012

IntegratedLuminosity :I:0.012
I I _I I I I IIII I

Totalunc_-rtainty +0.047/-0.042
,ll i ,,

quadraturegivesa totaluncertaintyof+_I_%fromparticleidentifica-

tion.

6) Definitionof the U signal region.A +5% erroris given to account for

the possible tails in the backgrounddistributions.

7) Integrated Luminosity for the g(3770) data set.This numbercontains a

±5% error which directly contributes to the systematic error on the

numberbackgroundevents.

These errorsaresummarizedin Table 6.8 in termsof theabsolute erroron the (up-

pcr limit) nt_rnberof u, d, s backgroundevents. The total errorsareobtainedby adding the

biasederrorslinearlyandthe remainingerrorsin quadrature.Thelimit on thenumberof u,

d, s backgaoundevents is enlargedby the adding the positiveerror,becoming:

nbau/s<0.28@ 90% CL
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Figure 6.20 The likelihood function relative to B (D + _ K +_r°).

6-6 Upper Limit for B(/9 + -->K +_)

An upper limit on B(D + --->K+_z°) is obtained by the maximum likelihood proce-

dure prescribed in Section 5-6. The likelihood function for this analysis is shown in Figure

6.20, maximized for different values of B (D + _ K+rc°). The dashed and solid curves

show, respectively, the results without and with systematic errors propagated; the arrows

indicate the 90% confidence levels. If systematic errors were neglected, B (D + _ K+_rO)<

0.31%. The systematic errors increase this limit to

i B(O+ _K+Tr 0) <0.35 % @ 90% CL _1
•"11 IIIIII I1! IIII

The separate analysis (Appendix 2) where fully reconstructed doubly Cabibbo suppressed

events are kinematically fitted rather than tagged yields B(D + --> K+_ °) < 0.51% at 90%

confidence level.
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Chapter 7

Search for D + -->K *+7r0

7.1 Introduction

The doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay D + --> K*+Jt° is of particular interest since

it has been predicted to have the largest/5 parameter:] pK,+tr0 !2 - B (K*+n:°) 1 ._
- B (,_,o_+) x tan40c

12-25. To maximize the efficiency for D . --, K*+zc° this mode is searched for in both de-

cay channels of the K*+: K *+ --->K°n:+ (with K ° _ Ks° ---)_r+zr-) and K *+ ---)K.zr °. Sec-

tion 7-2 and Section 7-3 describe these two searches, respectively. The results of the

searches are combined to calculate a limit.on B (D + _ K*+n:°), as covered in Section 7-4.

• 7-2 Search for D _ -->K*+'n°, K*+-_ K°'rc
- This section describes the search for D + --->K*+tr° in the K°n: + channel of K *+.

The analysis discussions are organized as follows. Section 7-2.1 covers the initial event

selection. Section 7-2.2 discusses ali the known backgrounds and the cuts that are added to

remove them. Section 7-2.3 presents the results of the analysis on the data and includes

analysis checks and estimates of the efficiencies and level of background. Section 7-2.4

gives a preliminary upper limit calculation on B(D +_ K*+ff°).

7-2.1 Event Selection

The analysis technique for D+ --> K*+lr ° _ (K°zt+)_z° is analogous to that for D +

---)K+n "°,due to the sirnilar kinematic properties. The decay D + --+K*+_r° is a quasi-two--

body decay, which produces a high momentum go with P_= 700 MeV/c in the rest fi'ame

of the D meson. When boosted to the lab frame Pno is no less than 600 MeV/c, and at least
_=

" " one high energy photon is produced highly collimated in the go direction. Figure 7.1 and

_
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Figure 7.1 Properties of the Jt'°fromD + --_ K*+x0 before applying the
detectorresolution: (a) the energy spectrumof the higher energy photon;
Co)the energy specmen of the lower energyphoton; (c) the collinear_ty,
cOSOhi,h,between the momentaof the a° and the higher energyphoton; (4:1)
the comnearity,cos01ow,between the momenta of the a ° and lower energy
photon.

Figure 7.2 illustratethe propertiesof the two photons fromthe _ beforeand after apply-

ing the detectorresolution.

Againthe approachemployedavoidsreconstructionofthe _.oandthe poorresolu-

tioninthemassdistributionthatresults.Insteadallchargedtrackmomentainaneventare

summedtodeterminethea°flightdirection,andshowersattributedtoisolatedphotons

arerequiredtobeseeninthea°direction.Thefiducialregioninwhichtolookforthe

photonsisdefinedbytheconecosO>0.8.Thissearchconeretains92.1%ofthelowener-

gyphotonsandeffectivelyalithehighenergyphotons,de_ intheshowercountersol-

iclangle.
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Figure 7.2 PropcKlesof the _0 from D+ --_ K*+_° after the detector
resolution is applied; the plots correspond with those in Figure 7.1.

. Corresponding to the U quantityfor the K+g ° analysis,the Lorentzinvariantquan-

tity used to studya signalin this analysisis:

# #

where P_re,coii,P_g, P_'*, and P _ent, are, respectively the fore' momenta of the recoil, the

tag, the K *+and the full event. Note that V is effectively the same as U from the K+g °

analysis, with the substitution of P_ for P_. Froin the four-vector algebra, V = 2.136

(GeV/c2)2for a precisely measured D+_ K*+tr° signaL

The details of the initial event selection are as follows. Given a tagged event:

" • Rexluire three charged tracks with good helix fits. The net charge of the

three tracks must be opposite that of the tag.
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• For charged tracks not used in the K° reconstruction,require energy loss
corrections and a successful beam fit.

• For the Ks° reconstruction, obtain the _+_- pairs (two combinations are

possible per event), and for each combination apply the same method

K°'s in the tagging procedure:used to reconstruct s

• recalculatethetrackparametersatthedecayvertex

• require 1. > 2mm

• requireP(Z_.)>o.oi%

• requireIM_n,-- M_I <30MeVlc2

Usetheadjustedtrackparametersinthebalanceoftheanalysis.

• From ali the charged tracks in the event, compute the lr° momentum, as-

suming conservation of energy and momentum, and require one or more

photons to lie within the search cone, coso > 0.8. w,

• Compute V and plot.

The major backgroundsto D +-o K *+Tr° --->(K°_r+)x0 involve no particle misidentifica-

tions. Therefore to minimize the systematic uncertaintiesno requirements are made with

the time-of-flight or dFddxinformation on the tracks found in the recoil. To improve reso-

lution in V,Etagis againreplaced by _/2. No cuts have been applied to isolate the K*+;

the K *+signature will be extracted by the data reduction cuts in Section7-2.2.

Figure 7.3 displays a Monte Carlo plot of the expected signal. The signal region is

defined as

• 2.00< V < 2.26(GeV/c2)2

which extends to approximately :t:2crabout the central value. Figure 7.6(a) shows V for

the data opposite the five tags. Thirty-nine events lie within the signal region af_r the ini-

tial event selection.
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Figure 7.3 The Lorentz,invariantquantity V for a Monte CarloD + -¢
K_+x° _ (K°x+)x ° signal (generatedoppositeD- --, g+tr-x').

7-2.2 MajorBackgroundstoD_ -o K *+rf°,K*+ --, K°,rr+
m

The majorbackgroundsforD +_ K*+_r°-_ (K°It+)a"°were determinedby apply-

- ing the event selection proce,dureto the full D +D- andDo_o Monte Carlo datasets dis-

cussed in Section3-3.5. The majorcontributionsatc found to be only theClass I category,

where only r_C recoil D+ i.,",incorrectlyreconstructed.It was observed in the analyse,s for

D+ --_ K+_r-a"+and D + --¢ K+_r° that the major backgromlds to doubly Cabibbo sup-

IXeSSeddecays usually involve at least two errorsin misidcn_q,fying an event as a signal.

This propertyis also observed in thisanalysis.

This section is divided into two parts. Section 7-2.2.1 discusses the known back-

grounds to andD +-. K*+a"°--, (K°a'+)ff°, and Section7-2.2.2 discuss the cuts which arc

introduccdtoremovethem.The_v..sultsofthecutsonthedataisposq)oneduntilSection

7-2.3.
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7-2.2.1 The Class I backgrounds
The majorClassIbackgroundsarisefromtwo hadronicCabibboallowedchan-

nels,two semileptonicCabibboallowedchannelsand onehadronicCabibbosuppressed

channel:

, D +_ Ffo_r+R.o,_o _ K o_ n.+_.-.The K °isassumedtooriginatefrom

aK °,notaK"°,andtheKs°_r+combinationisassumedtoforma Km.

• D +-o K°_'+_r°a°,_o _ K 0_ _.+_.-.The samereconstructionerrorsoc-

cur.Inaddition,thephotonsfromtheextran°'sareeithermistakenly

groupedastheproductsofthesinglenofromK*+a°orignoredaltogeth-

el".

• D +_ K*0e+veandK*°/a+v#,K"*0-oK°a°,_ --hKs0_ a+_-.The new

trinoisnotdetectedandthechargedleptonismisidcntifiedasa pionto

compensatethemissingenergyandmomentum.

v°K° K 0_ _+_-.TheK 0isassumedtooriginatefrom" L,

a K °,whiletheK ° showers(hadronically)intheelectromagneticcalo-

rimeterandappearsasthex°,

'lhc_oa+_o backgroundhasbeenstudiedthroughtheresonantmodes D+-, _op+ _.

K°(x+_'°)and D + _ K*°a+ --,(_oao)a+and theno_onant D . ---,k°_.a 0.The

K°a+_r°_°,however,hasbeenlargelystudiedasnonresonant.Figure7.4comparestheV

distributionsforthesebackgroundsandtheD +_ K*+x°_ (K°a+)a°signal..

7-2.2.2 Background Cuts

The Dalitz Cuts

ThesecutsarcintroducedtoreducethebackgroundsfromD + ---,K°R'+_°.The

eventselectionforD +---)K*+a°-o(K°_,+)a°hasinvolvedonlythcreconstructionofthe

final state D +--->/f°x+_°, with no attempt made to iden_3, the resonant k *° substructure.

To reduce the backgrounds and isolate the K*+_"° signal, a Dalitz plot analysis is per-

formed. The signal and each of the resonant channels of the k°_ +n"° background decay _s
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Figure 7.4 The V distributions for the back_otmds (a) D + -o K'°p +, (b)
D + ..0 ._,o_r+' g*O -o g On'O,(c) D + --->k°_r++ ° [nrl,(d) D + --0 K°_'+_r°n'°,
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(e) D '--) K e _ c'-> (K a" )e 'vc, (f) k /£W "_ (K 7r°)_£,¢,,and (g) D+ 0 0 + ,_ 0 _-
-o@_,@_Ks'Kcandfor(h) the DCSD signal D --cK _r,K --_
K°n "+.All neutral kaons decay via go _>KsO.., a.+_.-.

i

P -o VPi "-) (P: P3) Ps, wher_ P denotes a pseudoscalar meson and V denotes a vector me-

son. Their expected distributions in M_ versus M/_ are shown in Figure 7.5, where M,ar

and MK. are the 7r+_r° and K°zr + in'_aiant masses, respectively. Since the _r° is not _econ-

" stmcted in fltis analysis, M_ is obtained from the _'+momentum and the missing a"° mo_

• mentum,as calculatedin theinitial event selection. Interferenceeffects, wttich can cause
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smallshiftsinthemasspeaksforlhcK'°rc+_°channels,axeignored;theuncertaintiesthis

approachintroduceswillbcdiscussedbelowinlhcsystematiccn'ors.

Figure7.5showsasigm_ficantoverlapbctwccnthelowM_ lobeinlhcK'°p+plot

andthelowM_ lobeintheK*+_°plot.A cutonlyinM_ cocnhancctheK*+x°signal

wouldstillallowapproximately70% oflhcK°p. backgroundtofeedin.Cutsarcthere-

fore applied in both M_ andM_:

• 0.6 < M_r < 1.0 (GeV/c2)2

• M_ > 1.3 (GeV/c2)2
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as determinedby the Monte Carlo. This criteriaremovesapproximately96%of the K°p +

events, '70%of the k*°r_+ events and75% of the K°_+Tr°[nt]events which survive the

• initial event selection andretains42 %of the signal events.

- The Dalitz cuts arealso effective atremovingtheotherbackgrounds.Theyremove

85% of the K°rc+g°_° events, 66% of the K*°e+ve and k*°/z+v_ and 98% of the ¢Tr+

events which survivethe initial event _lection.

The Veto Cut

This cut is introducedto reducethe backgroundfromD+-->K°_c+X°_°.It is effec-

tively the same cut as the veto cut for tl_eK._¢° search(Section 6-4.2) with modifications

accounting f(_rthe different7t° momentaand chargedtrackmultiplicity of K*+Tr°. Since

the _r° in this analysisis ~100 MeV lowerin momentum,the cuts are:

• one or morephotons with energy> 300 MeV must lie within Icos_l >
,. 0.96

. • nophotons with energy> 300 MeV may lie outside Icosal< 0.96.

• nomore than 1 photon with energybetween 150MeV and 250 MeV may

lie outside Icosttl < 0.96.

This criteria removes approximately 80% of the K°rc+rc°Tr°background which survives

die Dalitz cuts, while retaining 78 %of the signal.

The veto cut is also effective at removing the backgrounds from D + -o K'°e+ve

and K*°#+v_, _,o _, gO,rObecause of the differentkinematic topology of the Jr° in the fi-

nal state. About 92%of these backgroundsare removed by the cut.

7-2.3 Results

Figure 7.6 shows the application of the cuts to the data. After aLIcuts areapplied

no events remainin the signal region. For reference,Figure7.7 gives the D',ditzplot of the

events which passed the initial event selection. One event, displayed in Figure 7.8, is
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Figure 7.6 Data from ali tags (a) after Lhcinitial event selection, (b) after
the DaLitz-plotcuts, and (c) after the veto cut (see text).

observedat V = 1.930 (GeV/c2) 2, below the signal regionwhere0.13±0.05 events areex-

pected fromtheknown backgrounds.

7-2.3.1 Analysis Tests
As a test of the analysis procedure,the numbersof events that are expectedto be

removedfromthesignalregionbyeachofthebackgrouadcutsaxecalculatedandcom-

paredto the numbersthatareremoved.
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Figure 7.7 Dalitz plot of'M_versus M_g for the events that survived the
initial event selection.

Table 7.1 gives the background branching fractions used to estimate the numbexs

. of backgromld events. No experimental measurements currently exists for either B(D + --,

g°lr+_r°tr °) or B(g*°t.t+v#). For B(D + _ g°tr+_r°Ir°) the number quoted in Table 7.1 is
b

obtained from B(D + _K-tr+rc+_r °) = 5.8:t:0.9:t: 1.5%[z3] and isospin: B(D + -o K'°_r+_°_¢°)

= B(D + _K-=+Tr+_r °) x 1/2 = 2.9:t:0.5+1.5%, where a systematic error of 50% is added,

in quadrature, to account for the uncertainty in this result. This formula assumes that D +

g°lr+_r°Tr° and D +--->K-_r+Tr+Tr° are dominated by D + --->g*°Tr+Tr°.This assumption is

supported by a resonant substructure analysis of D + -_K-Tt+tr+_r_,23] where large event

fractions were found for g.Op+ and gl(1400)°Ir + (which goes 1/3 of the time to

(K*°tr°)Tr+). For B(g*°l,t+v#), the number in Table 7.1 assurnes lepton universality:

B (g *°p+v#) = B (g*° e+v,.) = 5.3+_1:9+0.6%.

- Included in the predicted numbers are the estimated contributions from u, d, s

. events in the continuum, determined from an analysis of Lund Monte Carlo data. The re-

suits of the analysis is shown in Figure 7.9.
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4

Figure 7.8 The event at V = 1.930 (GeV/ca)2.The tag is K°x+a"a+.
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Figure 7.9 The analysisprocedureappliedtoLundMonteCarlo:(a) after
initialevent selection; (b) aftercuts in the Dalitzplotand (c) after the veto
cut.

Table 7.2 gives the resultsof the test by comparingthe total expected numbersof

events lost against the observed numberslost. The total numberof events expected to be

lost from the signal region, ' _ n+1.3*-,.--1.2, deviates by approximately4o" from the observed ki

number lost, 39, assumingPoisson statistics.Mostof this discrepancyoccurs at the Dalitz,

cuts, where 12.9+_];]events areexpectedto be lost versusfourevents observedto be lost.

Further studies to understandthe discrepancy were made, including tests for potential

" Class II background topologies (e.g. D o --+K-=+_r° vs. _o _., KO_+_r- for D + --, K'-_r+_r+

vs. D- -o K*-=° _ _o_r-jro) andvisual scans of the events (which involved checkingthe
.
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Table 7.1 Branching fractions of the Class I backgrounds to D + -o K *+7c°
(K°x+)_ °

,,,_ , , ,, ,,,, II I I I

Mode Branching Fraction (%) Reference

D+_ g0p+ 6.9:!:0.8:!:2.3 22

g*o_.+ 5.9"t"1.9+:2.5 22

g°_r+_°[rtr] 1.3:1:03 +:0.9 22

go_+_o_o 2.9+0.5 + 1.5 (see text)
,,, , , ,, ,

g*%+vo +195.3_111+0.6 25
+9

g*°l.t+v_ .,.... 5.3_]:1+0.6 (see text)
L

_r + 0.775:0.22+:0.11 24, 20

Table7.2The applicationof the backgroundrejectioncutsas a
comparisonof the observednumbers of eventsremoved againstthe
expectednumbers(fromknown backgrounds).

Cut Obse,:_edLoss ExpectedLoss

Dalitz 35 ' _ n+l.3 "_t_.:7_l.2
ii

Veto 4 1 +03.0-011
I II II I I

Total 39 "'_o+1.3x._.:,_l.2

events for extra showers, indicative of backgrounds with extra #z°'s).However, no other

known backgrounds have been identifi_M.

7-2.3.2 Detection Efficiencies

The detection efficiencies for D+ ---)K*+_° _ (K°_r+)n° are determined opposite

each of the five tag modes from the Monte Carlo simulations; the numbers are given in Ta-

ble 7.3. The .:,eightedefficiency is es= 14.1-1-0.4%.

= =
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The efficiency found opposite the ,_0_+_-_+ tag is larger than the efficiencies

found opposite the other tags. This increase is caused by the effect that events tagged by

" that channel have higher track multiplicities, which make those events more prone to mttl-

. tiple counting. Since only one tag is counted per event by the tagging procedure, but ali

tag candidates are considered in the full event analysis, a larger efficiency is obtained for

the signal opposite K°tc+_-_+.

7.2.3.3 Background Estimates
Table 7.4 lists the number of expected events from each of the Class I backgrounds

',filer ali cuts have been applied. The errors are statistical only, derived from the errors on

the number of Monte Carlo events, the statistical error on the number of tags, and the sta-

tistical error on the branching fractions for the background processes.The uncertainty in

multiple counting events which contain the go z+_;.-_+ tag will be accounted for in the

systematic errors. The total number of DD background events expected is n bjg_ =

0.6+0.1.

q,

The number of events expected from u, d, s production is determined to be n b._/s=

,,, 4o.30 Tiffs number is included in Table 7.4..:_.t-0.09

+0.3
The ntunber of expected events from ali background sources is n b = 1.0-o.2. As-

suming Poisson statistics, the probability for 1.0 events to fluctuate to no events is 0.37.

7-2.3.4 Systematic Errors

Systematic errors are estimated for the detection efficiency for the signal, and the

number of D D (Class I) background events, and the number of u, d, s background events.

Sources of error and their level of contribution are described below. Several of the effects

have been described in the previous analyses.

L
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Table 7.3 Efficienciesfor D+_ K*+ff° --) (K°a_)n° opposite each tag.
i II

Tag Mode efficiency(%)
,. , , ----

_ ,,, ,,, , , #.

k°a + 13.35:0.5

K-_t+lr+ 13.5±0.5

K°a+Tt-g+ 19.75:1.0

K°K + 13.3:t:0.6

K-K+a + i4.55:0.7

Weighted Efficiency: 14,14-0.4%
-- __ 'III I IIII

Table 7.4 The expected numbers of background events for D+ --#K*+_t°
(K°a'_)n°, including the contribution firomthe continuum.The

acceptances for the D D backgrounds are also included.
iiii iiiiLi i I i ii i i i

D B Background Acceptance(%) Numberof Events
...... . _ ;,.; - __ ,, , , ,.... ,.,

D +--->R°p + _ K'°(_+Tr°) 0.40.-1:0.07 0.20±0.05

D +.., _,o_+ _ (_offo)ff+ 0.78+0.18 0.115:.0.05

D +--.>K'°ff+_r°[nr] 2.374"0.18 0.20-t-0.10

D. --->K"°_+_r°_° 0.474"0.08 0.10+0.02

D +_ K*°e+ve--_ (K°_°)e+v e 0.11+0.06 0.015:0.01

D+-_ R*°#+v_ (K'°_r°)/z+vt, 0.17:1:0.07 0.025:0.01

D +_ _/m+_ (K°Kb_z+ , 0 03+0,02 (6:1:4))<10-4____ .......... I " '

Total expected D D contribution 0.64:t0.13
-- III I IIII

Total expected u, d, s contribution 0.31_:_
I'll I I _ I IIIII I

Total expectednumber of events 1.0_:_
II I1_1 II II IIIIII I i

Systematic Errors on es

The following sources are considered to contribute,to the systematic erroron es.



q,

Theerrorsaregivenintenmof the relativeuncertainty.

I) Chargedtrackreconstructione_cie_,cy.A-3 % cn,orisattributedfor

detectingthreechargedtracks.

" 2) The .effectofno cutsfortheliducialregionsofthedetector.Forthe

threechargedtracks,a-3% unity isamibuted.

3) The K ° vertexrequiren_nts.PreviousstudiesOftheF(3770)data

foundtlmtlhecutsonI,,,andP (Z_,y)inu'oducea:1:5%uncertaintyinthe

reconstructione_ciertcTofK°'_!6_-I

4) MonteCarlomodellingofphotonsintheshowercounter,andthe

sho_ anglecuts.A comparisonof _y _ri s l_S_ U'_g different

showersimulators(conferSection6-5.3)findsdiscrepanciesofno

morethanI0%.Therefor,a5% unity isattribu_itothisef-
fect.

5) Photondetectionefficacy.Boththeinitialc-ventsdectionandthew_to

" cutrequire,theobservationofonlyo,n¢ofthetwophotonsfromthe

inD +_ K*+g°.Thereforeonlyonefactorof-2.5%isgivenforIbis
BO_.

6) Invariantmasscuts,anddefinitionoftheV signalregion.Loosecuts

areapplied to the Dalitzplot, and loose cuts definethe signal _gion in

theV distribution.A ± 1% errorisgiventoaccountforpossibletailsin
thesignaldistribution.

Theseerrorsarcsummarizedin'l'ablc7.5inttxmsoftheabsolutecrroronthere-

+I,
constnw,,tioneRiciency.Thetotalerrorsare_l._%,obtainedbyinklingthebiasederrorslin-

earlyandther_there.sulftotheremainingcr_orsinquadrature.Quotingbothstatisticaland

systematiccrrors,_c weightede_,ciencyforthesignalis
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Table 7.5 TI_e systematic errors on the detection efficiency for D +

.... J IlL] ,I III , , I Illl' Iii L I __..I .............

Source Absolute,Error(%) .
i I I

[ I

/ /

Chargedtrackefficiency -0.42
....... = ..._ . .. ,

Absence of fiducialcuts -I).42
[ I II III I ... L __ . _ "_I

K°vertex requirements :Irl.711
, ii ,,,,,,ii , i,i i,,

Shower modeUmgandangle cuts :t:0.71
_ ..... iii

I

Photondelec.tionefficiency -O.35

MassandV signalcuts :if).14
iIIIII III I I

TotalError +1.0 / -1.6
' ' / i [ i III I I II I p P

Systematic Errors on n b.06
Several effectawhich contributesystematic errors to the signal also introduce un-

certainties on the number of D background events. Discussion of these effects on the

b_ckgroundfollows, witherrorsgiven in terms of the relative m_cettainty.

, l) Charged track reconstructionefficiency.All backgroundschannels arc

d¢_ with charged c_cks in the recoil; thereforea-3 %erroris at-
uributed.

2) The effect of no cuts forthe fiduc_alregions of the detector.A -3 %un..

certainty is am'ibutedfor three chargedtracks.

3) The Ks° vertex requirements.Ali backgroundsinclude the reconstruc-

tion of a Ks°, and thereforean overall±5 %uncertaintyis included.

4) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower coumer, and the

shower tingle cuts. For the backgrounds,_ % uncertaintyis attribute,d
for this effect.

5) Photondetectionefficiency.Forabackgroundeventtopasstheinitial

event_election,onlyoneshowerneedstobeobservedwithinthe_.,atch
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cone. This gives a factorof-2.5 %.An additionalfacto_ of-0.1% ac-

counts for25% oftheg°a+Tr°a°backgroundwhichisremovedbythe

vetocutwhenatleastoneothershowerisobservedintheevent.The
e

totalistherefore-2.6%.

B

6) Invariantmasscuts,anddefinitionoftheI/signalregion.The mass

cutsintheDalitzplotlieoutsidethelobesfromtheresonantback-

groundchannels.Theuncertaintyfromthosecutsme,therefore,con-

siderednegligible.A :1:5%uncertaintyisgiventoaccountibrthe

backgroundintheV signalregion.

Thefollowingadditionalsourceshavebeenconsideredinthesystematicerrorfor

nb2)_:

7) Multiplecountingevents.The numberofeventswhichhavebeen

taggedbygoa+a-a+isgivena+25% uncertaimyduetotheeffectof

multiplecounting.Thiscontributesa +2% unity on thetotal

numberofbackgroundevents.

8) The branchingfractionsforthebackgroundprocesses.Therelative

systematicerrorsinthebranchingfractionsforA'°p* (33%),_*o_.+

(42%),g°Tr+g°[nrl(69%)andK°g._r°_r°(50%)propagatetoa:1:28%

errorinthenumberofbackgroundevents,accountingforcon_nonsys-

tematicerrors, The systematic errorsfrom the brancbJngfractions for

the other background modes and for the resonances areeither negligi-
ble or zero.

9) The erroron the numberof tags. These errors arequoted in Table 4.2.

They conu'ibute a :i:l.7% uncertaintyon the total number of back-
ground events.

These errorsaresummarized in Table7.5 in tempsof the absolute errorn b__"The

total errors, _i_ events, are obtab_edby adding the biased errors linearly and the

remaining errors in quadrattu'e.Quoting both statistical and systematicerrors, the number

- of DD background events is:
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Table 7.6 The systematicerrorson the numberof D D background _vents.
I I IIII I W ' I II I + - -_--

Source F_rror(#events)
, , , ,, ,,,,,

,,,,, ,, . ,, , ,, t,, ,'L! , , , :
o

Chargedtrackefficie,ncy -0.019
,,,, ilL,,,,__+ , , ,,, --- .

Absence of fiducialcuts -0.019
,m , , ,,

K° vertexrequirements :1:0.032

showeranglecuts :i:0.032
_ _ ,, , , ...

Photondetectionefficiency -0.017
, , ,, , , ,,,

MassandV signalcuts :1:0.032

Multiplecountingevents +0.013
, ,,, ,, ,

BranchingFractions :I:0.180

Numberof tags :k0.011
........ I I illli!!

Totaluncertainty +0.19 / -0.20
i I I H ,

v

Systematic Errors on nb.,_
To estimatethe systematicerrorsfor nb._, it is assun_ thedominant u, d, s event

topology is _ndlar to D +--.,K-g";_+,D---_K°a'_(_t°),K°"-__'a"intermsofthefin?A

stateparticletopology.Withthisasmunptiontherelativesystematicerrorsonthenumber

ofu,d,sbackgroundeventsfollows.

I) Chargedtrackreconstructionefficiency.Forsixchargedtracks,a--6%

errorisatU-ibuted.

2) The effect of no cuts for the fiduc_tl regions of the detector.For six

charged tracks,a -6 %uncertaintyis attributed.

3) The K ° vertex requirements.A _ % is attributedto this effect, assum-

ing onlyoneK °isreconstructed.
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Table 7.7 The systematicerrorson the number of u, d, s background
events.

,,,,, . _ ,

• Source Error(#events)
, , __ _ _._ ,, ,, ,, ,

• Chargedtrackefficiency -0.019

Absenceof fiducialcuts -0.019

K ° vertex requirements :ix0.016

Showeranglecuts :i:0.016

Photondetectionefficiency -0.011
.,, ,,,i J . i ,, ,L , i i i ,

Mass and II signalcuts :t:0.016
,, ,, , _ , , ,

IntegratedLuminosity :l:0.016
B III11 I ' I I I I

Total uncert_aty +0.032 / -0.059

4) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower counter, and the

" shower angle cuts. Basedon the studiesfor the signalefficiency,a :i:5%
erroris given.

,,!

5) Photondetectionefficiency.A-2.5 %erroraccountsfor the one shower
thatmustbe observedwithin the searchcone. Another-1.0 %is added

to account conservatively for background topologies which are re-

moved by theveto cut whenatleast one othershoweris observedin the
event. The total is therefore-3.5 %

6) Invariantmass cuts, and definitionof the V signal region. A __5% is

given to account for the uncertaintyin the backgrounddistribution.

7) IntegratedLuminosityforthe_0(3770)dataset.Thisnumbercontainsa

:1:5%errorwhichdirectlycontributestothesys_maticerroron the

num_r ofbackgroundevents.

- Theseerrorsaresumrna_edhz"Fable7.5intermsoftheabsolute,erroron the

. numberofu,d,sbackgroundevents;thetotalerrorsare_;_.Quotingbothstatisticaland

systematicerrors,thenumberofu,d,sbackgrotmdeventsis
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Figure 7.10 The likelihood function relative to B(D + _ K*+x_.u_g
the results of the search for D + _ K*+x ° _ (K°x+)x °.

7-2.4 Preliminary Upper Limit for B(D . -->K *+_°)

An upperlimitcalculationcanbeperformedforB(D + _ K*+x°)(withtheCleb-

_h-Gordon coefficientforK *+_ K°a+ takenintoaccount),followingthemaximum

likelihoodprocedureinSection5-6.The likelihoodfunctionforthisanalysisisshown in

Figure7.10,maximizedfordifferentvaluesofB(D + _ K*+_r°)."lhcdashedand solid

curvesshow,resw_tivcly,theresultswithoutandwithsystematicerrorspropagated;the

arrowsindicatethe90% confidencelevels.Ifsystematicerrorswereneglected,B (D+ -_

K*+Tr°)< 3.4%.The systematicerrorsincreasethislimitto

B(/3._ K*+_r°)<3.9%@ 90% CL

7-3 SearchforD+-_ K*+,r_,K*+--_/_,ne
This sectiondiscussesthe searchfor D + -=)Ke+Tr0 in theK+a "0channel of K *+.

Section 7-3.1 covers the initial event selection.Section7-3.2 discussesali the known
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backgrounds and the cuts that are added to remove them. Section 7-3.3 presents the results

of the analysis on the data and includes analysis checks and estimates of the efficiencies

" and level of backgrotmd. Section 7-2.4 gives a second, preliminary upper limit calculation

. onB(D + _ K*+_°).

7-3.1 Event Selection

In the decaychainD + --} K*+_r° -_ (K+n'°)z°, two n'°'s areproduced:a pr/mary

7r° from the direct decay of the D + and a secondary z ° from the decay of the K *+. To

achieve better efficiency and re_lutions, this analysis avoids full reconstruction of the tj-

nal state by requiring that only one of the two x°'s be reconstrdcted along with the kaon

track.To rcd_'cethelargebackgrounds,itisalsorcquit_thatthechargedtrackbc

identified as a kaon with the "wrong-sign" straageness aria that the neutral showers have

the correct multiplicities and topologies. The procedure is detailed as follows:

• • require one track with the correct charge opposite a tag. The track is re-

quired tohavea goodhelixfit,energylosscorrectionsanda successful

" beam fit. Again tags with only charged tracks arc used to obtain the best
resolutions.

• requirethreeormoreisolatedshowers.

• require particle identification for the recoil charged track Strict particle

identificationis appliedtoreducethehighbackgrounds;the trek must
have a good quality time-of-flight measurement with

I Tmeu - rKI < 1 ns (-50)

and

ITm_,- TKI <ITm,u- Tnl

• Reconstruct a _t° by kinematically fitting all pairs of isolated showers to

. the _¢omass (a one-constraint ilO. A shower pair is considered a go candi-

date if the _ confidence level is larger than 0.01. To reduce the combina-

toricbackgroundintheasymmetricn° decayswhere fakeshowersor
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incorrect photons replace the real, low energy photon, the fitted-photon

energies are required to be greater than 100 MeV. Events with more than

one x ° candidate are counted once by selecting ovdy the combination

with the lowest 22.

u

• Require one shower, which is not used in the x ° fit, to have an energy

greater than 100 MeV. This requirement further reduces the backgrounds

arising from low energy fake showers.

• Require one shower to have an energy greater than 300 MeV. This show-

er may or may not have been used in the _r° fit. This requirement ac-

counts for the high energy photon produ'_ in the decay of the primary
K 0.

A signal is studied with the Lorentz invariant quantity:

w.
P

e

/*

whereP_._oa,P_,/'g P_._, andP_sarethefourmomentumof therecoil,thecharge.I

kaon,the reconsu'ucte.j.o, the full event and the tag,respectively.This quantitymakesno

assmnptionon whether the reconstrucUxix ° is the primaryor secondaryx °. If ali tracks

wereprecisely measured,W wouldequal 1.8690(GeV/_) 2.To achievethe bestresolution

for W, E_ is replace, by _/'2, and the fitted photon energies and momenta are used for P_

Figure 7.11 shows the e_ted W distribution for D+ _ K*+ff 0 -¢ (K+ff°)ff °. The

non-Gaussian distribution arises from the difference in energy re_lutions of showers from

low and high momentum x°'s. The signal region is defined by

o 1.75< W < 1.99(GeV/c2)2

which contains 95% of the Monte Carlo signal.
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Figure 7.H The W distribution for the desired pro_ess D + _ g*+_ ° -_
(g+x°)_r°.Arrowsindicatethelimitsofthesignalregion.

Figure7.16(a)showstheW distributionfortheactualdata.Eightcandidateevents

areobservedinthesignalregion.

7-3.2 Major Backgrounds to D +-->K *+_.o, K *. -->K +_'°

Several sources of background to D+--_ K*+_ ° _ (K+_'°)_ 0 were determined by

applying the event selection procedure to the D+D - and D°D ° Monte Carlo cocktails.

" Major contributions come from both the Class I and Class II backgrounds. Again at least

two errorsare involved in misidentifying a background process as the desired signal.

This sectionisbrokendown into threeparts: Section7-3.2.1 describestheClass I

backgrounds,Section7-3.2.2discussestheClassIIbackgrounds,andSection7-3.2.3dis-

cussesthecutintroducedremovebothClassesofbackgrounds.

7-3.2.1 The Class I Backgrounds

The ClassIbackgroundsarisefromthefollowing modes:

• D + ---)ff°n'+,K"°-oKs°--)x°=°.The chargedpionismisidentifiedand

the Ks° is not recognized.

• D + ...> gOK+ ' go _ K o .._ xo_o. The decay starts out Cabibbo sup-

. pressed and the K ° is not recognized.
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. D +___o_+xo' K-o> KsO_ _o_o Thechargedpionismisidenfifiedand

theK ° andextrax° arenotrecognized.

• D +--->K°e+ve and K'°/_+v_,K°-_ Ks°--, _°x°. Thelepton is misidenti-
fled,the neutrinois not observedandtheKs° is notrecognized.

lt

The thirdchannel has been studied in the resonantmodes D+ _ K'°p+, p+ _ z+z ° and

D + --_ k*°_z+, k *° --_ K"°x° and the nonresonantD +_ K_°x+g0. As shown in Figure

7.12, ali backgroundsarcobservedto peakin thesignalregion.

7-3.2.2 The Class II Backgrounds

In this analysis the Class II backgroundsare found to arise from D°D ° events,

with one of the two neuu'alD's decaying either through DO _ K-_r+x° or D O

K-_:+_r°a°. The "backgroundsarc listed below under the tag-versus-recoil topology to

which they contribute.

I) D +-hK+a°_° vs. D- --hK+a-x-:

. D o _ K-_r+Jr°vs._o ...)K+g-go.Thetagisfomedbyadoublenfisidenti-

ficationbetweenachargedkaonandachargedpionandbyamisassociation

of the chargedtracks.Ali neutral tracksaremisassociatedwith therecoil (the

chargedkaon in the recoilis correctlyidentified).

• D o -, K-_r+_r°a° vs. j_o .., K+_-_o. The same errorsoccuras in the previ-

ous backgroundalong with theadditionalerrorof not recognizingtheextra
gO.

2) D+ --->K+_°_ ° vs. D- --_K°_-_r+x-:

. D O_ K-It+_rovs"_o __ KO_r-_+xo' when K0--_Ks° --_x+_ -. No charged

trackmi_dentificationoccurs,but the K ° is n_'dentified as a K"°. Charged

and neutraltracksareagainnfisassociatedto formthe tag andrecoil.

• DO_ K-_+zr°_ ° vs. _o ..+Ko_-_+_ro.The sameerrorsoccuras for the

previousbackground with theadditionalerrorof not recognizing the extra
JT0.
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Figure 7.13 The W distributionsfor the ClassT1backgroundsL(a) DO --->
K-x+x ° vs..._o ..., K+x-xo when reconstructedasD +_ K+srolru vs. D-

+ 0 + O0 0 + 0-->K x-x-; Co)D -->K-= z x vs. b --_K :-x when reconstructed
asD + --_ K+z°_ vs. D- _ K+=-x-; (c) DO -->K-=+= 0 vs. _o
K°x-Z+x ° when reconstructedas D+ _ K+=°: ° vs. D- _ K°=-x+Ir-;
({1)D O -->K-z+x°= ° vs. _o ._ KO_-x+zo; when reconstructedas D+ -->

+ 0 0 0 + 0 . 0 0 + 0Kzz vs. D---->Kz-zz-;(e) D _K-=: vs.D --->K=-_
when rvcons_ asD + _ K+a°z° vs.D- -->K+K-=-;(f)D O --_

+ 0 0 + 0 + + 0 0 "K-z z x°vs.D --_K z-x whenrecor_tructedasD --_K = _ vs.

D- --->K+K-x -. The distributionfor thedesiredsignal is shownin (g).
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3) D + --_ K+n'°_r° vs. D- _ K+g-Tr - (backgrounds same as those for D +

K+a°Tt°vs.D- _ K+_t-_-):

• •D o _ K-lr+It°vs._o _..>K+n:--Iro.A chargedpionismisidentifiedinthe

ta,,, while charged and neutral tracks are misassociated to from the tag and
recoil.

• D O _ K-It+lr°lr ° vs. _o -o K+Tr-a °. The same errors occur as in the previ-

ous background along with the additional error of not recognizing the extra
/go.

No significant backgrounds are observed for the signal opposite the K°Tr+ and K°R"+tags.

The W distributions for each of the Class II backgrounds are shown in Figure 7.12.

Again ali backgrounds are observed to peek in the signal region. Background topologies

with D o _ K-Tr+ao have be,cn studied with the decay proceeding through the resonant

channel D o --> K-p+_ K-(a+a°), which dominates the K-Tr+Tr° mode. Ali the other D o

modes were decayed with the mo_nta distributed uniformly over the alloweA phase
m

space.

7-3.2.3 The Background Cut

The bac)zgrounds are reduced through a Dalitz analysis of the K+fc°a ° final state.

A plot of M_ versus M_n is formed, where Mnn is the n'°a ° invariant mass and MKn is the

K +_o invariant mass. To obtain M_n, the charged kaon momenta and the fitted photon mo-

menta arc used, while to obtain M_ conservation of four momenta is employed:

= (P roooil- P K)2

= (P _,nt - P _ - P lf)2

This relation yields a value for M_ which dots not depend upon poor shower counter en-
w

ea_,y measurements. The expected distributions for the backgrounds and the signal are

compaw_ in Figure 7o14 and Figure 7.15. The distribution for the signal, D + _ K*+_r° -_
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Figure 7.16 Data after.(a) theinitialevent _lection andCo)theDalitzcut

Ali bad_ounds overlapwith the signalin the low M_region, motivatingthe fol-

lowing cut:

• 1o3(c,eV/c2)2

This cut reanoves 63% of the _gnal but also effectively ell Class I backgroundsand the

li backgroundswithD O_ K-x+= °. Approximately80% of thebackgroundtopol-

ogies withD ° -, K-=+z°_arealsoremoved.

7-3.3 Results

Figure 7.16 shows the applicationof the cuts to the data.Afterall cuts are applied

no events I_main in the signal region. For reference,Figure 7.17 _ves the DaLitzplot of .

the events which passed the initial event selection. One event is observedat W = 1.695
m.

ifUr_

' _ _ '_,_=, 'l'qll'l" Plt IIill,_r, , _le " ' ,r_l 'I II _ q'4_i ' l_I' tlillllri , ql II _M_ ' ,P ' ', ' irrO(lr,, _ , .' ,W1111q_r,_l_,,,.
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Figure 7.17 Dalitz plot of the candidate events for D + --->K*+_r° --->
(tc+n °.

(GeV/c2) 2, below the signal region where 0. +0.2418_o.o5events are expected from the known

backgrounds; Figure 7.18 displays the event.

• 7-3.3.1 Analysis Test

The number of events that are expected to be moved from the signal region by the
o

Dalitz cut is calculated and compared to the number that is removed. Table 7.1 lists tile

background branching fractions used to estimate the numbers of events from the Class I

and Class li backgrounds. The contribution from continuum u, d, s production is deter-

mined from the an analysis of Lund Monte Carlo data (Figure 7.19). The calculations

yielo ai1estimated 2.0+0.4 events from the Class I backgrounds, 4.7 +0.9 events from the

Class II backgrounds, and '_ .7+o.4v.,..o.2 events from the continuum, summing to a total of 7.4_:._

events. This number is in good agreement with the observed loss of eight events.

7-3.3.2 Detection Efficiencies

The detection efficiencies for D + -->K*+n"° _ (K+aZ)_ are determined as before.

. Table 7.3 gives the efficiency opposite, each tag mode. The weighted efficiency is es =

8.2:t:0.5%.
i.

=
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Figm_ 7.1S"lhceventatW = 1.695(GeV/c2)2.
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Table 7.8 Branching fractions of the Class I and Class/LI backgrounds to
D + ...>K*+go _..>(K+gO)g o

" Mode Branching Fraction (%) Reference
'_,,,,"_.... i'" -_ ' ' .... ', ,, ,,, ' --

. D + ._ g°_r+ 3.2+0.5+0.2 24

K°K+ 1.01±0.325:0.17 24, 20
.... ,,.,,

gop+ 6.9+0.85:2.3 22
,,, .,, j ,

g*Og+ 5,95:1.9+2.5 22
,. , , ,,, ,, ,

go_r+_:O[nr] 1.3 -t-0.75:0.9 22

g°e+v 6.0+2:]_+0.7 25
, , ,,, .,,,

go.v ' .,......... ,..y-1.6_-1.2 25

D o .._ K-zt+lr ° 13.3:i:1.2:!: 1.3 24
, , ,,, =: : -,= , ,,, HH

K-n: +ff0ffo 14.95:3.75:3.0 24

gOg+Tr-n:o 10.3+2.25:2.5 23

q,

. 7-3.3.3 Background Estimates
After the cut on M_n no Class I backgrounds are still considered significant. Of the

Class II backgrounds, only those processes with D o .__K-g+_rogo are still found to make

a non-negligible contribution to the signal. To simplify the discussions here and in the sec-

tion on systematic errors, these backgrounds are labelled as follows:

• Background I--K-g+n:°_ ° vs. K+g-n: ° when reconstructed as K+n:°_ °

vs, K+ff-_ -

• Background ll--K-g+g°x ° vs. K°g-z+g ° when reconstructext as

K+_°g ° vs. K°g-g+g -

®Background llI-..K-g+g°_r ° vs. K+g-z¢ ° when reconstructed as K+zr°ff °
i

vs. K+K-_'-

ZUD

=
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Figure 7.19 Analysis of Lund Monte, Carlo data: (a) after file initial event
selection and (b) after the cut on M_.

Table 7.9 Efficiencies for D + --, K*+_r° --¢ (K°a_)a z opposite each tag.

Tag Mode efficiency (%)

g°_r+ 7.6 :t:0.6

K-lt+_r + 8.5:1:0.6

K°_r+rc-lr+ 6.7 + 0.7

K°K + 8.6:t:0.7

K-K+_t + 7°6 :t:0.7
...... iii IIII I .. I lqll ....

Weighted Efficiency: 8.2 + 0.5%

Table 7.10 lists the three backgrounds with the acceptances and number of events expect-
p

cd in the signal, with statistical errors only, The total number of background events expect-

cd fromD D production is nb.O3 = 0.21±0,07.

il.llil_l
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Table 7.10The expected numbers for the backgrounds to D + ---)K*+r¢°
(K+_)_, including the contribution from the continuum. Backgrounds I,
I1 and II/are labelled in the text.

m

D D Background Accep_ce (%) Number of Events
,, ,, ,,

m

I 0.013 + 0.003 0.14 + 0.05

II 0.015 + 0.005 0.04 + 0.02

]I1 0.003 + 0.002 0.03 :t:0.02
.. , .... , , , , .... ,

Total ExI_ected D D Contribution 0.21 5:0.07
, ,,,, ,, _ ,

Expected Continuum Contribution < 0.23
] ] . ]H]] ] ]

Total Expected Background 0.3 5:0.1
,, ,,,, ,, ,,,,,, , ,,,,, , ,,, , ,,, , ,,, ,,

The ntmiber of events expected from u, d, s production is determined to be n b.uas<

0.23 at 90 % confidence level. This number is included in Table 7.10.

" The total number of background events is n b = 0.3:t:0.1, where the 63.8 % confi-

. dence level upper limit for n b.uas'-0.1 events--has h_,en used. Assuming Poisson statistics,

the probability for 0.3 events to fluctuate to no events is 0.74.

7-3.3.4 Systematic Errors
Systematic errors are estimated for the detection efficiency of the signal, the num-

ber of D D background events, and the number of u, d, s background events. Sources of

error and their level of contribution are described below. Several of these effects have

been discussed in the previous analyses.

Systematic Errors on
The following sources are considered to contribute to the systematic error on the

reconstruction efficiency. The errors are given in terms of the relative uncertainty.w

• 1) Charged track reconstruction efficiency. A-1% error is attributed for

detecting one charged track.

9¢Y'/
,ro,m- •
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Figure 7.20 The D O_ K-_'+lr° sample used to estimate the systematic
uncertaintyof the_ cut for the _o fit.

2) The effect of no cuts for the fiducialregions of the detector.For one

charged track, a -1% uncertainty is attributed.

3) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower counter. A compari- ,

son of analysis results using different shower simulators (confer Sec-

don 6-5.3) finds discrepancies of no more than 10%. Th_:.refore,a :i:5%

uncertainty is attributed to this effect.

4) Photon detection efficiency.The uncertainty of-2.5_ pe_photon leads

to a -7.5% uncertainty in requiring three,photons to be observed.

5) The 22 requirement for the kinematic fit to the _r° mass. The uncertain-

ty due to this requirement is estimated by analyzing D O --, K-a'+a "°

candidates from real and simulated data. In both samples, _t° candi-

dates were obtained by ldnematicaUy fitting ali pairs of isolated

showers. The lr° candidates were subsequently combined with pairs of

oppositely charged tracks to form K-tr +_r° candidates. The beam con-

strained mass distribution of the K-_r+Ir° candidates and the Z2 distri-

bution of the fro fits are shown in Figure 7.20. After the 2'2 cut the
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Table 7.11 The systematic errors on the detection efficiency for D + --->
K*+n:0 ...>(K+n0)_.

, .,.,, , , , I I

" Source Systematic Error (%)
,., , ,

- Charged track efficiency -0.082
,, ,,,,,,, ,,,. , ,, ,

Absence of fiducial cuts -0.082
: ....... ,,

Shower modelling :k0.410
,, ,, ,,

Photon detection efficiency _ -0.615
, ,, , , , ,,, .,,, -----

Z2 requirement for rc° fit -0.205
, , , ,,.,,, ....

Kaon identification -0.492

Mass and signal region cuts :k-0.082
I II I I I I I

Total Error +0.4/- 1.5
ii .,.., ,,.

efficiency in the Monte Carlo was found to be 5% greater than that in
v

the real data. Therefore a -2.5% error is attributed to this effect.

" 6) Kaon identification. The effects of the particle identification cuts on

charged kaons in Monte Carlo data and real data were compared using

K-ff+ff + data samples (see Section 5-5.7). Since the kinematic topology

of the charged kaon in K+z_°ff° is constrained by the M_ requirement,

this kaon identification study included a requirement that the invariant

mass squared of the ft+rf+ system be greater than 1.3 (GEV2)2. The

study found the Monte Carlo to be to more efficient by 12%, and there-

fore a -6% error is given for this effect.

7) Invariant mass cuts, and definition of the W signal region. A 5:1% error

is given to account for the uncertainty in the M_ requirement and pos-

sible tails in the signal distribution.

In "fable 7.5, these errors are summarized in terms of the absolute error on the re-

+0.4% is obtained by adding the biased errors lin-construction efficiency. The total errors, -2.2 ,
Q

early and the remaining errors in quadrature. Quoting bo_ statistical and systematic

errors, the weighted efficiency for the signal is

k[U'd
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Systematic Errors on n b.m3
Several effects which contribute to 1Lhcsystematic uncertainty of the signal cfff-

ciency also introduce uncertainties to the number of DD (Class II) background events.

Discussion of these effects on the backgrounds follows, with the errors given in terms of

the relative uncertainty.

1) Chargedtrack reconstruction efficiency.A relative uncertainty of -4%

is attributed to the uncertainty in the number of events from Back-
t

grounds I and III, and --6% is attributed to the uncertainty in the num-

ber of events from Background II. This results in a total errorof --4.4%.

2) No cuts for the fiducial regions of the detector. Errors of -4% in the

munber of Background I and ][IIevents and --6% in the number of

Background II events propagate to a total error of-4.4%.

3) Monte Carlo modelling of photons in the shower counter. A :t:5%error

is given to account for the uncelrtaintydue to this effect.
m

4) Photon detection efficiency. A--7.5% error is attributed for requiring

threephotons to be observed.

5) The Za requirement for the kinematic fit to the fo mass. Since the back-

grounds also contain a reconstructed fro, a -2.5% error is given to ac-
count for this effect.

6) Particleidentifcation. In the numberof BackgroundI events, the kaon
identificationcriteria for the recoil and the double misidentificationin

the tag contribute an error of -T_%. In the number of Background II

events, the kaon identification for the recoil and the pion identification

for the tag contribute an error of _ %. In the number of Background HI

events, the kaon identificationfor the recoil andthe single misidentifi-

cation in the tag conu'ibutean error of _%. Treating these errors lin-

early, the relative systematic error for the total number of background i,

events is __ %.

2!0
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7) Invariantmasscuts, and definition of the W signal region. A+5 %error

is given to account for the uncertaintyarising from possible tales in the
mass and W distributions.

The following additional sources have been considered in the systematic error on

8) Branching fractions for Do --> K-_:+or¢°,_¢°, K-_x+_r° and K°g+_r-_r°.

The relative systematic errors of the_ branching fractions (20%, 10%,

and 24%, respectively) propagateto a +22% error in the number of

background events.

9) Number of producedD°J9° events. The systematicuncertainty on this

number (:f.2600events out of 27,700) gives a :L-9%error.

911
_
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Table 7.12The systematic errors on the numbex of D D background
events.

-- li i iii

Source Error(#events)
, ,i l lli,

Charged track efficiency -0.009
,,,,,, ,, - = _

Absence of fiducial cuts -0.009

Shower mc_lellmg :N).011
, i,, ii

Photon detection efficiency -0.016

_2 requirement for _o fit --0.005
' , ,,, i

Particle identification +0.013 / -0.025

Mass and signal region cuts i'0.011

Branching fractions d@.046

Nur_ber of D °D° events :N).019
PII

Total uncertainty +0.05 1-0.08
II I

*t

These errors are summarized in Table 7.5 in terms of the absolute error on n b_.

The total errors, _ events. Quoting both statistical and systematic errors, the number of

D D background events is:

nb_ = 0.2|'t'0.07:_ _

Systematic Errors on

To estimate the systematic errors for n bJ,d,,it is assmned the dominant u, d, s event

topology is similar to Background I--D ° --_K-_+_°_ o _o ..# K+_-xo..in terms of the fi-

nal state topology. With this assumption the relative systematic errors on the number of u,

d, s background events follows.

1) Charged track reconstruction efficiency. A relative uncertainty of -4%

is attributedforfourchargedtracks.

212
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.... L., .--_ , .== .... ,

2) No cuts forthe fiducialregionsof the detector.A -4 %erroris given for

fourchargedtracks.

" 3) Monte Carlomodellingof photonsin the showercounter.A4-5%error

is given to accountfor the uncertaintydue to thiseffect.

4) Photondetection efficiency.A-7.5% erroris attributedfor requiring

threephotons to be observed.

5) The_ requirementfor the kinematic fit to the x° mass. A -2.5% error

is given toaccountfor the requirementthat a x ° be reconstructed.

6) Particle identification.Assuming the same misidentilication mecha-

nisms occur as for BackgroundI, a __% uncertaintyis given for parti-
cle identification.

7) Invariantmasscuts, and definitionof the W signalregion.A4-5%error

is given to account for possibletales in the mass and W distributions.

. 8) IntegratedLuminosityfor the _3770) dataseLThis numbercontainsa

4.5%error which directly contributes to the systematic error on the

" numberof backgroundevents.

These errors are summarizedin Table7.5 in terms of the absoluteerroron the (up-

per limit) number of u, d, s backgroundevents; the totalerrors are _. The limit on the

number of u, d, s background events is enlarged by adding the positive error, becoming:

nb.uds < 0.26

7-3.4 Preliminary Upper Limit for B(D +-->K*+_r°)
A second upper limit calculation is performed for B (D+ _ K *+_r°) using the re-

sults of the search for K+%°_°. The likelihood function is shown in Figure 7.10,

maximized for different values of B (D+ _ K*+_°). If systematic errors were neglected,

" B (/9+ ---)K*+_"°)< 4.0%.The systematic errors increase this limit to

B(D +-.->K*+_O)<5.6% @ 90% CL
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Table 7.13'I'ne systematic errors on the number of u, d, s background
events. --

-- III I I i,i I I II

Source Error (#events)

Charged track efficiency -0.009

Absence of fiducial cuts -0.009
-- ,,,,, ,,, ,--. , ,,,,,, ,,, , ,

Shower modelling :!:0.012
. .,,

Photon detection efficiency -0.017
m

_2 requirement for x 0 fit -0.006
, ,,..,

Particle identification +0.021 / -0,041
/

Integrated L_.i.osity :tt).012-- I il__ II I .

Total uncertainty +0.027 / -0.084
i I I

140 ,,-,,_- i I i I --

120

100 _ "

O0
eo

40

2o =

0 - I I ...........
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Figure 7.21 The likelihood function relative to B(D + --, K*+_r°), using
the results of the search for D + _ K*+= ° _ (K+lt-°)_.
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I.lgure 7.22 The [_kelihood function relative to B (D + --> K*+_t°)_ith the
K*+RO+results of the searches forD + -->K*+z ° _ (K°x+)_ ° and D _ --->

(K+n'°)_ "°combined,

" 7-4 Upper Limitfor B(D + _ I(,*+¢=_)
The limits for B (/9+ _ K *+rc°) are improved when the results of the searches for

D + _ K_ ° _ (K°%+)lt° and D+--_ K*+rc° -_ (K+_'°)_ ° are combined. The calculation

is performed with the joint likelihood functiou:

where L(n i,P _:Pi)are the like!ihood functions us_ to obtain the preliminary limits in Soc..

tion 7-2,4 and Section 7-2.4. The likelihood function is shown graphically ha Figure 7,22,

maximized as a function orB (./9+ _ K_Tr°). The dashed and solid curves respectively

show the results without and with systematic errors propagated, and the arrows indicate

• e 90 % confidence levels. If the systematic e_ors were neghgible, B (D + -,) K*+n:°) <

1.8% With systematic errors rids limit increases to
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The separate analysis (Appendix 2), where fully r_onsuucted doubly Cabibbo suppressezt

events are kinematically fitted rather than tagged, yields B (D + ---)E*+a "°) < 11.6 % at 90%

confidence level. That analysis however, only searched for D + --->K*+a "°through K *+-->

K°_ +.
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Conclusions
In a sample of 9.56:!:0.48 pb-l, containing 20300:t:2900+1100 D+D - pairs, the

doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays D + --->K+_-x + (including D + _ K+p °, D + .-> K*°ar +

and D . _ K+n"-_+[nr]), D + --->K+_z° and D + -->K*+a"°have been searched for by tagging

_3770) --->D+D - events. Three candidate events have been found for D + --_ K+f_ +

with an expected background of 1.2_'._±0.4 events. None of the three events favor a two--

body resonant interpretation. No candidate events have been found for either D + _ K+nr°

or D + --->K*+r¢°. The upper limits calculated for the branching fractions are summarized

in Table 8.1. The limit on B(D + .-->K+_-_ +) is found to be consistent with a measured

value of B(D + -. K+nr-rc+) = 0.39._:___:_%, which is obtained through an untagged

" analysis of K+_-_r + presented in Appendix 1. Table 8.1 also contains the results for upper

limits on B (D + -. K+_-Tr+), B (D + -->K+_r°) and B (D + -_ K*+_t°) obtained through inde-

pendent an',dyses presented in Appendix 2, wherein the doubly Cabibbo suppressed de-

cays are searched for by kinernaticaUy fitting, rather than explicitly tagging, the final

states. "llfis second analysis makes no improvement on the branching ft'action lhnits but

does provide a crosscheck of the analysis techniques and background calculations. In this

chapter the limits on the IP 12parameters are calculated and compared to theoretical pre-

dictions, and the conclusions are drawn.

8-1 I nit Caka lksxs ofthe Ip 12 and
Comparisonwith Theory

,p

The ! 12 parameters whose limits are calculated are defined

217
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Table 8.1 Summary of doubly Cabibbo suppressed branching fractions
obtained in this thesis. Ali limits are at 90 %confidence: level.

ii i ____ .......... ,,, ........... t,i t

]
Mode Tagging B. F. (%) Fitting B. F. (%) Inclusive B. F. (%)

, _ 'l ,i ,. | ,, . , • .,,,,. i ,, , , , . - :

K+_-)t + <0.77 <0.78 0.39_i_i_ (> 0.22) .

K*p ° <0.45 - -

K*%t+ <0.68 - -

K+_t-a'+[nr] <0.76 - -

K +a° <0.35 <0.51 -

K*+_t° <2.3 <11.6 -
I ii I I la u ii ....... i i

l
x------

B(D + --) K-;c+Tr+) tan40c

['PKp[2 B(D + --, K+p °) 1B(D+ -) "_Op+) tan40c

1
iPK I,_ ii2 B(D+-_ K+_-'_+[rE])

= B(D+ --, K-a-+x+[nr]) tan4Oc
X =-------

1
B(D+ -'* K+_'°) x--_

IP 'i2 B(D* go,) tan4Oo

B(D+--, g** a_) 1
I_K...12m _,o x ....B(D+ _ 71"")tan40 c

Upper limits on these parameters are calculated by maximum likelihood procedm'es simi-.

lax to those used to obtain the doubiy Cabibbo suppressed branching fractions.

In the case of Ip_._, for example, the joint likelihood function is
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Table8.2 The Cabibbo Allowed branching fiactions used in the
calculations of theiP 12parameters.

........ i ml

n Channel Branching Fraction (%) Reference

, D + -_ K-zr+zr+ 9.1:t:1.3+0.4 24
,,,,, ,, , ,,,, ..... , .. , .... _._

D+_ _op+ 6.9 :t:0.8 ± 2.3 22

D + _ _*ozr+ 5.9 :!:1.95:2.5 22
........ ,,,,,, ,,,, , ,,, • ,,,, , ___. • ....

D +_ K-zr+zr+Inr] 7.2 + 0.6 ± 1.8 22

D+---)_ozr+ 3.2 :t:0.5 ± 0.2 24h

i iii i i I III I I III lp ....... .

L(/lob s, ff ,p) - _(nobs; ]./s+l./b.DD+ldb.,u/s) X

where the notation from Section 5-6 has been followed. The constraint is

i,

=/&agsr/sIPKn:¢12/ft(K-zr+zr+) tan40cC

where/3 (K-zr+zr+) is the true branching fraction for D+_ K-zr+zr+.Here the multivariate

Gaussian distribution _(_; _, V) accomns ibr the correlations between nb._ and

B (K-zr+zr+).The likelihood function is maximized at differentvalues of l _12 and then

integratednumerically to find the 90%confidence level. Systematicerrorsare treated as in

the branching fraction calculations.

The limits on the other Ii512parameters are obtained analogously. Table 8.2 lists

the Cabibbo allowed branching fractions used in the likelihood functions, and tanec =

0.2267 is used in the constraint. The likelihood functions for the six I_12parameters are

indicated in Figure 8.1. The resulting upper limits wi_hsystematicerrors are listed in Table

8.1.
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Figure 8.1 The likelihood functions for (a) lP_= i2, (b) lPKpoj2 (c)
Ip/c,%,l2,(d)I_K,_.,] 12,(e)I_x_l 2and(f)IPr*,,o I".

The measurementI,bKmri2 .,36= 18.3_312'1=4.0and limit I_Knni2 <34.1 areconsistent.

Includedalso for comparisonareupperlimits for I_Knnl2, I_6rno!2and I_r, no12,obtained

by the kinematic fittinganalysisin Appendix2.

Table 8.4 compares the best experimentalnumbers obtained for the six I_l 2 pa-

rameters against, the numbers predicted by Bigi!381The limit on i Pr,to12does not test the

220 r
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Table8.3 The I_12 obtained in this thesis. All limits are at 90%
confidence level, and the limits in parentheses are without systematic
errors.

Parameter Tagging [_ [2 Fitting [_ [2 Inclusive [_ 12
. .,, ,,., ",' _. _ ....

I_xnnl 2 <34.1 <36.0 +3618.3_3_2:1:4.0(> 9.1.)

[_Koo[2 <39.9 - -

I_x,0nl 2 _.92.9a - _

IPx,_,_] 12 <55.3 - -

[Pxno12 <48.4. <68.2 -

IPx,.olz <312a <1610 -
II I II II I I III II I

a. The large errors in B(K *on',) necessitaled that the limits on these parameters be
obtainedby fixing_(_" *°_z*)to B(K *o_) and toB(K.*°If) - c_)B(K*o_), iii theab-
sence andpresence,respectively,of systematicerrors; di_(K*on*) is the statistical
and systematicerrors on B(K*°n*) added in quadrature.

i,

Table8.4 Comparison of the I_[ 2 numbers with theory. Values in
. parentheses are 90% confidence level lower limits.

II IIill I , ,, i ....

Parameter Experiment Bigia
,L , , ,, ' , '"" '"'" ,,, ,,,

I_0x_l 2 18.3_+_3:_+4.0(> 9.1) -

[PK/f[2 <39.9 0.35

I P/t'*%r[2 <92.9 5-11

[PKnnInr]12 <55.3

I,_x_l2 <48.4 3

[px*no[2 <312 12-25
i i i J IIIJ

a, Reference [34].

• small values predicted for it by the model. The limit is also su,"ficientlypoor on Ip_no [2 in

" that it does not address even the large value predicted by Bigi. For IPK_nr] 12no predic-

tions exist, due to the inability of the model to estimate three-body decays. The limits on
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the lP 12parametersfor the f+ff-_ resonant modes areconsistent, but generally larger,

than themodel predictions.The surprisingresultis the measuredc_ntralvalue for [_K_ 12

_ +3 6
- 18.3_312±4.0,with a lowerLimitof I_K_I2 > 9.1 at90% confidencelevel. This is larger

o

than the pl_dicted values both for I_Kp012and for (2/3)×[_K,0_ti2 (the 2/3 arises fromthe

Clebsch-Gordoncoefficient in thedecay of theK*°).

8-2 Comparisons of the Branching Fractions with Theory

8.2.1 BSW Predictions

Further tmderstandingof the apparentdiscrepancy between experiment andtheory

for D+ --->K+It-n:+must be obtained by examining individually the numerator and denom-

inator of the l_ 12parameters, i. e. to study how successfully theory can predict the

branching fractions for the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays and the corresponding

Cabibbo allowed decays. To do this study, this author has calculated the branching frac- .

tions using the BSW model. A check finds the predictions for the Cabibbo allowed modes

to agree with those given in Reference [18].The branching fractions for both the Cabibbo

allowed and doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay modes are expressed, respectively, in Table

8.5 and Table 8.6 in terms of the a1 and a2 parameters, showing explicitly how interfer-

ence enters into the latter class of decays and not the former. The predicted numbers are

evaluated using al = 1.2 and a2= -0.5.

The choice of form factorsis crucial in the model, and those dependencies are also

made explicit in Table 8.5 and Table8.6. Therefore, some study is also made regarding the

choice of fonu factors. The firstcolumn of predicted numbers given in each of the tables is

obtained using the BSW form factors. The second coltunn of predicted numbers instead

uses experimentally measured form factors, in a fashion similar to what was done for the

branching fractions in Table 2.4 of Section 2-2.6. The experimentally measured form fac-

tors, obtained from studies of DO_ If-e +V[65] and D+ --->K*°e+v_26] are, given in Table

- 222
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Table 8.5 Comparison of the theoretical D + Cabibbo allowed branching
fractions (%) with measurement.

i i ii. IIlmlll

, Mode Formula BSW1 a BSW2 b Experiment
i

- '"'" I '"

• _Op+ 24.3 [FD_K(q 2 = m_)a 1
+ 0.73 A_P(q 2 = m_)a2] 2 15.1 16.1 6.9:t:0.8 + 2.3

....... ,, ,,, , ,

_,Ox_ 10.1 [A_'K*(q 2 = m2n)al 0.3 0.01 5.9.'1:1.9 2:2.5
+ 1.66 FD_'(q 2 = m2,)a2] 2

,,,, ,,, ,,

_o_t + 18.2 [F_'K(q 2 = m2)al 3.6 3.1 3.2 2:0.5 2:0.21
+ 1.31FOo_ _(q2 = m_f)a2]2

,, ....... i iiiiim.... . i ii i i i i i i lr

a.Usingthe formfactorsin theBSWmodel,Reference[18].
b. Usingthe experimentallymeasuredformfactors,Table8.7

Table 8.6 Comparison of the BSW theoretical doubly Cabibbo suppressed
, branching fractions (%) with measurement.

iii .... ii

Mode Formula BSWl a Bsw2b ! Experiment
.... ......... " n ,an+0.09+0.09

K+n'-n'+ _ _ _ v.-':'-0.08-0.08
(>0.22)

K+p 0 0.017 [Aff'P(q 2 = m_)]2a? 0.013 0.014 <0.45
• ,,,

K*°= + 0.074[F°'n(q2t1 =m_*)]2a_ 0.014 0.018 <0.68
,,, • ,..... ,,,,,

K+g-n'+[rtr] - - - <0.76
,,,,,, , ,,

K+n"° 0.041 [F_n(q 2 = m2)]2a2 0.031 0.040 <0.35
b- .... ,, ,,, • ,, , '""", "' '"'

K*+g ° 0.037 [F°''(q 2 = m_,,)]2a2 0.040 0.052 <2.3
' I

a. Usingtheform factorsin theBSWmodel,Reference[18].
b, Usingtheexperimentallymeasuredformfactors,Table8.7
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Table 8.7 Form factors from Do _ K-e +re md D+ --_ K*°e+ vr
II I'll I Illl " I I

Form Factor E691 ISGWa BSW b GSc KSd
, ,

FI(0 ) 0.7950.0550.060 0.762 0.7
, , ,,,, J, ,,,

Fo(0) 0.795:0.0550.06 e' 0.762 0.7 •
, ' I "'

A2(0) 0.0+0.2+0.1 f 0.8 1.147 0.6 1.0

Al(0 ) 0.46+0.05+0.05 f 0.8 0.880 0.8 1.0

Ao(0 ) 0.715:0113 +0.09 f 0.8 0.734 0.9 1.0
I I i IIII

a.ReferenceE66].
b.Reference[18]
c.Reference[67]
d. Reference[68]
e.Reference[65].
f. Reference[26].

8.7, where they are also compared with some model predictions. The form factors for D

and p are set respectively equal to those for D _ K and K*, i. e. SU(3) symmetry is as-

sumed.

Examining first the Cabibbo allowed modes, one finds:

1) the theoretical branching fraction for D+ _ K'°p+ is larger than the

measured branching fraction by approximately a factor of two. This

suggests that the theoretical prediction for I_x.0xl2is too small, mak-

ing it somewhat more consistent with the IPgnn 12> 9.1 limit.

2) the theoretical branching fraction for D+ _ _,o_ is smaller than the

measured branching fraction by at least a factor of ten. The reason for

this is destructive interference for D+ _ K*°a+ is strong. When the

measured form factors are used the interference is almost complete; the

errors in fact make the branching fraction consistent with zero. These

results suggest that the theoretical prediction for I_x,o,I2is toolarge,
making it less consistent with the limit I_x=12> 9.1. These results

al,_ suggest that I_x, n0!2 is too large.
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3) the theoretical branching fraction for D+ _ K°a_. is approximately

equal to the measuredbranchingfraction.This result is expected since

D+ --_ K°n* was one of the channelsused to fit the a1and a2 parame-

ters. Due to the denominator,therefore, one thereforeexpects no dis-

, crepancies with IPKno12values.

For the doublyCabibbosuppressedmodes,one finds:

1) the experimentallimits forD+_ K+p ° andK*°_¢+aresufficientlypoor

to test the predictionsfor the branchingfractions.The same is truefor
D+ -, K+_¢° andK*+_°.

2) no predictionsexist forD+ -->K+_-_+[nr].

3) the sum of the preAictionsfor D+ _ K+p° and/t'*°tr+is approximately

a factor of ten smaller than the measuredbranchingfractionfor B(D+
r_,m+0.09+0.09

-..>K+_-_ .+) = u.._=,_.08..0.0$.

• This last effect appearsto be the mainfactor in the largeexperimentalvalues for IP/tax i2.

. 8-2.2 Other Models

For contrast and to be complete, the doubly Cabibbosuppressed branchingfrac-

tions predictedby two less widely acceptedmodels have also been studied.These models

have had less success in describing thefifllbody of charmdata.

Verma and Kamal [69] (VK) have applied a phenomenological nonet-symmetry

_heme to weak charmeddecays. Transitionamplitudes arccalculated fromlinear combi-

tmtions of matrix elements which are categorized according their representationof frj (3)

flavorsymmetry.The contributionsof the matrixelementsto a given amplitudeareparam-

etrize,d by coefficients whose values arcdeterminedby fitting to measured branchingra-

tios. Final state interactions axe accounted for in the g+x ° mode by including/sospin

" phases in the parametrization,and sextet dominanceis assumed in the predictions forD+

. -> K+p ° andK*°tr+.
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Table 8.8 Comparison of the VK and CC theoretical doubly Cabibbo
suppressedbranchingfractions(%)andwith measurement.

'Mode VKa CCb Experiment

_ _ u._:7..0.08_0.08

K+p° 0.007 0.010 <0.45

K*°_ + 0.022 0.011 <0.68
i ,,

K+=-a+[nr] - - <0.76

K+a ° 0.016 0.037 <0.35

K*+x° 0.015 0.022 <2.3

a. Reference [69].
b. l_fe_w,e[70].

ChauandChengff°] (CC)take a similarapproachto the VK model, except the ma-

trixelements are classified accordingtl_>a quarkdiagramscheme.Six matrixelements rep-

resent the external and internal W-emission spectatordiagrams, the W-exchange and

W-annilfilationdiagrams and the two Penguin diagrams. Final stateinteractions are also

accountedfor via isospin phases.

The predictionfrom these modes are given in Table8.6 with the experimentalre-

suits. Here again the upperlimits aresufficientlypoor to test the models, while the large

measuredbranchingfractionforB(D+ -.->g+_-_r +) is not predicted.

8-3 Conclusions
The centralvalue of the branchingfractionfor D+ _ K+=''=+ has been measured

to be more than a factorof ten largerthanthe theoreticalpredictedvalues, and this largely

accounts for a large value for i Pg_ Ia. Five possible phenomenahave been considered

which could enhance D+--, K+=-_+, assumingthe measurementsarecorrect:
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1) The theoretical form factors may not be correct. The effect of the form

factors have been examined in Table 8.5 and Table 8.6. It is unlikely,

however, the form factors are inaccurate by a factor of ten.
m

2) Decay modes other than D+ --->K+p ° and K*°n:+ are contributing to the

" K+_-_ + final state. These additional modes would involve higher

K+n:- or at-n:+ resonances. The Dalitz plot analysis in Section 5-7 pro-

vides some support for this hypothesis; none of the three tagged candi-

date K+g-_r + events are found to be likely either K+p ° or K*°nr +.

3) There may be some unexpected effects in three-body nonresonant

K+_-_ +, where the models fail to provide any predictions.

4) Final state interactions may be, rescattering other decay mode states

into the K+p °, K*°zr+ and K+;r-a:.[nr] channels[.71] Cabibbo allowed

decays produce final states with only an isospin 3/_ amplitude. Phase

shifts, therefore do not affect these decays (confer Section 2-2.4), and

inelastic scattering would have to occur through a 3/2 resonance, which

. is considered to be an exotic state. Doubly Cabibbo suppressed final

states, however, have isospin 1/2 and 3/2 amplitudes. This allows phase

- shifts to change the net amplitudes for these decays, and inelastic scat-

tering to feed in through a 1/2 resonance. Final state interactions could

thus increase B(D + --->K+_r-_r+) while leaving B(D + _ K-_+_ +)

unaffected, thereby enhancing I_Knx 12.Recall that in the 1/nc expan-

sion employed by Bigi, final state interactions are non-leading order ef-

fects, and are thus not included in the leading term calculations. Also,

in the BSW predictions calculated by this author, no corrections are

made for isospin phases since they ,aretuflcnown.

5) Quark annihilation may be contributing. As shown by the diagram in

Figure 8.2, doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays can also occur through a

W-annihilation transition. The amplitude for this process adds to the

usual W-emission process and could therefore enhance the doubly

Cabibbo suppressed decays. As discussed in Section 2-2.4, however,

there has been no compelling evidence for large W-annihilation in the

D Oor the D+s;QCD sum rules suggest that annihilation contributes to
only ,-20 % of D o hadronic width.
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C U '

D*
q

Figure 8.2 W-annihilation in doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays.

One or some combination of the,_ _ffects may increase the widths of doubly Cabibbo sup-

pressed decays relative to the Cabibbo allowed decays.

There is also a chance that the large B(D + --) K+z-g +) andI_x,= 12are reflecting

physics outside the Standard Model[.3'q Before making such claims, however, it is impor-

tant to understand the final state interactions and other long range QCD effects which may

be important for understanding doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays. For this it would be

desirable to obtain predictions based on QCD sum rules, which have been developed spe-

cificaUy to estimate the long range non-factorizable effects.

In conclusion evidence has been found for the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay

of the D + meson in the K+ft-n "+final state. The branching fraction to this state is larger

than anticipated within a range of models which describe these weak decays. In particular,

it was found that B (D + --) K+Tr-:t+) = 0.39_:_:_%, with a lower limit of B (D + --)

K+:r-x +) > 0.22 at 90% confidence level. This corresponds to I 2= 18.3+_]:_±4,0,

with a lower limit of l pxnxl 2 > 9.1 at 90% confidence level.

The significance of this result is similar to that observed for the D o decays to the fi-

nal state K+-g_n ° in the D°-D ° ]nixing analysis of this experiment, discussed in Section

2-3.3. Namely, ff r < 3.7)<10-3 as quoted by E691, then the three S = +2 events obsc_ved

by this experin_nt leads to ]pxnn012> 1.9 at 90% confidence level. The D + measurement

= 228
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presented here lends further support that those lhree events are doubly Cabibbo sup-

pressed as weil.

t.

In more general terms, this analysis should point to the beauty and challenge of

" charnx_d meson decays. Lying between the Ixnurbative and nonpermrbafive re_ in

QCD, the major subproce,s,_ appear to play si#cant roles in influencing and compli-

cating the decay patmms. Any detailed progress in this field will clearly require three to

four orders of magnitude increases in data, and only those exlmrin_nt_ able to measure the

full pattern of decays will succeed in understanding the very elegant lind fundamental un-

derlying physics.



Appendix I

Inclusive Se :ch for D + --->K +cs"

M-1 Introduction

This appendix disc'usscsthe inclusive search pcrfonne.dfor D+ _ K+_-x +. Sec-

tionA1-2 describesthe event _lcction procedure,including lhc cuts to reduce the major

backgroundsD+ -# K°K . --_K°K +.-_ (_+_f-_.4 andD+ --_K-f+x +. SectionAI-3 yields

the results includingthe estimated cfficiencies and backgroundlevels, Section A1-4 pro-

ducts the maximumlikelihood c_culation for B(D + --_K+_-_+), and Section Al-5 pre-

sents the maximumlikelihoodcalculationfor IjJx_ 12.

Al-2 Event Selection
Given an event from the full p(3770) data set, the reconstruction of D+

K+x-_+ proceedsas follows:

• At least threecharged trackswith a good helix fit must bc found in the
event, The tracksmust also bc corrected for energy losses and have a

good _ fit.

• Ali tracksmust have good time-of-flight informationand lie within the

well-modelled region of the time-of-flightsystem:

Icos0{ < 0.76

where 0 is the polar angleof the detector,A trackis given the kaon mass

assignmentff

IATgl < 1ns (~5o') [ATxi < IATxl,

Analogous relations must hold for a track to bc given the pion assign-
rl_nL

23O
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• Tracks are combined to form D+ _ K+_-z_+candidates. To reducethe

combinatoricbackground,thebeam-constrainedmass (Mbeam)is subject-

ed to a 3o'cut aboutthe signalpeak:
a,

. 1.8643 < Mbeam< 1.8743 GcV/c2

as determinedfrom Monte Carlo.

• To remove the background fromD+ -->K°K+, go ...>K 0 ._>_r+K-the

_ invariantmass nmstsatisfy

JMn._-- M_J > 30 MeV/c2

The invariantmass (Mi.v) is then used to studya signal; the signal region is defined by the

2o'mass cut

1.836< Mmv< 1.902 GeV/c2.

• A1-3 Results

Figure Al.1 shows the Mhv plot from the data.A small excess of events is ob-

served above the combinatoric backgroundabout the D+ mass. A test is made to insure

that the excess is not dominantly due to double rnisidentification of D+ _K-_r+Tr+. For a

given track combination, each track is reassigned its mass hypothesis simply according to

its charge; e.g. if the tracks have charge (-++) then the (-) track is given the kaon assign-

ment and the two (+) tracks are given the pion assignments. The invariant mass of the

combination is then recalculated and plotted. The resulting distribution is shown in Figure

Al. 1 where the excess of events is no longerobserved.

The number of signal events is determined by a binned log likelihood fit to a Gaus-

siau function plus a third order polynomial. The fit is perfolmed with the mean of the

. Gaussian fixed at the D +mass, 1.8693GeV/c2, and the width fixed at 0.0166 GeV, as de-

termined by Monte Carlo simulation. So obtained, the number of observed events (no_) is

hobs= 37,15:I2.45:5.5 (A1.1)
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Figure AL1 Invariant mass distribution for inclusive K+rc-_r..
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Figure Al.2 Invariant mass distribution after reassigning track hypotheses
accordJa_gto K-_r+_+. The arrow points to the D +mass.

where the errors are statast]cal and systcraatJc respe_vcly. 'lhc stattsttcal errors are dc-

rived from the parameter fit errors. The systematic error contains the uncertainty in the

back_ound shape.; the nneertainfie,q ari._in_ from varyin_ the fit _nn and the., bin _i7_;
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Table Al.l The systematic errors on the number of observed ff+Tz-_ +
events.

----' I I I II I IIIII Ill I I ......... I

" Source Error(#events)

. Fixed Gaussian mean and width ± 1.3
, ,, ....... _._ - ____.,., , , - ,,,

BackgroLmdshape ±5.3

Bin Size ±0.3

Fit region ±0.6
I ii i ii ..........

Total uncertainty ±5.5
111111I. ' I I I I I1'1 _ I -- . III lilt i ,lJl[Im[lmll

Table AI2 The systematic errors on the detection efficiency for inclusive
K+ff-ff +.

.... I I'1 j

Source Absolute Error (%)

Charged track efficiency -0.7

Particle Identification -1.8

" Mass and signal region cuts ±1.1
,, _s.

Resonant substructure ±1.8
.. II . I I I I IIII --

Total Error +2.1 /-3.3
........... lmi I -- II'l _ . ....

and the uncertainties due to fixing the mean and width of the Gaussian function; these er-

rors are broken down in Table A 1.1.

Al-3.1 Detection Efficiency
The efficiency (tr) for detecting D + _ K+z-a "+is estimated to be

+2
es = 22.0±0.3_3:_ % CA1.2)

The statistical error reflects the Monte Carlo statistics, and the contributing factors to the

systematic error are listed in Table A 1.2.
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AI-3.2 Background Estimates

Above the combinatoric background, the decays D + _ K°K+ --->K°sK+

(a_ff-)K+,D + -+K-_+a'+[nr], and D + _ _.o_+ ..¢ (K-a'+)n'. are expected to contribute

to the signal. The numbers of events from each decay channel i, hb.i, arecalculated ac- t.

cording to

nb.i=nDBieb.i (AI.3)

where no is the number of produced chargedD mesons (= 40600:t:5800±2200), B i is the

branching fraction for the background pr(x_essi (given in Table 5.6), and eb.iis the accep-

tance. Table Al.3 lists the acceptances and the expected numbers of events for the three

channels. The total number of events expected is

IIb = 2.5±0.9_:_. (Al.4)

The statistical error is derived from the statistical errors on nD, B i, and gb.i. The contributr-

ing factors to the systematic error on the total nmnberare listed in Table A 1.4.

The statistical significance of the signal is determined by subtractingn b from nob6

and dividing the result by the sum in quadrature of the errors on nband nob,.So obtained,

the statistical significance of the signal is 2.5G.

Al-4 Measurement ofB(D + -->,K+ ,tr+)
A maximumlikelihood procedureis performed to obtaina measurementfor B (D+

--¢K+_-_+). The joint likelihood function is

z = e,. i,.v)

where :Prepresents a Poisson distribution, q a Gaussian distribution 7,t'a multivariate

Gaussian distribution arid

• hobs---the number of observed events for K+nr-a_.
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Table Al.3 The expected numbers of background events in the signal
region for inclusive D + --oK+Tr-n:+.Acceptances are included.

____.L i ,, tt_ , , , ,iu II III --

" Background Acceptance(%) Number of Events

D + ...>K-nr+ar+[m.] 0.027:]:0.016_:oo_2 n on_.s2+o.__, o.ov_0.44_0.21

O + .-> k*o_r+ ..-_(K-tr+)Tr+ 0.149+0.023_:_s 1.15:1:0.88+_.]:_

D + --->K'°K + --> (n*n'-)K + 0.363+0.052_:_3 0.52:t:0.19__:_
I I I " '1 --

Total expected number of events 2.5+0.9_:_
I II II li I I ,, ,lm, i .. i

Talde AI.4 The systematic errors on the total number of background
evq_ntsfor inclusive K+Tr-K_.

Source Absolute Fa'ror (#events)

Charged track efficiency ---0.07

Particle Identification +0.31 / -0.08

" Mass and signal region cuts :!:0.02

. Branching fractions :£'0.90

Number of produced D +'s .-153.13
-- I II I I ll._ .... NI I II II _ "

Total Error +I.0 / -0.9
.......... I II I I IIII I I

• _ - the true number of D + --¢K+ff-tr + events.

• r/s (es) - the true (estimated) reconstruction efficiency for K+_r-n:+.

• ._ (ni,) -=the true (estimated) number of background events for K+a:-_r+.

" #t) (no) - file true (estimated) number of produced D + mesons.

• _ (b) = the two-component vector of/,LDand/h, (no and ni,).

• V - the covariance matrix (Table Al.5) of n D and ni,.
a.

® es =-the statistical standard deviation on es.

E
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Table AI.5 The covariance ma_'ix for no and nb.
, J,

nD, nb
' ' rli I i I I I i m

no 33o6x 106 -3660.0

n b -3660.0 0.78
I '' i ii, , ,,, ii,

500 ! I I "'m ............

o 400-
O
.¢

• 300-

• 200-
.>
4,_

_m
• 100-
la,,

.... i

0 2 4 6 8 10

B(D + _> K+ 3'n-'tt+) x 10"

Figure Al.3 The likelihood function relative to B (D + --, K +a-z+).

The multivariate Gaussian treats the correlation between nD and nb arising from Equation

A1.3. The constraint is

= POB (K+a -a +)77,

through which the limit on B (K+a-n "+)is obtained. The numbers from Equations Al.l,

Al.2 and Al.4 produce the likelihood function in Figure Al.3, maximized as a function of

B(g+a-a+).

The measured value for B (D + -_K+a -a +) is that value with the largest likelihood,

and the statistical errors are those values where the likelihood has dropped by e '°'s of the

maximum. These points are shown by the arrows in Figure A 1.3. The systematic errors on
_
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B (D . _ K+_-_+) are obtained from the systematic errors on nobs, es, n b and n D propa-

gated in quadrature. So obtained,

" _-B(D . ..... ) 39_i_:_% [F --->K+_'-a '+ = O.i ii I

m

A lower limit calculation, using the likelihood function, finds B (D + _ K+_:-_+) > 0.22 %

at 90 % confidence level.

A1-5 MeasurementofIPx r r 12
TomeasureIPKnnl2_ B(D+-7 K+_-_+)/B(1:)+_ K- u+z+)tan40c,onecouldsim-

plydivide the result for B (/9 + _ K+u-_+), given above, by the published measurement

for B (/9. -->K-ff+_ +) (=9.1+1.3±0.4% [_]) and tan40c.In doing so, however, the statisti-

cal significance for IPK=l2 win suffer not only from the approximately +25% error on

B (/9+ -->K+_-ff+) but also the :t:14% errorfrom B (D + --_ K-zr+_+). The error on the lat-

ter branching fraction arises from the lirniteA statistics in the double tag procedure used in
v

the determination of the absolute branching fraction(24]An improvement is made by ex-

" ploiting the similarities between the two decay modes. Since both decays produce an ali

charged final state with one kaon and two pions, the inclusive K+_rg + analysis procedure,

with modifications made for the charge assignments, can also be used to search for

K-lr+_ +. This approach significantly improves the statistics since events are not fully re-

constructed. Furthermore, since IPKnn12only involves the ratio of the two branching frac-

tions, then

IpKnnl2 _ B(K+n -_+) 1- S×

_ nlt+n-n,/nDeK+n-m × 1-

. = nK+u-mF'K-mm.× 1
nK-_.mEKm-m
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Figure AI.4 hwariant mass distributionfor inclusive K-_r+Tr+.

which avoids the systematic errors from nt) and several common systematic errors from
v

the efficiencies.

The results of the K-_r+_r+ analysis is shown in Figure Al.4. For this analysis the

anti-K° cut is not nexe_saryand therefore removed. The number of events found above

backgroundis 734:1:225:5,where the effects contributingto the systematic errorsare the

uncertainties from varying the binsize (4-1event) and fitregion(4-4events) and the uncer-

tainty in the shapeof the background (4-3events). The number of background events con-

tributingto the peak is found to be negligible.The reconstructionefficiency is estimated to

be 22.54.0.7+__.]%,where the effects contributingto these systematic errors are charged

track efficiency (-0.7 %),particle identification (-1.8%), signal region cuts (:t:1.1%)and

efficiency variationsaccording to remnant substructure (4-2.2%).

A maximtml likelihoodprocedure, separatefrom that used to calculate B (D+ --)

K+_r-x+), is peffonnezi to obtaina measurementfor IpKmrJ_. Keeping with the notation

from SectionA1-4, the joint likelihood function is
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Figure Al.5 The likelihood function relative to I_Kn=I2.

£. = LK+n..n_LK-n_

where

which are subjected to the constraint

#K-_ r/K+_ tan40c

where tan20c = 0.0514 is used.

The likelihood is maximized as a function of IpK¢_[2 is shown in Figure A 1.5; the

" arrows indicate the most Likelyvalue for IPx=l 2 and the points where the likelihood has

- dropped to e'°'5of themaximum likelihood. The systematic effects which contributeto

Ip_=[2 arclistedinSectionTableA 1.4.withtheirassociatederrors.Thevalueobtain_is
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Table A1.6 The systematicerrorson I_g_}2.
mm..... . I I --

Source AbsoluteError
-- ¥,,T ,'=

Number of K+tc-_ events ±2°9
m

Numberof K-tc+tc+events :l:0.1

Level of K+tc-_ background -t-0.5

K+tc-_ mass andsignalregioncuts :i:0.9

K-tc+tc+massand signal region cuts :1:0.9

K +tc-_ resonant substructure ± 1.5

K-tr+tc+resonantsubstructure ± 1.8
__ IIII I 111 I I Ii III .....

Total Error ±4.0
I Illll II I II I I II II j_ ....

IIII

A lower limit calculation, using thelikelihood function, finds IPg_l 2 > 9.1% at 90% con-

fidence level.
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Appendix 2
v

t.

Inematically Fitting Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed .........'
Decays

A2.1 Introduction

Separate to the tagging analyses described in Chapters 4 through 7, an analysis has

been performed for doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays to serve as an additional test of the

prior results. In this analysis, full event reconstruction'is again performed to reduce the

combinatoric backgrounds for the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays. However, instead

of tagging the events, the event reconstruction is done by kinemaficaUy fitting track com-

binations to a set of constraints which describe the topology of a given event hypothesis.

One of the constraints is an equal-mass constraint where events are assumed to be pro-

duced through the reaction

e+e- _ X _ --¢ final state

but M(X), the mass of resonance X, is not required to equal the mass of the D + meson. In

kinematicaUy fitting events, the 2'2which compares the fitted track parameters to the mea-

sured parameters can be used to further determine the quality of a candidate event.

This appendix is organized as follows. Section A2-2 discusses the initial event se-

lection procedure. Section A2-3 discusses the method used in this analysis to estimate sig-

'nal and backgrounds. Section A2-4 discusses the cuts introduced to reduce the known

backgrounds. Section A2-5 shows the results ef the selection criteria on the data and dis.,

cusses the an'a.lysistests that were performed. Finally, Section A2-6 gives the upper limit

" calculations for B(D + -.> K+_r-_r+),B(D + ..o,K+z¢°) and B(D + --->K_tr °) based on this

analysis.
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Eventiecfion

InthisanalysistheD +doublyCabibbosuppresscddecayssearchedforai_

eachreconstructedoppositesevendominantmodesoftheD +:

. K-_,i-ft,+

.

. K.OK+ w

where K°(K °) --¢ Ks° --_ _K- and mr.0 --¢ y?:.The channel K*+/t0, K *+ --¢ K+n ° has been

omitted due the high combinatoric background anticipated from having to reconstruct two

neutral pions. The decays pair to form 21 different final states. The seven dominant modes

am the same as those used to obtain the D + tags (confer Table 4.1).

The initial event sel_tion is performed at two levels, each including a separate se-

lieS of fits. The first level uses loose selection criteria to reduce the event sample size:

• obtain an event with the correct number of charge tracks with an overall

charge sign of zero. The tracks ar_ requiredto have a good helix fit and to

be corrected for energy losses.

242 ,
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• requirethe event to contain at least the _ne number of isolatedphotons
as the desired firudstate. No initial restrictionis made on the numberof

extra showerssince real events with spurious showerscould be rejected.

• combine the charged and neutral tracks to obtain ali possible event com-

binations. No particle identification is imposed, and thereforeali charged

tracks are given both a"and K hypotheses, Ali oppositely charged tracks

are tried as K° candidates, and all isolated photon pairs are tried as ao
candidates.

• kinematically fit the event combinations, imposing the four constraints of

energy and momentum conservation. Combinations are retained for fur-

ther consideration if _ < 50. No mass cuts are applied.

This selection criteriareduces the number of events consideredfor the 21 topologies from

66,8,100to approximately56,800 events.

Thesecondlevelselectioncriteriah_iposcsparticleidentification,stricterK °and

" _ candidatecriteria,and'additionalconstraintstothekinematicfit:

,m

•chargedtrackmasshypothesesmustbeconsistentwithavailableTOF or

dE/dxin,formation.A trackisidentifiedasapionbyTOF iftherncasure-

menthasagoodqualityflag,and

[ATnl< 1.0ns [ATxl< lATx l.

If not identified by TOF, a track is identified as a pion by dE/dx it"the

trr._survmentwas obtained from six or moretrack hits, the track momen-

tmn is less tiron0.650 GeV/c, and

[ AEnl< 3¢5 IAEnl < IAEK t,

Kaon identification is the same but with the zr,and K indices switched in

the above relations. To maximizz efficiency one track in an event:is al-

" lowed ,tobe not identified; single rnisidentifications which can result are

largely cl/minated by the fitting procedure.

require the tracks selected as Kc'candidates to have= • S

=
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lMn_n---Mgol<30MeV/c2

after recalculating the track parameters for a secondary vertex. Recon-

structing the statesKs°n,+_ and Ks°a:+n° must additionally have 1, >

2mm andP (2_,y)> 0.01%.

m

• refitthe event combinations.The conslraint M(X) = M(X) is added, as-

suming the reaction e+e- _ X,_ --_ final state. Events containing K°'s

and/or n°'s are subjected to mass constraints for those resonances. The
p 'event is retained if (_t; no) > 0,02% where nc is the numberof con-

straints (_5).

° following the second level fit,shower tracks selected as gocandidates arc

required to have

Icos0_ _< 0,95

where, 0no is the no decay angle in the n° rest flame. This cut rejects

events where a low energy, spurious shower combines with a shower

from a high energy photon to foma an asymmetric n°. Since n°'s arc

pSckldOlSC'd, lar mesons, they decay uniformly in cos0no, making the cut
95%efficientfor real_'s.

Real events peak at theD +mass in the fitted mass distribution for M(X). The signal region

is defined to be:

• 1.862 < M(X) < 1.876 GeV/c2

These cuts delimit a :t:3tr region about the D +mass peak resulting from the reconstruction

of the Cabibbo allowed final state K-_ vs. K+n'-X- (discussedin SectionA2-5.1).

EstimatingEffitienciesand NumbersofEvents
Uttlike the tagging approach, the fittingapproachcouples the kinematic topologi_

of the two D decays in a DD event a_d therefore requires that efficiencies be determined

individua_y for _e 21 signal topologies and the b-ackgrounds.The number of expected

evellts, ' "_'nij , tor mode i opposite mode j is caiculate0 accoramg to
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where _ij is a Kronecker delta function, no_ is the number of produced DD eventsw,

(= 20,3095:2900:[:1100), B i is the branching fraction for mode i, and e ij is the efficiency

for reconstructing mode i opposite mode j. The factor of 2 - _j prevents double counting

events when mode i is also mode j. The formula is used when calculating signals and

backgrounds.

A2-4 Background Cuts

A2-4.1 CutsforD .--->K+qr-cr +

The M(X) distribution for the seven topologies with D +--_K+n'-_ after the initial

event selection is shown in Figure A2.3. To reduce the known backgrounds--the Class I

backgrounds D+-->K-n*n*,D +_ _.o_ ...>(K-n,)n_ andD +.._ K,OK+;and the Class II

backgrounds (refer to Table 5.1 and Table 5.2)--the following cuts have been added.

The Anti.K°sCut
" This cut is the same as the anti-Ks° cut used in the tagging analysis (Section 5-4.3_).

An event is retained if

• IM.n,_-- Mgol> 30 MeV/c2

thereby reducing the K'°K+ background. For this analysis this criteria removes > 96 % of

the K'°K+wtfichsurvives the initial event ,selection,while retaining approximately 95 % of

the signal.

The Second Level Parlicle Identification Cuts

Since the particle identificationcriteriadiffer between the tagginganalysis and this

analysis, a _fferent _t of second level p,-trticleidentification cuts are introduced to sup-
l,

press the K-_+_z+backgrounds. In reconstructingg'.n_-__,a K +must be identified by TOF

and satisfy

_=_
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Figure A2.1 Double misidentification of D + -_ K-_ when
reconsla_cted as K+a'-n '_. Plots (a) and (b) are PIDToF (see. text)
distributions, respectively, for the K + and a'- tracks identified by TOF,
while plots (c) mid (d) are PIDdEldx distributions for the K + and g- tracks
identified by dE/dx. The solid histograms show the distributions for Monte
Carlo K-ft+g + and the dashed histograms "showthe distributions for the
desired K+g-tr + signal. The arrows indicate the second level particle
identification cuts.

J.

• PIDToF, lC- (ATK+ ATrr)/2 > 0,3 ns

or be identified by dE/dx and satisfy

• P IDd_oa.K=-.(AEK+ AEn)/2Er> 1.5

Analogous relations must hold for a track to be given the pion assigmnent. (Note that a

track with PID TOF.K= 0ns or PID dg/dxa¢= 0 is equally Likelyto be a kaon or a pion.) The

effectiveness of these criteria are demonstrateM in Figure A2.1. These, cuts remove > 93 %

of the K-n'd" background which sur,,ives the anti-Ks° cut, while retaining approximately

62 % of the signal.
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The Topology Cuts

As in the tagging analysis, the major Class II backgrounds are identified by reana-

. lyzing the events for the alternate D D hypotheses. An event is discarded if any of the

• combinations fits to a background topology with

" P(z_t; nO >0.02%

• 1.862 < M(X) < 1.876 GeV/c2

Effectively all of the Class II backgrounds are found to be removed by these cuts. These

cuts retain >99% of the signal when reconstructed opposite a Ks°n:+ tag, 96% when

opposite K°n:+_r-n:-, 98% when opposite Ks°lr+zt°, >99% when opposite K°sK+, and 99%

when opposite K+K-_ +.

A2-4.2 Cuts for D +-_ K+_°

The fitted mass disuibution for the topologies with D + --¢ K+n ° after the initial

event selection is shown in Figure A2.4. Of the five Class I backgrounds found in the tag-

- ging analysis for this charmel, D + _ go_ and D + --)K°K+ with go._¢ KO are eliminat"

ed in this analysis by directly reconstructing the _. To remove the remaining

backgrounds._D + ....>_o_ arid D + --->K°K+ with R ° _ K ° --->ff°a'°, andD + ---)aC.W°--t-

wo "additional cuts are introduced.

The AM Cut

This kinematic cut is introduced to suppress ali three backgrounds by comparing

the unfitted invariant mass (Minv) with the beam constrahled mass (Mt,m_) for the K+g °

candidate. Distributions of AM - Mmv - M_am are shown in Figure A2.2for the three

backgrounds and the signal. The requirement

. • 100 < AM < 120 MeV/c 2

- is found to remove > 35% of the j_o#., > 60% of the K°K+ and > 51% of the a_ back-

_t_usld.s while remhfialg typicMiy 74 % uf the signal.
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Figure A2.2 Distributions of AM - Min,,- Mb.m for the K+_ °
backgrom?ds(a)D + _ _o_, go _ gO .__a.ogo;(b)D + _ _; and(c)
D+ _ _OK+' _o _¢ Kso_.) _oao and for (d) the signal (with ali modes
generated and reconstructed opposite D- -_ K+ff'a'-). The dashed lines
indicate the AM cuts.

.a

The Second Level Particle Identification Cuts
These cuts areessentially the sameas those for K+a'-g+ and are introducedto re-

move the K°a'+ and a+_ backgrounds.In reconstructingK+_, the K +must be,identified

by"[_)Fand satisfy

• PID.roFjc > 0.2 ns

AgainthehighmomentumofthekaonpreventsreliableuseofdE/dxinformation.This

cutremoves,rcslx_ctivcly,> 80% and> 91% oftheffo_anda+a°backgroundswhich

survivetheinitialeventselection,whilcretainingapproximately65% ofthesignal.

A2-4.3 Cuts forD +---)K*+,:r° -->(K°fr+)cr°
The fitted mass distributionfor thetopologies withD+_ K*+a ° --) (K°_')_¢ ° al.

ter the initial event selection is shownin Figure A2..5.Of the seven Class I backgrounds

found in the tagghlg analysis for thischamlel,D+--) ¢r£+, _ --_K ° osKL is eliminated in this
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analysis by reconstructingthe _o. 1"oreduce the remaining backgrounds--D +--->gOp+ .._>

g0(a,+_0), D+ _.>g*og+ _.>(go_.0)_.+ D+ _.>gog+_.O[nr]' D4. __>go_.+_oa,o' D + ...>

" g*°e+ve --->(g%°)e+v,. and g*°l.t+v_ --_(g°_°)l_+Vf-the following cuts have been add-

. ed.

The Dalitz Cuts

These are the same cuts as those for the tagging analysis. In reconstructing

K°_r+_r°, the K°Tr+ and zr+_r° invariantmasses, formed from the fitted track momenta,

must satisfy

• 0.6 < lV_ < 1.0 (GeV/c2)2

• M2 > 1.3 (GeV/c2)2

In terms of the backgrounds, these cuts remove > 97% of gOp+, > 94% of g.o_+, > 91%

. of g°_+x°[nr], > 60% of gon-+n-on,o,and effectivelyali of g*°e+ve andK*°l,t+vm and re-

tains typically 40% of the signal.

The AM Cut

This is the samecut as that for K+_°, targeted for the K'°_+n,°_° background. It re-

moves > 75% of the g°Tr+zc°x°events which survive the Dalitz cut arid retains approxi-

mately 77 % of tile signal.

A2-5 Results

D + _->K +,tr-_ +

Figure A2.3 shows the application of the cuts to the data for K+n'-_. After ali cuts
=

are applied two candidate events remain in the signal region--one with the topology

K-_n'- versus Ks°_ the other with the topology K+_n " versus Ks°__. The former

event is Event B found from the tagging analysis, reconstructed in this analysis with the

" same track combinations and mass assignments; M(X) = 1.8700 GeV/c2 and P (Z_t) =

--- 33.1% tor the event. "lhe second event, displayed in Figure A2.6, was :lot found in the -
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Figure A2.3 The summed M(X) dislTibutions for K+n'-_ after (a) the
initial event selection, (b) the anti-Ks° cut, (c) the second level particle
.identification cuts and (d) the topology cuts.
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Figure/t,2.4 The sumn-_ M(X) distributions for K+_ after (a) the
initial event selection, Co) the AM cut and (c) the second level particle
identification cuts.

tagging analysis, where it h_ been removed by the D°D ° topology cut and would have

otherwise fallen outside the signal region with Mbeam= 1.8761 GeV/c 2 for the recoil;
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Figure A2.5 The summed M(X) distributions for K*+_ after (a) the
initial event selection, (b) the AM cut and (c) the second level particle
identificationcuts.

M(X) = 1.8746 GeV/cz madP (L_t)= 0.5% for this event. Event A from the tagging analy-

sis is not recovered here due to the more stringent particle identificationrequirements used
,i

in the initial event selection, and Event B is lost after failing the kinematic fits with a Z_

ex-ceding 50.

D + .-->K+_.o

Figure A2.4 shows the application of the cuts to the data for K+_. After ali cuts

areappliedno candidateevents remainin the signalregion. One event, with the topology

K+tt° versus K+ff-n'-, is lost from the signal region by the second level particle

identificationcuts; thatevent is displayed in FigureA2.7. The particleidentificationcuts

removed the event on the basis that it had no time-of-flight(or dE/dx) informationfor the

K+ track. The tagging analysis removed this event when the veto cut was applied; no

, showers were found greater than 400 MeV within cosa > 0.98. For this event M(X) =

1.8730 GeV/c2and P (Z_t)= 54.8%.
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Figure A2.6 The K+_t: versusKs°_tftt - candidate event.
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" Fig.re A2.7 The g+a _ signal event (versus K+_) lost to the kaon
identification.
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D + ._>K*+,n.o

Figure A2.5 shows the application of the cuts to the data for K_'n ° _ (K°n+)n°.

After _1 cuts are applied one candidate event, displayed in Figure A2.8, remains in the sig-

nal region. The topology for this event is Ks°_+_ versusK+_. The tagging analysis did .

not find the event because the invariant mass of the K+a'a '- combination is 1.811GeV/c2,

below the lower 1.819 GeV/e2 cut applied by the tagging procedure (the corresponding

beam constrained mass is 1.8672 GeV/c2, which does pass the tagging criteria). For this

event M(X) = 1.8690GeV/c2 and P(Z_t) = 32.9%.

A2-5.1 Analysis Tests

Two series of tests were made of the analysis procedures. The first series studies

the fitting procedure and the initial event selection criteria by searching for the Cabib-

bo-aUowedchannel D+-_ K'-n*n*opposite the seven dominant modes of the D+.The sec-

ond series studies the data reduction cuts by comparing the number of expected events lost

against the observed number lost.

Search for D + -->K-_T +_r +

FigureA2.9 shows the sum of the M(X) distributionsfor K-a+Tr+ opposite K°_ -,

K+x-_, K°Jf_r+n', K°_7_, K°K -, K+K-_, and K+_r- n°. Table A2.1 lists the efficien-

cies for the seven final state topologies and the number of expected events. The total num-

ber expected, 127-t-I4, is in good agreement with 115 observed events. Errors are

statistical only, reflecting the statistical uncertainties from (and correlations among) the

numberof D+D- events, the branching fractions, and the Monte Carlo statistics. No signif-

icant background from charm production is found. The number of u, d, s events expected

is 0.31_:_.

Test of the Background Cuts

Tables A2.2 through A2.4 list the three tests of the background cuts for K +__,
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2

Figure A2.8 The K*+_, K *+_ K°_t_ versus K+a-a - candidate event.
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Figure A2.9 Sum of the M(X) distributions for K-ff+ff+ opposite K°Tt-,
K+ff-a ", K°ff-_+ff -, K°ff-_, K°K -, K+K-_ -, and K+ff-ff-_, with K ° -->
_.

Table A2.1 Analysis test of D + _ K'-ff+_ +. The efficiencies are averages
of the efficiencies for D + -_ K-_+_z+[nr] and D + --> _,o_+ __ (K-_+)_+,
weighted by the branching fractions for the two channels. t,

--- I III i i ii ii

Topology Efficiency (%) ExpecteMNumber Observed Number
'--' '....... ' ......... ";;L '" - ..... .

K-ff+ff + vs. K°ff - 20.5+0.5 8.35.1.2 8
' '" ' .... I

K+n"n " 41.8+0.1 70.35"13.5 64
, , , , ,,,, ,,,,

K°X-_a "- 11.1+0.3 9.3:!:2.1 10
,,,, ..... ,,, , ,, ,,,,

K°n"ff ° 8.7±0.2 11.35.2.7 17

K°K - 18.6±0.4 2.45.0.7 0
, " , ,, ,,,,,,, ,, i ,,,, ,

K+K-a '- 17.15.0.4 7.62:3.5 7

K+_n"_r ° 8.45"0.2 18.0:t:2.6 9
J J I li IIIIII

Total K-ff+ff + Events 1275.14 115
II 11 II '1II _" I I ........ --

be lost for a given cut. For the K+n"_ analysis, good agreement is found between an ex-

pec_d total number of 8.3+ 1.6 events versus an observed number of 9 events. For the ..

K+n ° and K*+n ° analyses, however, excessesare found with the total observed numbers;
:.-
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for K+n ° a total of 1.0_ events are expected while 5 events are observed, and for K*+n °

21..1+ 1.6 events are expected while 31 events are observed. Some or ali of this excess may

" be backgrounds originating from shower split-offs, albedo, and other processes not mod-

. died by the shower simulation. For both analyses the excesses occur largely at the first

cut, suggesting that these backgrounds axe no longea"significant after the full analyses.

A2-5.2 Detection Efficiencies

Table A2.5 gives the 21 detection efficiencies for K+X"n *, K+n ° and K*+a ° -o

(K°rt_)_ opposite the seven dominant D+ decay channels. In determining the numbers,

the decays D + --_ k°_n_'nS", D + -o K-K+n _"andD + --.>K-_Tt+n ° were generated accord-

ing to phase space. The decay D + -o K-_r+_r+ was generated according to D + --->K*°n_"-_

(K-n*)_ and D + .-o K-_n_[nr], since that channel is the dominant D + decay mode; the

efficiencies are weight by the respective branching fractions to obtain the number in the

- table. Also, D + --->R'°_n ° was generated according to phase space when paired with D +

. --> K+n"_ and D + --_ K+n ° but generated as D + -_ g,o_. _.>(goa,,.)r¢o' D + _¢ gOp+ ..¢

J_°(lt*n°), D + .-_ g°_n°[nr] when pah'ed withV . _ K*.n ° _ (K°_)a °, due to the sim-

i' _ri_ in the final stains of those dex:ays. The errors given in the table are statistical and

systematic respectively. Discussion of the latter is postponed until Section A2-5.4.

A2-5.3 Background Estimates

Tables A2.6 tlu'ough A2.8 give the sums of the background levels for the three _ts

of doubly Cabibbo suppressed topologieso Included are the contributions from the u, d, s

background. "Ihe total number of events expec'teA are 1.09:t:0.32_?_, 0.25 _:_:t-.0.05 and

046 +°'_ +°'I4 for K +_r-rc+, K*n z and K*+n°, respectively.• _--0.09-0.16

w
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Table A2.2 The applicationof the backgroundreductioncuts for K+¢-_
as a comparison of the observed numbers of events removed against the
expected numbers.

= ........ ,,,,,,,,
t

Cut Expected Loss Observed Loss

Anti.KsO _ n+l.s 5 "J.W_l.4
...... , ,,, ,, ,, , , ......

Second level particle ld. 2.5_8_ 3

Topology 0.85:0.1 1
• II I I'iil li Iii li i ii "'

"IbtalNumber 8.3± 1.6 9
i i i i iii i lal Ilili .. i I

Table A2.3 Tile applicationof the background reduction cuts for K+_ as a
comparison of the observed numbers of events removed against the
ex _,,,ctednumbers.

IL??--- _ I IIII I , i i i J_ la j.j.

Cut Expected Loss Observed Loss

- 4
Second level particle id. 0.6_:_ l "

ii Ilil II II I III | I I' I I IIIII AIIJII" ' .

Total Number 1.O_i_ 5 o.

lH i i

Table A2.4 The applicationof the background reductic,n cuts for K*+n°
(K°_)_. as a comparison of the observed numbers of events removed
against the expected numbers.

........ I ,1,,, , ,tl , i i i i, i ii 1........

Cut F._ected Loss Observed L_ss
......

.......... Dalitz 20.9±1.6 31

AM 0.24_:_ 0
I II I II II1'1 IIIIIJlll II I I III II . III

Total Number 21.1± 1.6 31
.... i i ..... li , li i bl i ,, "' _,_ I.....
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Table A2.5 Detection efficicncies (in percent) for the doubly Cabibbo
suppressed topologies.

" " " iii IIII iii I I _ .....

K+$-ff. K+a 0 K*+ _¢ Ko,lr+,

Modej _ K°--o _r+a"-.... I II ._ " _

Ko_r.-,K o ...¢_:+_- 12.7+0.3_+_._ _+17 +0.4• 9.9+'0.--119 3.2+0.1-0.s

K+ff-/17- +2113.3+-0.3_214 9.8:t:0.3+-1.7 3.2+-0.1+°'4-0.7
+1

K°_-_+_-,K 0 --_ g+ff- 6.5+0.2..1:_ 5.1 +0.2_? 1.4+0.1_:]
, +10 4.08 +03

K°Tr-_r°, K ° -o lr+lr- 5.2±0.2_116 4.1+0. 1.7+-0.1-0:5I-::2

K°K -, K ° --->lr+_r- 11 +25 + +21 + -tO4•6:t:0.3-211 8.9--0.2-:15 2.6-0.1-0;6

K+K-_ - 10.4±0.3_+1:_ 8.2±0.2+ 1.4 2.4_0.1_']

K+ff-_-ll;o +: 0 +09 1_014+025.1+-0.2_:15 4.5+-0.2_:12 1.2±0,
................. .___. q IIIII Ilqlllll ......... '_' IIII II I I Illl]ll I I

Table A2.6 Sums of the expected numbers of backgrom, d events for D + -o
+ o + o o o +

. K n'-_ opposite K a'-, K a'-ff-, K n"n*K, K K-_,/_ K-, K K-K-, and
K+n'-a'-_, including the contribution from the continuum.

" D Background Number of Events

D + --_ K*On.+ -e (K-a'+)a "+ 0.1X)8+-0.00740'°°3--o.ool

D K-,c*,r*tnr]
D +--4 K-°K+ -> (ff+a'-)K* 0.{)454"0.01_ 40.007-_-0._9

" II 11 ',11111 I III II

Total expected D contribution 0.074:t:0.01°40"°22Jto-0.0:8

Total expected u, d, s contribution 1.02±0.32+__:_
- " i iiiii i iiii II IIII I { . .....

Total expected number of events 1.09:t:.0.32._:_
• m ............ ., , .... = , . ..

A2..5,4 Systematic Errors

The following sources are considered to contribute, to the systenmtic errors given

for the reconsmlction efficiencies and numbers of background events. The errors are quot-

ed in terms of remtwe uncertainty. =-_
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Table A2.7 Sums of the expected numbers of background events for D + -->
K+ff ° op[3osit, K°a ", K+ff-ff"-, K°a'-_a '-, K°a'-_, K°K -, K+K-a ", and
K+Ka'-a% including the contribution from t2mcontinuum.

II_MI I IIII I III I H I III

D Background Number of Events

D + --->g°a'+ _ (rr°a'°)_ + 0.011:t:0.002+0.003

D + --¢ K°K+-_ (x°x°)K + 0.025±0.008+0.007

D +-_ ft+a:0 0.008 _:_1 +0.002
IIII I I I II I I "

Total expected D contribution 0.044±0.010±0.012
[[ [ [i [i lH [ [ [ [ [1[ [ _

Total expected u, d, s contribution 0.20_:_±0.05
- 1[ [ [111 ......

Total expected number of events 0.25_:_:t:0.05
IIIIll Jlllllll I I . , III I " " -

Table A2.8 Sums of tile ext_cted numbers of back:groundevents for D + --,
K_ff ° _ (K°ff+)_ opposite K°ff -, K+ffK ",KUff"_:t -, K°_-_, K°K -,
K+K-K ",and K+ff-ff-a _, including the contribution from the continuum.

, ,,, , ,, ,,.=,,,, Hl I .......

D Background Number of Events
p

D+....>g Op+_ go(_+_O) 0.,_+o.m+o.o51-J-0.02-0.06

D + -_ g*°_r+ -_ (K'°_z°)a:+ 0.092:0.03+0.05

D + --¢ g°_+ff°[nr] 0.14±0.07_1t_
[ v i i ni [[ [[

Total expected D contribution 0.37±0.09_;I_
._ . ,,.,. _L I II . III P I I I I I

Total expected u, d, s contribution <0.28
I ' '

Total expected number of events 0.46_:_:I _

1) Charged u*ack reconstruction efficiency. A -1% error is attributed for

each charged track.

2) The lack of cuts for the fiducial regions of the detector. A -1% error is

attributed for each charged track.

r
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3) K ° vertex requirements. A _+5% error is attributed to topologies with a

Ks°a'+ff-a"_or K°a#w ° final state.

• 4) Photon detection efficiency. A --2.5% error is given for each recon-

structed photon. The decay channels D + _ K-_ # n°, D + ---)_op + .._

' K°(z+a'°), O + --> K*°a'+ _ (K°z°)ar+, and O+--¢ k°z+a'°[m '] produce

a significant proportion of photons with energy below 100 MeV. "Ib to-

pologies with these decays, an additional -2.5 % is attributed, except

when the/_°Tr+ff° decays are reconstructed as background to D +

K*+z o ___(K°z+)zO.

5) Monte Carlo modelling of photons. A _+7% error is given for each pho-
ton.

6) Particle identification. Tracks correctly identified by the first level parti-

cle identification ca'iteriaare given a 5:1% error, except those resulting

from two body decays such as D + --> _off+. Because of the higher mo-

mentum, studies suggest a +7 % error for kaon identification arm a -3 %

. error for pion identification. The second level particle identification cri-

teria introduces an estimated + 13% for kaon identification and a --4%

- for pion identification. For the backgrounds, misidentified tracks are as-

signed +20 % error.

7) Mass cuts and defirdtion of the signal regions. Errors of +1% and -+5%

are given to account for possible tails in the signal and background dis-

tributions, respectively.

8) Fit 2'2confidence level cut. A .+_5% error is attributed, based on studies

of the cut with the K-z+z + test.

The following source applies only to the K+K-a _ efficiencies.

9) K+n'-# "resonant substructure. Variations in the efficiencies for K+a'-a _

due to the possible resonant decays D + _ K+p ° _ K+(g-z .) and D +

--_,K*°rc + ,._ (K+z-)z + are approximately _+7%

• The following additional sources have been considered for the errors on the hum-
_

_ ber of D backgrour_d events.
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10) Branching fractions for the decay pr_esses. Confer Table 4.1, Table

5.6, Table 6.1, and Table '7.1. for relative errors.
/'

,, , ¢ ._Dm ,,li)Number of p't'_:,'_:tu¢/edD events. The error from this

number-20300±29(_)± 1100 events--is ±5.4 %.
,,

p

The following source contributes to the systematic error on the number of u, d, s

background events.

12) Integrated Lumhlosity for the _3770) data set. This contributes a ±5 %
¢ITOL

The tot,'derrorsquotedinTablesA2.5throughA2.8areobtainedby propaga_Ig

biasedcn'orslinearlyandtheremainingerrorsinquadrature.

A2-6 Upper Limits for B(D + -->K+Ir-_'),B(D +-->K+_)
andB(D + -->K*+_ _)
Again a maximum likelihood procedure is performed to obtain upper limits for

B (D + -# K+%-_+), B (D . -. K+_r°) and B (D + -_ K*+x'°). The following notation is used

todescribelikelihoodfunction forthis analysis:

• _ --thetruenmnbcrofdoublyCabibbosuppressedsignalevents.

* gb.DD(nbL//3).ethetrue(estimated)totalnumberofbackgroundevents

from charm production.

• /h,.ua_(nb_s) = the true (estimated) total number of backgrc)_:):sdevents

from u, d, s production.

• hobs* theobservednumberofsignalevents.

" #o_ (n/9/3)= the true (estimated) numbea'of produced D +/9- events.

• fit (bi) =-the true (estimated) branching fractions for decay node i (i =

"I('°tr+", "g-n*n*", "K'°_wn _'', "K°%+x°", "K°K+", "K-K+_ ', and

=

=
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• _, (b) -the vector of ]_DD,the fli'S, and/t/b2)_ (nD_ , the bi's, and nb.D_ ).

• V -- the covariance matrix of the noT), the bi's, and n b.D_.
i,

* Tlsi(Esi) - the true (estimated) reconstruction efficiency of the doubly

" Cabibbo suppressed decay mode opposite decay mode i.

• O'si= the statistical standard deviations on the _i's.

, p - the set of true quantifies.

• /$ -- the set of estimated quantifies.

lik_,,lihoodfunctions used in the calculation of the three limits have the formThe joint " ,','

L'l,nobs,P; P) = ao(hobs;_+/tb.D_+/2b.uds)X

[Hq(r/si; esi, trsi)]:7_f,(_;b, V)ao(tOZb.uas;qO,o.,_)
1

o where ao,C),alad:_frepresent Poisson, Gaussian and multivariate Gaussian distributions, re-

spectively. T!hemultivariate distribution accounts for the correlations that exist among the

number of D I_ackground events, the number of produced D +D- events and the branching

fractions for the seven dominant D + decay modes[._1[611The data for the three covariant

matrices are provided in Table A2.9

The :maximum likelihood fit for a given doubly Cabibbo suppressed mode is sub-

jected to the constraint

= 2/.t/_B s _ r/,i
1

where Bs jisthe branching fraction for the signal channel. The likelihood function is inte-

grated mli,,_neficallyto find the 90% confidence level, and systematic errors are treateA as

" before.
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Upper Limit for B(D +-->K +fr-_'+)

Figure A2.10(a) displays file likelihood function for B (D + _ K+_-_ +) without

• (dashedcurve)andwith(solidcurve)systematicerrorsincluded;the arrowshldicatethe

. 90% confidencelevels.Withsystematicerrorsneglected,B(D + _ K+_r-g+)< 0.51%.

The systematicerrorsincreasethislimitto
-- u- III lllflII II

Upper Limit for B(D + -->K+fr°)

Figure A2.10Co) displays the likelihood function for B (D + --7K+_°). With system-

atic errorsneglcctcd,B (D+--,K+tr°)< 0.35%.Thesystematicerrorsincreasethislimitto

i " ' ....... _1 illf-- __ -- __ -- Z--

Upper Limit for B(D +--->K*+v;r°)

. Figure A2.10(c) displays the i!likelihood function for B(D . -_ K*+g°). gVzthsys-

tematic errors neglected, B(D + --_ K*+_ °) < ?.4%. The systematic errors increase this

limit to

.... iii_- LE_ II Hl IIIII [IIIII

_ --" I dlL -- I -- lp --._ I I I

A2-7 U_Limi_for Ipx=,+,TI2, Ipg_12 and Ipx._! 2
The nmximumlikelihoodV,ocedureperformedto obtainupperlimits for the

branchingfractionsisaJsousedtoobtainlimit+onI_x=l2,I_r,,o12a.dlPr*,_12.The

constraintfor agivendoublyCabibbosupp,es+edmodeismodifieAto

!

whereI_.ADisthemac branchingftactionforthecorrespondingCabibboAllowedmode.
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Upper Limit for IpK_r_rI_
Figure A2.10(a) displays the likelihood function for I_j:_l 2. With systematic cr-

rors neglected, I,ornnl 2 <22.2. The systematic errors increase, this limit to

36,0@90%CL [

Upper Limit for I_K: 12

Figure A2.10(b) displays the likelihood function for I_x.o 12.With systematic er-

rors neglected, I Pgnoi2 <43.2. The systematic errors increase this limit to
li

E[ P.K_!2-_68,2"@ 90% 07',. I
UpperLimitfor i_x,: !2

Figure A2.10(c) displays the likelihood function for I_r, nol2, With systematic er-
.i , i, -- .2 • r,, +._

+ tots negtecteo, i PK*n°l < .tu_. t ne systematic errors increase this limit to-
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Appendix 3

N

The SLD Liquid Argon Calorimeter t

A3-1 Introduction

The SLAC LargeDetector (SLD) [72], shown in FigureA3.1 and Figure A3.2, is the

second high energy physics detector to study the physics of the Z ° vector boson at the

StanfordLinear Collider(SLC) (theMarkII being the first).Designed specifically for the

SLC physics program,the SLD is comprisedof five majordetectorsubsystems: an inner

CCD vertex detector,a conventionalwire driftchamber,a CherenkovRing Imaging De-

tector(CRID),a lead liquidargoncalorimeter(LAC), anda warmironcalorimeter(WIC).
i

The LAC and WIC systems provide calorimetryover 95% solid angle with fine

segmentation, good energy resolutionand uniformityof detectorresponse. Together the

two systems aredesignedto fully containthe energyof a Z° hadronicjet, with 85%of the

energy in the I.AC alone. Thischapterdiscusses the overalldesign of the LAC, including

the readout electronics anddata acquisitionsystem.

The Design of the LAC
To optimize electromagneticand pion-electron ,_reparation,the LAC has been de-

signed to fit inside the 0.6-_-thick aluminumsolenoid coil. The LAC is divided mechani-

cally into a barrel section, whichextendsradiallyfrom 1.77 metea'sto 2.91 meters from the

beam axis, and two endcap sections, which close the ends of the barrel at :t:2.76 meters

from the interaction point to :t:3.61meters. Together the barreland endcapscover 95% of

lhc solid angle wi0] electromagneticandhadroniccalorimetry.

4".'['hi._...._nne.ndiYrr.......lara_Iv_,.-_fnllnw__ r--_--nAnPT_._nr--r_finn fc_rmlhlir_l_urminNnrl_r IneIT,rn_.me_nd MP21_qu4e

by the Liquid Argon Calorimeter Group in the SLD Collalmmtirm.

-
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Figure A3.I Isometric view of the SLD.

A3-2.1 The Lead-Liquid Argon Design
Situating the calorimeter inside the magnet coil was made possible by designing it

as a liquid ionization sampling detector. Liquid ionization detectors (LID's) were pio-

neered in 1974 by Willis and Radeka at Brookhaven! 73]LID's generally consist of high Z

material (the radiator) sandwiched between a liqttid ionizing medium (the sampling medi-

um). Particle showers dev,'lop largely in the high Z material and deposit a fraction of their

energy by jionization in th_:liquid, from which the deposited charge is collected and read

out, The advantages of liquid ionization devices are[74]: (1) a liquid sampling medium al-

lows for a compact device; (2) ionization chambers can be finely segmented arbitrarily to

" provide good position resolution and information on shower development; (3) _nsifivity

. is uniform over the whole detector volume; (4) simple high-precision charge-sensitivity
---I:L--,J-_ : ..... "LI_. rJr_ ._., .....

l,d) Uia.llOl2lUOli i_ _I211)11_."_ 1 .--_ t,¢CLtUlaUUll X_ JJU_IUI£;_
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Figure A3.2 Sectional view of theSLD

The sampling medium chosen for the LAC is liquid argon. Several properties

make liquid argon a good rnaterial for the liquid sampling medilma: (1) it is chemically in-

crg (2) it is dense (1.4g/cre2) and radiation resistant; and (3) it does not attach electrons.

The disadvantage with liquid argon is that it must be maintained in a liquid state and,

therefore,must be contained in a dewar insulated at the liquid argon temperature of 86°K

and at a few psi in pressure.

The choice of radiator was made with the design goals for an electromagnetic en-

ergy resolution of 8%/_ and for the best hadronic resolution obtainat ,tcwithin apprord-
•

JI mately three interaction lengths. A series of prototype tests[1slwere performed to find the --
= r_--

:=_=

=
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Tab--_eA3.1 Results of the energy resolutions on the four prototype devices
as de_ed from test heronsof 11OeV/c and from the Oak Ridge Calor
simulation (HEFC_GS/MORSE).

................... """ , , ,_ , _.._ ........... J , 1,tj • .... , ..

onEn ffnl E_ elh elh
• Test Devices

(data) (MonteCarlo) (data) (MonteCarlo)
' " " . ,, , : • i ."- I ! , - .... ,tL

Pb 0.187 0.21 1.2A 1.28
, ,,= , i,, .......... =ml t , ...... ,,11- : - -. =,.,,oN

U-Fe,,Ol0 0,184 0.19 1.26 1.27
........ a. ... ......._..... ...... :. .. , • , ,i , , i ,, ,,l,,, , i. ., , .

U-Pb 0.214 0.20 1.17 1.30
........ . • ,,1 11 • I , . . _.... , .,

U-U 0.182 0.18 1.10 1.14
,.. . . ,. , i [11 [ ,. I

besthighZ radiatormaterialandsmnplingdi/llenSriOrns.Thepe_orllll_Ce offourprototype

dcvic_werestudiedatSLAC wit/)3toIIGeV/celectronandpiontestbeams,whereem-

phasiswasplacedontheissuesofcompensation,energyresolutionandc/_rresponse.The

radiatormaterialusedintheprototypesandacomparisonofthetestresultswithdetailed

MonteCarlosimulationsaregiveninTableA3,1.BasedonCERN studiesbyWillisand
=,

Fabjan on uranium-scintiUaterdev_e_ 76l the originalintention was to use a mixture of

anduranium for the radiator in the LAC. lt was hypothcsizt_dthat, with uranimn, en-

ergy normally lost to nuclear breakup can _ "compensated" by the presence of nuclear

fissionproductsredepositingenergyintheseasitivemedium;thedetectionofotherwise

lost neutrons amplifiesthe signal fi)r hadronicshowers. However the results fromboth the

simulation and beam tests show "hat the U-Ph radiator does not performsignificantly bet-

ter than pure lead, The simulation tests suggested that compensation with uranium only

works effectively with scintillating devices, where thepresence of hydrogenallc)wsfission

neutron energy to bc efficiently convened to measurable ionization by elastic scattering

reactions. Similar processes are not availablein liqmd argon. 'lhc other aspect of "com-

" pensated"calorimetryissuppressionoftheelectromagneticshowerfluctuationsina

- Mdmriic shower,High Z n_,tefials are best suit_ for this as weil. These,studies and test

results _ercfbre prompted the choice of lead for the LAC radiator.
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Table A3.2 The lon_tudinal structureof the LAC.An EM cell is defined
as: 2.0mm PI),2,75mmAs',2.0mm Ph, 2,75mm At, a HAD veal is defined
u: 6.0mm Pb .2.75mm_, 2.0mm Pb,2.75mm _a"
ii i i . ,,,, i ii , it.--

Barrel 7,o A Nmnbcr Integral integral
and per per of

F.ndcaps cell cell cells Zo A
k

EM Section 1 0.75 0.030 8 6.0 0.24

EN Section 2 0.75 0.030 20 21.0 0.84

HAD Section 1 - 0.077 13 - 1.84
: ...._ ............. , ....... i - -- J -- :_ ....... _--

HAD Section 2 - 0.077 13 - 2.84
--_ lill I . . I, ,

A3-2.2 The Tower Design
The LAC provides approximately 21 radiations lengths (2o) of electromagnetic

ca_ozisr_tryand 3 interactionlengths (A)of hadroniccalorimetry.In both the barrel and

endcaps the radiator-samplingstructures of the electromagnetic (EM)and hadronic

(HAD)sectionsam similar.In theEM sections,planesof2mm thickleadsheetsarealter-
,N

hatedwithstrmller,2rmnthickleadtiles.Thesheetsandtilesareseparatedby2.75mm

gaps,whichprovidethevolumefortheliquidargon.Connectedelectricallyinparallel,the

leadtilesdefineatowergeometrythatprojectstotheinteractionpoint(seeFigureA3.2).

FortheHAD section,thetowerstructureislongitudinallythesameasthatfortheEM, ex-

ceptfor an increase to 6mm in thetileandplatethicknesse,s.Both EM andHAD sections

arcsubdivided in depth to supply information on longitudinalshower dcvclopmenL These

subdivisions are refctTextto as EMl, EM2, HAD1 and HAD2,.TableA3.2 details the lon-

gitudinal structureof the towers°'Ihe EM section has a ,samplingfraction of about 18% of

the deposited energy and an expected inuJnsic energy resolution of about 8%/.lE. The

HAD section has about a 7% sampling fractionand, when combined with the WK;, is

ex_ toachieveanaverageresolutionofabout60%/,/E.Thereadoutstructureofthe

towersisdiscussedinSectionA3-2.6.
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Towers are se,gmented transversely to provide a constant projective area with re-

spect to the interaction point. This scheme was chosen so that the energy collected would

- be the same for each tower, providing z-independent resolutions in shower position. The

. barrelisscgmenteMazimuthallyinto192eloctromagnetictowers,withopeningangleE@=

33mr.and96hadronictowers,withopeningangle_- 66mr.Inthepolarangle,78divi-

sionsinthebarrelelectromagneticsectionvaryinangularsizetoprovideconstantproject-

cdarea;theopeningangledecreasesfrom80= 36rr,:at0 = 900to(_= 18mr at0,_5:35.o

attheendsofthebarrel.Inthehadronicsection,toweropeningan#csarctwiceaslarge.

Intheendcapstheazimuthisdividedinto192scgt_ntsattheouterradius,buttheseg-

mentationdecreasesto96 andthento48 atsmaUerradiitomaintainanapproximatecon-

stantprojectivearea.Seventeensegmentsin8continuetheconstantareaprojectiondown

to 8°.

A3-2.3 The LAC Modules

Assembly and testing of the calorimetta"was simplified by constructing it in sub-

- units or modules. The division of the barrel is tinge modules in z (one central module, and

two end modules) by two modules, radially (one EM and one HAD module) by 48 mod-

ules in ¢. The endcaps are each divided into 16 modules in ¢, with the EM and HAD sec-

tions together in each module. Table A3.3 summarizes the number of modules and towers

for all parts of the LAC.

Figure A3.3 shows the general designs of thc barrel EM and _ modules. An

EM module has an aluminum base plate at the irmcr surface followed by the alternating

layers of lead tiles and plates. Plastic spacers separate the plates and files. Aflex the last

plate is a copper clad GI0 PC board, which provides the passive elemsnt,s for carrying

charge from the module towers to the front-end electronics (Section A3-2.6). On top of the

" PC board is an aluminum plate with regions cut out to provide space for the PC board cir-

- cuit components. Stainless steel bands, 1.25 crn wide, strap the assembly together. The
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'l'ablp A3.3 Module and tower counts for the LAC

EMl EM2 HAD 1 HAD2
.... ...... Barrel Number

Channels Chamlels Channels Channelsand of Sum

Endcaps Modules per per l_r perMedule Module Module Module
_±± , z .t _]Z_L : _.' I J_ • . t "' - ,,, , ', 'l .' ' "'"', L ,,,,_ ._ .,._......... .. ......

C_ntral Barrel 48 112 112 24 24 13056

End Barrel 96 84 80 20 18 19392
,.mp : - N,K_m.,,,.,..,N ,, ,,,,,, , ,,,,,j ,, _. ,,, _ , ,,

Total Barrel 288 13440 13056 3072 2880 32448
J __ I _ i__ ii Ii I I ii I HI I i' _ itil ___ Ii ___. II I il ii

EndCap 16 117 105 27 21 4320
t i,i ....

Total Endcaps 32 3744 3360 864 672 8640
iii i |iiii i i . i ,= i ' _ llllli II ,, ii,,,

tension is distributed throughout the stack by spring bars on the aluminum plate above the

PC board and by the plastic spacers throughout the stack.

The _ of a barrel hadronic module is similar. Starting from the outer sur-

face, an aluminum mongback is followed by a PC board, then alternating layers of tiles

and planes separated by spacers. Stainless steel bands strap the stack together.

Figure A3.4 shows the gene_.l design of the LAC endcap modules. These modudes

contain both the EM and HAD radiator _,_. An endcap module begins at the outer z

surface with an aluminum StTongback,referred to as the "shoe". Alternating layers of le_l

tiles and plates follow, and a 1/4" thick aluminum "top plate" ends the slnic'tute at the in-

ner anface. Located after each of the four longimdin_ reaztout sections, EMl, EM2,

HAD l, and HAD2, are the endcap PC.boards. The entire assembly is stra_ together by

stefl bands. ?,.; the inner and outer radial surfaces, two straight aluminum support bars

align the tiles and plates along Z.

A3-2.4 The Mechanical Support Structures

To maintain the liquid argon temperature of 86 °K, the bmel andend_p calorime-

_'s are housed in separate dewars consisting ,ofan inner argonvessel and an outervacuum

T?4
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12-90
" 6782A5

FigureA3.3The barrelLAC modules. ,

vessel.Bothvesselsarcconslzuctcdfromaluminum.The argonvesselcontainsandsup-

portstheliquidargonandleadradiatorstructure(atotalof-750 tons),whilethevacuum

vesselprovidestheinsulation.The vacuumvesselisdesignedtohandlenotonlythenor-

malvacuum loadbut'alsotheweightoftheliquidargoninthecventofa willfromthein-

nervessel.The barreldewarissuspcndexlattheendsbyslingsfromthesupportarchesof

theSLD,whiletheendcapdewarsaremountedtothedetectorend-doorso

The "barrelargonvessel,abouteightmeterslong,isd/videxlintl_ccequalsections

alongZ: one centralandtwo endsections.The _tions arcseparatedby two aluminum

annularrings,orwashers,whicharcweldedtotheinnerwalloftheargonvessel.These
a.

washersserveasstiffenersforthevesselandmountingsupportsforthcbarrelmodules
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Figure A3.4 The endcap LAC modules.

describedabove.On thewashersandthevesselendplatesareequallyspacedradiallyori-

entedguiderailswhichalignedthemodulesduringinsertionandprovidesomeor"thesup

port.The el_tmmagneticmodulesareboltedbytheirendplatestothewashersanddewar

walls. Each electromagnetic module is also fastened to the inner vessel wall by a bolt at

the center of its base plate. The hadronic modules are bolted to the washers and dewar

endplates by finger on the strongbacks which extend over the outer edges of the washers

and endplates.

The endcap argon vessels can be, thinned by the additional support provided by

sixteen, 2crn aluminum rods arranged azimuth_ly. The rods tie the inner and outer faces
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ofthevessel,together.Theendcapmodulesthemselvesarcdoweledinsidetheargonves-

sel,tocarrytheshearload.

A3-2.5 The CryogenicSystem

The refrigerantfor the LAC is liquid nin'ogen.A detailed schematic of the cryo-

genic system is shown in FigureA3.5. The barreland endcap sections form threedistinct

unitstofacilitatethecontrolanddistribution.Separatedistributionsystemsareprovided

fortheliquidargonandtheliquidnitrogen.

Theouterargonvesselwallofthebarrelcontains60KW ceramicheatersand11

seriesoftubesandmanifoldsfortheLN2coolingsystem.Thecryogeniclinesfortheliq-

uidargonpenetratethebarrelvacuumvesselradiallyattheendsofthecylinderandcon-

tinueintotheargonvesselthroughtheendplates.Intheendcapsthelinespenetratethe

vesselsthroughthebackplates.

" Theargondistributionsystemconsistsofa50,000literstoragedewarwithanas-

. sociatedliquidnitrogencondensersystemfortemperatureandpressureregulation.A

smaller300litertank(timArgonHeadTankinFigureA3.5)suppliesthedetectorwitha

referencepressureforthegasphaseoftheargon.

Thenitrogendistributionsystemconsistsofa I00,000literstoragedewar,which

suppliesLN2 tothecoolingloopsweldedtotheoutsidesurfaceoftheargonvessels.The

temperatureoftheLN2intheloopsisregulatedbythenitrogenpressurevialiquidhydro-

staticheadorexhaustvalvebackpressure.

TheprocessofcoolingdowntheLAC involvesinjectingcoldliquidnitrogeninto

theargonvesselcoolingloopswhilealsohavhlgtheargonvolumefilledwithheliumgas

toprovidegoodheattransfer.Tominimizethermalstresses,thenitrogenispulsedthrough
D

the loops every fifteen minutes and allowed to vaporize.Fromroom temperature,cooling

- typicallytakessevendaystoreach100°lCTheheliumisthenpumpedout,andargongas

isintroduced.The condensationandvaporizationofthegasfurthercoolstheinternal
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Figure A3.6Thecircuitof asignalhighwayboardfora LACmodule.

m

structuredownto -86 °K.Whentheliquidargontemperaturehasbeenreached,thevessel

- is filledwiththe liquidargon,andthe coolingloopsarefilledless frequentlywith the liq-

mdnitrogen.Refxigerationis thenideallymaintainedby the removalof heat throughthe

vaporizationof the liquidnitrogen.Thetotalthermalloadis approximately1000watts.

A3-2.6 Electrical Interconnections

Signal Connections

In thebarrel,EMtowertilesaregangedtogetherelectricallybyprintedt, ...._sona

Kaptonsubstrate,with pigtailwiressolderedbetweenthe tilesandthe traces.Thetraces

carrythe signalsupthesidesof thetowerto the PCsignalhighwayboalds.TheHADtow-

ersarewireddirectly.

The basic circuit of the PC signal highway boards is shown in Figure A3.6. ThesetD

boards transfer the signal from a LAC tower to the cabling which leads to the front-end

electronics outside the cryostat. A highway board has a high voltage bus which provides
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the towers with the 1.5KV DC bias voltage. A board also has traces to transfer the signal

from each connected tower to the teflon ribbon cables which carry the signal to the

fTontend electronics. The signal traces are ac coupled to the frontend preamps by a set of

two or four blocking capacitors. These capacitors isolate the preamps from the high volt-

age, which gets applied to the tower tiles. The capacitors have values ranging from 1.Shf

to 28 nf to provide at least four times the tower capacitance at 86 °K. Each trace also has a

300M_ high voltage resistor and a 3 M_ bleeder resistor.

From the PC board the signals are transported by 26 and 34 conductor PTFE Te-

flon ribbon cables with alternating signal and ground wires. The cables nm along the top

of the module to printed adaptercircuit boards ("transition boards"), which are mounted to

flanges on the inner wall of the dewar endplates. The transition boards transfer the signals

outside the dewar via 55-pin connectors plugged into hermetic feedthroughs in the flanges

on the dewar walls. Through the vacuum space between the inner argon vessel and the
h

outer vacuum vessel, the signals are carried by lm of 0.0126 Nickel Alloy 180 wire with

polyurethane coating. These wires are connected to D-style feedthroughs which transfer

the signals _rectly to the front-end electronics mounted on the opposite side of the walL

In the endcaps, tower tiles are connected via a wire that runs perpendicular tlu'ough

thetilesand groundplanes.The wiresaresolderedtothetilesbutinsulatedfrom the

groundplanesby nyloninsulators.Thesewirestransferthetowersignalstothesignal

highwaybo_n_Is,whicharefunctionallythesame asthebarrelhighwayboards.Beldon

Teflonribboncablescarrythesignalsfromthehighwayboardstotransitionboardslocat-

edonflangeson thedewarwallnexttotheshoe.Thetransitionboardsroutethesignalsto

55-pinconnectorspluggedintofcedthroughsintheflangesontheargonwall.Thebalance

ofthesignalpathisthesameasthatfor)hebarrel.
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High Voltage Connections

In the barrel and endcaps, a two layer composite of Teflon-insulated wire is used to

. transfer high voltage to the towers through the vacuum space and the argon. The high volt-

age is transferred through additional feedthroughs in the vacuum and argon dewars and is

distributed to the towers via the signal highway boards. In the barrel, one HV line supplies

1 modules) while in the endcaps, one line supplies high voltage tohigh voltage to 2×(1_

two. To prevent total module failures, connections inside the argon are made redundat_t.

The Argon and Vacuum Flanges

In the barrelthe argon and vacuum vessel endplates have 24 flanges, each contain-

ing fifteen feedthroughs for the electrical signals, two feedthroughs for the high voltage

and one feedthrough for thermocouple and RTD instrumentation--a total of 18

feedthroughs. Signals from the central modules are divided in half between the opposite

ends of the detector, so each flange serves effectively 6 modules--two end electromagnet-
.t

ic, two end hadronic, two half central electromagnetic and two half central hadronic. The

. 12" argon flanges are made of the same aluminum alloy as the vessel, while the 16" vacu-.

mn flanges are made from stainless steel.

In the endcaps the vessel backplates have 16 flanges, 6" in diame_r. The endcap

flanges contain only four feedthroughs each but are grouped in units of four to correspond

functionally to a barrel flange.

A3-3 The LAC Front-end Electronics

This section discusses the architecture of the electronics which receives the signals

from the LAC towers and performs the initial on-line data processing. Also described are

results from performance tests of the electronics in the ]ab and on the detector.
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Table A3.4 Tower capacitances and preamplifier electronic noise values.
' III m ' I I _ -- I . I___ II 21r I1[I ....

S/N
Tower Electronic Mim'mum Minimum

Capacitance Noise Ionizing Signal Ionizing

Cn_ Cmax Crnin CmLx (e') Cnun Cm_
(pF) (pF) (e-) (e)

EMl 250 450 3('g)0 3200 150000 50 48

EM2 1000 1800 3900 5400 450000 117 84

HAD 1 3200 4900 8500 1.2500 300000 35 24

1-2 4400 6300 11300 16000 300000 27 19
_JJll I I _ __ ----. I I I I I I --

A3-3.1 The Architecture of the Front-end Electronics

General Considerations

Because the liquid argon medium provides no gain, the charge signals from the

towers must be amplified. An_lification, however, introduces elecu'onic noise which can

effect the energy measurement resolution. Conventionally! 731[741the signal-to-noise ratio

(S/N) is improved by introducing an n: 1 transformer which matches amplifier input capac-

itance to tower capacitance. The noise in such devices goes as 4_d, and S/N improves by a

factor of 1/n. Disadvantages in using transformers, however, are: (I) they are large and ex-

pensive; (2) they can also contribute noise; and (3) they cammt operate in a magnet/c field,

therefore requiting more cabling which can lead to additional capacitance and noise. Since

tower capacitances are small, it was therefore decided not to use transformers in the

prean'_lification circuits for the LAC. Sufficient S/N values were obtained with charge

sensitive preamplifiers providing 0_1V/pC gain. Table A3.4 summarircs the capacitance of

eight different calorimeter towers and the associated noise.

"lhc LAC electronics contain some unique architectural designs features. Without

transformers the electronics are able to be mounted directly onto dewar and operate within

the magnetic field, avoiding the problem of extra cabling. The control and readout signals

are mldtiplexed, further reducing cabling requirements. The preamplifiers are turned off
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Figure.A3.7 Blockdiagramoft_cLAC front-_ndelectronics.

_tween the long (.8.3ms) be.am-crossings to reduce power consumption. The data is con-

vcr_cl from electronic to optical after the digitization.
i.

Figm_eA3.7 lays o,ma simplo block diagram of the ¢lec_oaics. Ptocos,l_ingof a s[g,-

nal. pul_ involves pre_m_plification, shaping, dual gain post-amplification, ,_ampling and

storage, digitization, seaialization, _nd optical conversion for te..ad,ou_

The Tophats

The fron.t-cndelectronicsarcinsta_,ed dixectl.yonthe,fec,dth_oughsof_e vacuum

vesselflaagosi,nunitsrefcnvAtoas"tophats"'.A barreltophatconsistsofaprintedcircuit-

ed mother board enclosed in a al_lLI_um cylinder, 41 cm in diameter, 13cm in height. The

eaclosureprovi,desmechaaicalp_tectionandctec_c_ stficldiz_gforthevariouscompo-

nentsandalso_ts asaheatsink.withc:l_led watercixculasaxlthroughrobingaroundthe

t_se.TI_ e,adoaptop,hamaremccha_callyd_ffexe,ntdu_ tothediff_,i_gflange_angc-

, n_nt,buttheyaref_actionallyidonticaltothebarr_ltop,l_ts.,"l'h,ct_area tot_of48

toph&tsonth¢batrol(otecpeaflange)m'_d& tophatsoneach¢adcap(one,pe_flangegroup).,

Ban_ltoph_tsproc,es_atotalof720 chamoiswhiled_etrod,captophatsprocess576.
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Figure A3.8 Layoul of the electronicsfor a LAC tophaL

FigureA3.8 shows the layout of the electronics in a barrel tophat. Each tophat con- =,

mius: (l) a controller board;(2) a powersupplyboard;(3) a cryogenics/monitorboard;(4)

an,analogue-to-digital(A/D) board;and(5) 15daughterboards.Thedescriptionof these

componentsfollows.

The Controller Board

This boardregulatesriteoperationsof _e variouscomponentsof the tophaLlt in-

_erpretsandexecutes commandsreceivedfrom a ,FastbusTu_ng andControlModule (re-

fcr to Section A3-4). The colT_mds, for example, specify the run mode (normal or

calibration)or a DAC voltage for calibration.The controllerboard also receives anddis-

tributes_ning signals for thevarioustophatcomponents.

The Cryogenics/Monitor Board
Thi'sboard extractsvariousstainsparameters of thecalorimeterandtophatcompo-

nents, including power supplyvoltages andcurrents, temperaturesandliquid levels inside
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the _ryostat (via the instrumentation feedthroughs on the dewm'), and daughterboard tem-

peratures.

The Power Supply Board
" This board regulates the voltage to the preamplifiers, which are turned on and off

between beam-crossings. An exlmnal power supply provides the board with only an aver-

age current, while local capacitors store the electrical energy. "llaisrc,heme lowers cable

costs and reduces power consuraption from approximately 500W to 60W per tophat.

The Daughter Boards
The daughterboards perform the prhmry functions for analogue processing the

data. They contain three types of custom circuit hybrids: three 16-channel input protection

hybrids, six 8-channel preamplifier and calibration hytn'ids, and three 16-channel analog

storage and multiplexing hybrids.

" _1._ __lifierHvbri_ds: These hybrids provide the circuitry for amplifying and

pulse shaping the charge signals. The preamplifiers used are low noise, Hitachi 2SK 190

field-effect transistors. Ringing (in the LC circuit arisingfrom the tower capacitance in se-

ries with the inductance from the lead wires) is damped by a feedback scheme called an

'electrortically cooled resistor'! TrI

Unipolar pulse shaping in the preamplifier hybrid channels is performed by a CR

high pass filter followed by an RC low pass filter. Since the coUision rate of the SLC is

oltly 120Hz, bipolar shaping was deemed unnecessary.A shaping time of 4gs was chosen

to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio for the second electromagnetic section, which has the

best intrinsic resolution.

Each preamplifier hybrid also contains a circuit for calibrating the electronics. A

reference voltage specified by a 12-bit0-2.5 volt DAC on the tophat controller board, is

" switched onto a calibration capacitor on the preamp which converts the voltage into the

charge that gets injected into the preamplifier inputs. The calibration capacitors have been
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laser-trimm_ to providea 0.25%accuracyin the injected charge.More than one channel

can be calibratedat _time, the groupof channelsbeing specifiedby the controllerboard.

As me'ationedabove, to reduce power consumption the amplifiersare powered "

down betwce_nbeamcrossings.Out of the 8.3ms beam-crossingtime, approximatelyone

millisecond is requiredto power up andstabilizetheelectronics before the beams collide.

Ii_rut ProtectionHybrids:The inputs to the FET's on the preamps are protected

against largecurrentspikes whichmight occur from high voltage breakdownin the I.AC

towersorblockingcapacitors.Thisprotectionisprovidedbytwostagesofdiodepairsto

ground. The firststagediodes arepackaged in a custom hybridseparate from the preamp

hybridand aredesigned to handle almost200 amperesfor several microseconds.They ab-

sorb most of the,energy, while the remainder is absorbedby the second stage diodes,

whichmm incor[x_atedintothepreamplificationhybrids°Highcurrent,lownoisediodes

hadm besele¢_xl.

__[_._ Signalsareamplifiedfurtherandthen,sampledinthe16channel

CDU hybrids.Each signalis splitinto a pairof post-amplifierswhich provide gainsof xl

and><8.Thetwo amplifiedsignalsarethensampledtwicetoobtainan,e.asurementatthe

baselineandatthesignalpeak.Oneinputsignalthereforeyieldsfour_urements, or

data"buckets".Samplingforthe16)<2channelsisperformedh)parallelbyacustominte-

gratedcircuit,theCalorimeterDam Unit(CDU).Sampling_ forthebaselineandsig-

nalarespecifiedbyclocksignalsfromthetophatcontrollerboard.Sampledsignalsare

storedinanalogueformincapacitorsintheCDU untilthecontrollerboardslx_fiesthe

readoutcon_mndandgeneratestheclockingpulses.The64analogueoutputsarethende-

liveredtoaserialdatastre_nof1.6_tsintervals.

TheA/D Board

TheanaloguesignalsoutofthedaughterboardsaredigitizedbythetophatA/D

board.The CDU outputisdigitizedby a 3.2/asperconversion12-bitCMOS A/D
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converter. After digitization, a parity bit and three framing bits are added to produce a

16-bit dam word.The A/D board has eight channels for parallel processing, with each

• chuanel servicing two daughterboards. The converted data from the eight channels are

. loaded into a chain of parallel/serial shift registers, which are clocked at 32 MHz by pulses

from the controller board. The serial bit stream is then converted into a series of light puls-

es by an optical driver, and the optical data is sent to the Fastbus data acquisition system

over optical fibers. For redundancy,each A/D board has two drivers; only one, however, is

read ouL

In terms of ADC countsthe gain of theelectronicsis 1400 ADC counts/8ApC at

low gain, and 7.6 times that at high gain. One ADC count at high gain is therefore about

5000 electrons.

A3-3.2 Performance of the LAC Frontend Electronics

. Using the internal calibration circuits, tests were performed in the la.b['1sIto study

lincarity, gain, noise and crosstalk in the frontend electronics. The results of the tests are
e.

shown in Hgurc A3.9 through Figure A3.12. The gain is linear over file entire signal

range, with residuals from a straight line fit under 1% at the high end and 1 ADC count at

the low end. The noise is a linear function of input capacitance with a slope of 2600 c-/hF

and an offset of about 2500 c-; the non-zero offset is the intrinsic noise of the readout sys-

tem from preampLitication to digitization, and it corresponds to approximately 0.8 ADC

counts. Crosstalk measurements, performed by pulsing one tophat channel and recording

the response from ali 720 channels, found less than 0.6% crosstalk between neighboring

channels within a preampLifier hybrid and negligible crosstalk between daughterboards.

(Crosstalk in the detector, however, is significant due to the capacitive coupling between

neighboring towea's.)
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A3.4 The Fastbus Data AcquisitionSystm_
Online data acquisitionfor theSLD is based on Fastbus with an 8800 VAX serving

as the host computer. The organization of the full SLD system is shown in FigureA3.13,

and the organizationof the I.AC part is shown in FigureA3.14. The LAC Fastbus system

requiresonly threetypesof modules(otherthanthestandardsysteminterconnectandsys-

temextendermodules):32CalorimeterDataModules(CDM's),oneTimingandControl

Module (TCM)Fg]andoneAlephEventBuilder(AEB_.s°]This sectiondiscussesthe de- l

signs and functionsof these modules andthe dataacquisitionprocess for the LAC.
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A3-4.1 The Calorimeter Data Modules

The CDM's performthe actual functionof acquiringandprocessing the digitized

data_om the front-endelectronics.Ablock diagramin FigureA3.15 providesa simplified

view of the CDM architecture.An auxiliarycard in the Fastbusbackplaneof a CDM re-

ceives the optical data, converts the signals from opticalto electrical,deserializesandde-

multiplexes the signals, and deliveries them to the CDM. Each CDM contains four

channels for parallel processingdata,with two channelsfor everytophat.

In each CDM channel, the data is processedby a custom chip c_aledthe Digital

CorrectionUnit[sl] (DC'U).In normaldata takingmode, the DCU performsthe operations
i

of (1) selecting the gain by comparingthe raw datawith a reference threshold v_ue; (2)

• calibrating the data by applyinga 16 segment piece-wise linearcorrection;and (3) sub-

Izacfingthebaselinefromthesignalfortheselectedgain.TheDCU canbealsosettoa
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"pass-through"mode where ali four bucketsof informationareeffectively unprocessed.

This mode is requiredfor diagnosticsandcalibrationmeasurements.

EachCDM channelalso containsa Motorola68020 microprocessorCPU, clocked

at 16MHz, for additionalanalysis of the data from the DCU. Such analysis includes

calculatingthecalibrationconstants,applyingcorrectionsfor crosstal_ and variousener-

gy sums used in the trigger.

The CDM's contain memoryfor storingprocessed dataand the calibrationcon-
o

stantsused by the DCU_
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Figure A3.14 Schematic of the LAC Fastbus system.

A3-4.2 The Timing and Control Modules

The TCMperformstwo majorfunctions:(1) it provides slow (32MHz) timing sig-

nals for the frontendelectronicsand the CDMmodulesand (2) it transmitscommandop-

exations to the front-endelectronics.The timing signals include the pulses which specify

whentheprcampsshouldpoweruporpowerdown,thepulseswhichspecifytotheCDU

whentosamplethebaselineandsignal,andclockpulsesforreadingouttheCDU sarnplc
tD

andholdmalts.ThecommandoperationsincludethosewhichspecifyaDAC voltagefor
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Figure A3.15Block diagramof the CDMandits auxiliarycard.

calibration and the run mode in which the electronics are to operate. The TCM synchro-

nizes all timing and command signals relativeto a signal it receives fi'om the SLC approx-

imately 1ms prior to a collision.

Communicationfrom theTCM is transmittedover two paths. To tl_eCDM's it is

transmittedover the Fastbusbackplane.To the front-endelectronics, specifically to the

tophatcontroller board,it is sentover a standardthree-wireSLD protocolwhich consists

of lines referredto as COMMAND,CLOCK,and DATA.

Timingandcommandsequencesarespecified andconsl1"uctedthroughsequencer

programs. Software[82]on the host VAXand in the AEB provideroutinesfor constructing

a sequencer program and for subsequently downloadinga program to the TCM. hl the

TCM a statemachine andvariousfast timerscoordinatethe execution of the programsaf-

. tereach beamcrossing.
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A3-4.3 The Aleph Event Builder
The AEB was designed at CERN for the ALEPH experiment, and adopted for the

SLD. lt is a general purpose Fastbus computer which serves as a master module to the

_CM and CDM slave modules. The CPU in the AEB is also the Motorola 68020 micro-

processor (MC68020), but, unlike in the CDM's, a Fastbus coprocessor is included. From

the view of the progrmmner, this coprocessor provides the instructions for various Fastbus

operations as simply additional instructions to the set from the MC68020. It also causes

Fastbus errors to be viewed as additional MC68020 exceptions, which are handled by the

operating system.

The main functions of the AEB are (1) to coordinate and control the operations of

the TCM and CDM's and (2) to collect the data from the CDM's and forward them to _e

VAX.

A3-4.4 The Data Acquisition Run Modes and Online Software qt

The LAC data acquisition system has tour major run modes: (1) normal data ac-

quisition, (2) cosmic data acquisition, (3) calibration and (4) diagnostic testing.

Innol_-_t__'ddataacquisitionmode, theruncommand and timingsignalsaresent

fromtheTCM tothe,ophatsasspecifiedfromtheVAX. Datafromthetophatsissentto

theCDM's, wheretheDCU's aresettoperformthegainselection,calibrationandpeak--

minus-baselinesubtraction.The calibrateddataisthenfurtherprocessedintheCDM

CPU's toformenergysumsfortheSLD triggersystem.Ifthetriggeracceptstheevent,

thresholdcutsareappliedtocompactthedata.The AEB synchronizesthedatafromall

CDM's, appendschannellabelsandacquisitionintbrmation,andderiverstheeventtothe|

VAX.

In cosmic data mode, the configuration and acquisition process is the ,same except

for the TCM pulse which specifies to the CDU chips when to sample the signal peak. In
v

theTCM two internaltimersdefinea 100gs gateor"cosmicwindow" inwhich the
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front-endelectronicsawaita cosmictrigger.The CDU sample-peaksignalissentifthe

triggersignalar_,'yes,otherwiseatime-outsignalissentafterthewindow closes.

" In calibrationmode,theelectronicchmmelsareinjectedwithreferencecharges

• from the preamplifier hybrid calibration system. The DAC voltages are specified from the

AEB through a command operation sent from the TCM. The resulting data is analyzed in

the CDM's, with the DCU registers set in pass-through mode. Calibration constants are

calculated in the CDM and loaded into the CDM calibration memory. Summary statistics

are delivered to the VAX for inspection.

In diagnostic test mode, the DCU is again run in pass-through mode. The 1× and

8× peak and baseline raw data are sent directly to the VAX for functionality tests and

crosstalk meastn'ements.
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